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ABSTRACT
FOSTER CARE; AN INTERACTIONAL PERSPECTIVE
(MAY 1982)
STEPHEN IRWIN BLOOMFIELD, B.A.
,
Long Island University
M. Ed., Springfield College
Ed.D.
,
University of Massachusetts
Directed by; Professor Evan Imber Coppersmith
This study investigated the structure and interac-
tional patterns of systems formed by the initiation of
foster care. These systems were composed of a child in
foster care, a natural family, a foster family and a
Department of Social Services case worker. Four such
systems were studied through a case study methodology.
And were conjointly interviewed; all of the interviews
were videotaped and analyzed by the researcher and two
raters, using a modification of the family structural
assessment format developed by Minuchin.
In each case an adolescent child had been removed
from his or her home and placed in foster care through the
Massachusetts Department of Social Services; in each case
a Child in Need of Services petition had been filed by the
child's natural parents.
Exploring and describing foster care from an
viii
interactional perspective this study applied the psycholo-
gical theory of structural and strategic family therapy to
the area of child welfare, and foster care; while focusing
on the work of Minuchin and Haley and the expanded both an
understanding of family therapy and of child welfare. In
addition the study applied structural and strategic family
therapy to a social system, inclusive of, yet more complex
than a family.
The analysis of the data revealed trends in pat-
terns and structure concerning triadic interactions,
hierarchical relationships, developmental transitions,
systems myths and homeostatic tendencies of systons. In
particular it was found that the child was in an
inappropriate hierarchical status; and that these systems
maintained a rigid homeostasis.
Suggestions were made for future research and for
a model of family therapy applicable to such systems. It
was suggested that the system formed be framed as a deci-
sional subsystem. Suggestions were also made concerning
the applicability of five hiearchical principals developed
by the researcher: of inclusion, complexity, dominance,
situation, and generativi ty. Suggestions were also made
regarding the application of structural and strategic
family therapy to the assessment, diagnosis and treatment
of complex social systems.
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Organization
This chapter will be organized as follows: a
statement of the problem; the significance of the problem;
the rationale for this study; the purpose of this study;
delimits of the study; and the definition of terms used in
this study.
Statement of the Problem
This was a study of foster care from an interac-
tional perspective. There was no interactional view of
foster care; this was the defined problem of this
exploration. The problem was investigated and described
using an interactional systems perspective. In doing so,
the study provides a circular, blamefree understanding of
foster care.
The study investigated the family structure and
transactional patterns in systems v^hen an adolescent child
was removed from the natural family and placed in foster
care, through the Department of Social Services. It was
an exploratory and descriptive investigation employing
case study method.
1
2This investigation is an in-depth study of a small
sample of such families. This includes an inquiry and
examination of three interrelated systems: the natural
family, the foster family, and the placement agency. it
is suggested that such a study will indicate certain spe-
cific and identifiable patterns of interaction which will
lead to application of family therapy useful in working
with complex social systems.
Significance of the Problem
Introduction
. Foster care is a major problem in this
country today. It affects an undeterminable number of
people. Approximately 350,000 children are presented in
foster care; a conservative reckoning suggests that this
number reflects an equivalent number of natural families,
including relatives; a somewhat lesser number of foster
families; numerous case workers; and other social service
people, therapists, administrators, government officials,
advocates, etc. About 50% of these children will remain
in foster care until they become adults (Children's
Defense Fund, 1978).
Foster care as a solution to family problems has a
long history. Slingerland (1919) points that "Under
ancient Jewish law and customs, children lacking parental
care became members of the households of other relatives.
3if such were available, who reared them for adult life."
Kahushin (1974) notes that the early church boarded depen-
dent children with a "worthy widow." Horejsi (1979)
suggests that indentured servitude, almshouses and orpha
trains were early forms of foster care used in the 18th
century in this country. it can be seen that throughout
history children in need of substitute parenting have been
cared for by segments of society committed to their
welfare; however, this eary care produced as many abuses
as it possibly could cure; for example, some children were
abused, mistreated; others made to work long hours for no
pay. Modern child welfare was formulated in reaction to
these abuses (Horesji, 1979).
Foster care was developed as part of an overall
child welfare program. As a component service it is not
the only, nor major service of child welfare agencies,
regulations and concern. Foster care is different and
distinguishable from other forms of substitute child care,
e.g., adoption, residential treatment, or institutional
care. The American Public Welfare Association. Standard
for Foster Family Services System (1975) states that
foster care services are:
. . . the child welfare services which provide (1)
social work and other services for parents and
children and (2) if needed family living in the
community for children whose natural family cannot
care for them either temporarily or for an
4extended period of time. Foster family servicesbegin when the question of separating the child
J^]s/her family arises. it ends when the
child IS stabilized in his/her own or relatives'home, IS placed for adoption, is placed in a more
appropriate facility or becomes independent (d
XV )
.
Further the Child Welfare League of America (1975)
states that the goals of Foster Family Services are
defined as:
The ultimate objectives of foster family ser-
vice should be the promotion of healthy per-
sonality development of the child, and
amelioration of problems that are personally or
socially destructive.
Foster family care is one of society's ways of
assuring the well-being of children who would
otherwise lack adequate parental care. Society
assumes certain responsibilities for rearing and
nurture of children when their own parents are
unable to do so. It discharges these respon-
sibilities through the services of social agencies
and other social institutions. Foster family care
should provide, for the child whose own parents
cannot do so, experiences and conditions that pro-
mote normal maturation (care), prevent further
injury to the child (protection), and correct spe-
cific problems that interfere with healthy per-
sonality development (treatment).
Foster family service should be designed in such a way as
to
;
—maintain and enhance parental functioning to the fullest
extent . . .
--provide the type of care and services best suited to
each child's needs and development . . .
--minimize and counteract hazards to the child's emotional
health inherent in separation from his own family and
the conditions leading to it
—facilitate the child's becoming part of the foster
family, school, peer group and larger community
--make possible continuity of relationship by preventing
5unnecessary changes
--protect the child from harmful experiences
child’s return to his natural family wheneveindicated develop an alternative planthat provides a child with continuity of care.
Foster care then, should be seen as a component of
a system of services for children, one which has clear
goals and purposes. Foster care has a long history and
traces its roots to our earliest forms of civilization.
As a formal state intervention it was instituted as a
response to the abuses and neglect children suffered under
non-moni tored systems; It is however, a system wrought
with problems. Society's collective concern for children
may have produced protections and legislation which ignore
less drastic and less restrictive forms of care. For
instance many children are cared for in informal out-of-
home placements; in a study comparing informal substitute
care with formalized state-run foster care it was found
(Children's Defense Fund, 1978), that current "800,000
black children are informally placed with little or no
evident problems yet of the 350,000 children placed in
government sanctioned foster care almost all have some
difficulties."
Foster care was instituted with the good inten-
tions of caring for children who could no longer be cared
for in their own homes. Today there exists wide discre-
pancies between the intent of this system and its actual
practice
.
6Assumptions o f foster care
. Foster care is based upon
several major assumptions. First, it is seen as a solu-
tion of last resort; secondly, it is seen as an interim
solution, while the problem precipitating foster care is
resolved; and third, it is seen as a short-term solution.
There is a discrepancy between this assumption base and
the actual implementation of foster care systems.
Pers (1976) suggests that the significance and
rationale for a careful study of foster care lies at the
root discrepancy between the idealized assumptions of the
child welfare systems and the harsh realities of foster
care. The primary assumption behind foster care is that
children should be raised in families, their own, those of
relatives, or with foster families who are prepared to
deal with a child's particular problems; the fact is that
children are often removed from their homes and placed in
government approved foster families, before less drastic
methods for solving problems such as family treatment or
parent education are attempted (Pers, 1976). In a study
of foster care in the U.S., the Children's Defense Fund
(1978) concluded that the failure of child placing systems
was one of not turning to interested relatives at the
point of placement, or to enable or encourage relatives
already informally caring for children to continue doing
so. Jenkins and Norman (1966) in a study of 467 families
7with children entering care for the first time found that
30 percent had been living with various relatives, and
were removed, not due to inadequate care but because of
the bias or legal statute of the care system.
Hill (1977) reports, in a study of informal place-
ment in black families, that 800,000 children are being
raised by relatives; several other studies (Leitcher and
Mitchell, 1967; Stack, 1974) give evidence that most
parents entering into a substitute care situation prefer
having their children placed with relatives. This evi-
dence notwithstanding, Shapiro (1976) points out that many
^^se workers appear to regard relatives as dubious resour-
ces and had little motivation to work with them. Several
states pay related foster parents a lower rate than unre-
lated foster parents, while other states do not permit
relatives to become sanctioned foster homes, and all other
states will automatically remove a child from a relative's
home (Children's Defense Fund, 1978).
Pers (1976) states that a second major assumption
is that the goal of foster care is reunification of the
foster child with her parents; this is to occur as soon as
possible so as to strengthen the natural family. The fact
is that after placement, social work energy is rarely
placed on the natural family, but rather is concentrated
on maintaining the foster home placement and avoiding cri-
8sis (Pers, 1976). The Children's Defense Fund study
(1978, p. 10) emphasizes this discrepancy with the conclu-
sion that "Once a child is in placement, the system's
responsibility for the children fail almost universally to
enable them to maintain contact with either their imme-
diate families or other relatives." Vasaly (1974) reports
that of 462 cases reviewed in Arizona 56 percent of the
natural families were not offered any services while the
child was in placement, that of 5,481 cases in Iowa, 65
percent of the natural families had no contact with the
placement agency, and that similar patterns existed
throughout the country. A study conducted by the General
Accounting office (1977) reported that 40 percent of the
natural families it studied had not been visited by the
case work agency during the six-month study period.
Additional barriers to strengthening the natural
family are found in the issues of parental visiting with
children. Fanshel (1975, 1978) found that the patterns of
parental visiting proved to be the best indicators of
whether the child returned home. The more consistent
visits, the more likely the child returned home. Fanshel
(1977) found that 61 percent of the children whose natural
parents visited the foster home only in the first year of
placement were still in foster care at the end of five
years. This is contrasted to cases in which natural
9parents continued to visit their children in foster homes;
cases in which visitation was continuous throughout the
placement resulted in only 27 percent of the children
remaining in care for five years.
Vasaly's study (1974) supports these findings; it
was found that children with significant parental
contacts, 66.5 percent were in care for over 40 months.
The CDF (1978) study concludes that, based upon similar
findings, they were discouraged to find that foster care
policies and practices make it difficult, if not
impossible for natural parents to have contact with their
children. The CDF findings showed that 50 percent of the
responding counties had no written policies concerning
visitation, that several counties forbade parental
visitation, that some counties allowed visiting only on
birthdays, and that most agencies had no provision for
reimbursement to families for transportation or other
expenses related to visitation (CDF, 1977).
The Children's Defense Fund study (1977) does
point out that the severing of parental ties is not always
the result of faulty practices or policies; it suggests
that parents do abandon children, they move or they refuse
to see children. However, Gruber (1980) points out that
about 60 percent of 160 natural families who reported con-
tact with their children felt they did not see enough of
10
their children; of the 93 parents interviewed 19 percent
said that the foster parents discouraged visits and 38
percent said caseworkers prohibited visits. A problem
with interpreting such data is that one may too hastily
jump to blame either the foster family, the case worker,
or the natural family. Although the data is illuminating
in reviewing the foster care phenomena, this study pro-
posed to assess the interconnected systems from a non-
blame perspective. The danger in any view of foster care
is that one is apt to choose a particular set of players
to be at fault.
A third major assumption of the foster care system
is that foster care should be short-term, but in fact many
children spend a major portion of their lives in foster
care (Pers, 1976). An obstacle to determining the exact
significance of this discrepancy lies in the fact that
there are "no national data available on the number of
children who are placed out of their own homes and even-
tually returned home" (Kadushin, 1977). It has been shown
that about 50 percent of children in foster care remain in
care until adulthood (Children's Defense Fund, 1978).
Becoming an adult is one of four ways available to ter-
minating a child placed in foster care; the other three
are; return to the natural family, adoption by a new
family, or residential placement. The CDF (1978) found
11
that 20 percent of children in foster care had been in
care for over six years. Fanshel and Grundy (1975) found
that in New York City the average length of stay in foster
care ws 5.4 years. Vasaly (1977) reports that in
Massachusetts and New Jersey the average length of stay is
around five years. It must be emphasized that this data
is average data, including some placements which are
short-term. In a study of seven states
,
the CDF found
that over 52 percent were in care for over two years; over
33 percent were in care from four to six years.
In the same study, the CDF found that 77 percent
of these children were in temporary custody or court, the
other 23 percent being in permanent custody. Pers (1976)
points to another underlying assumption and discrepancy of
foster care: that long-range plans be developed and
followed by all involved, but that in fact, planning is
rarely an agency priority and often plans merely specify
"long-term foster care." Stein, Gambrill and Wilst (1977)
in a study of the use of restoration on contracts
(contracts used with natural parents specifying the date
the child will be returned) used for planning foster care,
found that 68 percent of children whose parents par-
ticipated in, and signed, contracts returned home while
the 16 percent who opted not to be involved in contracts
did not return home. Contracts provided the specific
12
framework and content for interaction between workers and
parents oriented towad modifying the parents' behavior.
Three specially trained and assigned workers worked with
parents, while children and foster parents received the
regular services. This study suggests the children can
return from foster care. The project was replicated in
Oregon with 79% of children returning home or being
adopted (Kadushin, 1978).
Defining the problem
. The variables which make foster
care a suitable phenomenon for study form a complex array
of problematic areas. Stein, Gambrill and Wilst (1977)
point out that for almost 20 years investigators have
attempted to identify variables that could be used to
indicate success in foster care. The very issue of what
is successful foster care has not been clearly defined.
The position of this study is that successful foster care
is the return of the child to his natural family, as expe-
ditiously as possible, where that is appropriate, or the
development of other suitable alternative family
situation—what has been termed permanency placement.
Stein, Gambrill, and Wilst (1977) summarized the
study of such variables as the justification of yet
another study of single, linear variables; they studied
the relationship between the outcome of the child's case
13
and whether or not the parents signed a restoration
contract. The results of this study showed a definite
correlation; however, it is the view of this study that
such single variable studies overlook the systemic rela-
tionship between and among the interlocking aspects of
"the foster care system." other investigations have shown
that the longer a child is in foster care the greater is
the probability that he will remain in foster care until
adulthood (Maas & Engle, 1959; Fanshel, 1971; Stein &
Gambrill, 1976). Some studies claim that demographic
characteristics, such as sex, age, and ethnicity can be
used to predict which children will be in long-term foster
care (Sherman, Neuman, & Shine, 1974), while others found
no relationship between such factors (Fanshel, 1971;
Murphy, 1978). Stein, Gambrill and Wilste (1977) suggest
that the bulk of investigations in regard to foster care
are at best equivocal and that results of one study are
contraindicated by results of another. They offer the
following evidence: "the intial reason for placement of a
child has also been examined for its relationship to
outcome, again producing uneven results." For example, it
has been suggested that the children of abusive and
neglectful parents are less likely to have permanent plans
for their future than children placed for other reasons
(Sherman, Neuman, & Shyne, 1974). It has also been con-
14
tended that such children are underrepresented in long-
term care cases (Jenkins), A number of studies have
indicated that children who exhibit behavioral or emo-
tional problems are most likely candidates for long-term
care (Fanshel & Maas, 1962; Kadushin, 1974). Other
investigators have concluded that these presenting
problems do not relate to this outcome (Sherman, Neuman, &
Shyne; Mass, 1969),
The phenomenon of foster care is a complex area of
study. It is a significant area of study. The rationale
for studying foster care from a systems perspective is a
result of the equivocal results in the research
literature. Almost all authors in the field of foster
care list the variables they find problematic. In order
to underline the complexity and widespread significance of
foster care, several categories of foster care problems
are presented here. These will be reviewed in greater
detail in the next section of this study.
Horejsi (1979) suggests that the major problema-
tic area of foster care lies in its distinction from
adoption, residential care and institutional care. Foster
care in combining elements of these other systems of
substitute care for children, becomes a more complex
system because it is a 24-hour child care in the context
of a surrogate family. Horejsi (1979) suggests that this
15
combination of circumstance, non-ins titutional
, 24-hour
temporary care makes foster care a particularly problema-
tic child welfare service. He feels that added demands of
family life, in a foster family, add to the problems
encountered in institutional care. Horesjsi (1979)
^nrther suggests that children coming into foster care
have more serious behavioral, physical, and emotional
problems than the population in general and that foster
homes may be unable to cope with them.
Garret (1977) identifies eight major problem areas
in the foster care system. This identification is based
upon the Vasaly (1976) study:
1. Preventive services are lacking or
ineffective, resulting in the placement of
many children who should have remained in
their homes.
2. Natural families quickly get lost and do not
receive the help they need.
3. The average length of stay in foster care, on
any given day, is five years.
4. Although it is detrimental for a child to move
from home to home, the typical child in foster
care moves 2.7 times.
5. The average age of children in foster care is
10 years old; yet foster families able and
trained or willing to deal with adolescents
are in short supply.
6. Foster families in most communities subsidize
the taxpayer because reimbursement rate for
care to children is grossly inadequate.
16
7. Social service agencies are understaffed, in-
service training is insufficient and workloads
are so unmanageable that little meaningful
work can be done.
Lavine (1977) suggests that the major problem in
foster care is that we are never certain what services are
provided, if they are appropriate, or if they are
effective. Mnookin (1977) suggests that the problem lies
in inadequate legislation, suggesting that legislative
vaguries result in difficult—to— implement policy. For
instance, in many states it is unclear how and when foster
care can be terminated. In addition some states,
Massachusetts included, state that a permanent plan must
be developed for each child in foster care; at the same
time the child must be treated in the least restrictive
manner. The intrusion of the state to provide a permanent
plan can be seen as contradictory to least restrictive—as
state involvement can be seen to preclude the least
restrictive environment.
In a study of foster care in 140 counties, CDF
(1977) suggested that the problems with foster care
revolved around three basic issues: first, the system is
either designed or implemented so that "families do not
count"; (p. 12) second, "that children do not count"; (p.
16) and third, "that a policy of public neglect has been
institutionalized in this system because government has
17
not met its responsibility” (p. 19 ).
This study assumes these and other problems, as
well as the potential benefits of foster care. For pur-
poses of this study the system created by foster care was
the defined problem for this study. This study proposes
to explore and describe the many attendant issues
resulting from the system created by intiation of foster
care, will do so through a case study methodology and
thereby make suggestions for further study. This study
proposes to investigate foster care from a systems
perspective and in so doing develop a blame-free, circular
view of the problem in contrast to the linear, blame-
oriented descriptions and remedies offered thus far.
Current issues . Foster care is an issue which is con-
tinually under review. CDF (1978) states "it is probably
a safe assumption, that at predictable intervals, a drama-
tic story about some particularly homeless, or neglected,
or abused child, who has suffered hardship or damage at
the hands of an insensitive bureaucracy will be spread
across the front page of a newspaper. These stories range
from that of a child torn from his mother's loving arms
for seemingly trivial or irrelevant reasons, to that of a
child who has reached a hospital badly beaten by a
parent." Foster care represents a major state interven-
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tion in the lives of people (Mandell, 1973; Pers
, 1976),
in some cases it seems the necessary and appropriate
course of action, in others it seems irresponsible and
drastic. Goldstein, Freud, & Soljit (1973) suggest that
the only time the state should intervene in the lives of
families by removing a child is when there is clear evi-
dence that physical or emotional abuse or neglect are so
evident that to leave the child would be the equivalent of
homicide. A divergence of opinion on this issue charac-
terizes the literature.
The importance of foster care as an issue can be
seen in its priority for a number of child welfare organi-
zations and professional organizations. For instance, the
National Legal Resource Center for Child Advocacy and
Protection, a project of the American Bar Association, has
begun a two-year study to help the legal system malce a
better contribution toward planning for foster children
(Ortho Newsletter, 1980). The Commonwealth of
Massachusetts is currently revising and reviewing its
standards and guidelines for all substitute care (Draft
Standards), social work and child welfare journals have
regular articles and reviews of foster care problems. The
Children's Bureau, of the Administration for Children
Youth and Families established in 1962, has reprioritized
its focus from problems of child labor, maternal and child
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health, and juvenile delinquency, so that today its major
emphasis is on strengthening troubled families and helping
them stay together and finding permanent homes for
children in foster care (Ortho Newsletter, 1980).
Tren^. in discussing the future of child welfare
services, Kadushin (1978) suggests that these services
form a continuum from supportive services, i.e., services
to children in their horns; supplementary service, i.e.,
care; to substitute care services, i.e.
, foster care.
He suggests that each group of services serves different
problem situations, and that therefore it is unlikely that
one group will ever effectively replace another. Kadushin
makes the argument that a majority of substitute care pla-
cements were necessary and appropriate, and unavoidable.
Jenkins (1966) supporting this, found this to be so in 53
percent of 425 families studied; Mech (1970) in 70 percent
of 2,200 families studied; Bernstein, et al
. ( 1975), in
92.7 percent of 29,000 children in placement or awaiting
placement in New York City. Kadushin (1978) concludes
from this that the warranted conclusion is that supportive
and supplementary services cannot replace substitute care,
and even if they were ideal, there would be a residual of
children in need of foster care. It becomes clear that
foster care is a phenomenon that is with us, that it will
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be an intervention more often used and is therefore a
significant area of study. it is equally clear from these
studies that large numbers of children may be treated in
less drastic ways.
Wilste (1978) in discussing current trends and
developments in foster care suggests there is a rapidly
increasing number of teenagers entering the foster care
system, usually as a result of conflictual relationships
with their natural parents. Wilste 91978) differentiates
these adolescents from adjucated delinquent adolescents
and the younger children in foster care, suggesting that
very little work has been done in regard to this rela-
tively new and growing population. This study proposes to
investigate this population.
Rationale for the Study
This research studied foster care from a systems
perspective. Utilizing a case study methodology it
generated several interactional hypotheses concerning
foster care. It also generated a model for providing
family therapy with this population. The study makes
suggestions for assessment, training, policy planning and
future research.
The rationale for having done this study in this
way is as follows: (1) the case study is the most
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appropriate form of research for investigating this
phenomena; this is detailed in the methodology section;
and (2) viewing foster care from a systems perspective
contributes to an understanding of both the study of
foster care, and the applications of systems theory.
Foster care has not been studied from a systems
perspective. It is clear, from the literature, that the
phenomena has been studied often and from a variety of
perspectives; however, what is lacking is a perspective
that is non-blameful in nature. In reviewing the research
relevant to foster care it seems alsmost as if it is
designed to blame one of the actors in this drama. The
research tends either to blame the child, the natural
parents, the foster parents, or the child welfare or legal
system. Structural and strategic family theory allows one
an epistemology that is non-blameful and circular. The
research in foster care is inadequate in this regard.
Kadushin (in Maas, 1978) suggests that from 1970
through the present the primary problem in foster care has
remained the same; "How can society provide care for the
dependent child who cannot temporarily or permanently be
cared for adequately by his biological parents." In
reviewing the research concerning foster care since 1970
Kadushin (1974) finds that there is a continual rise in
the rate of children entering foster care; that these
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children are older than previous; they are more disturbed
or more difficult to care for; and further that there has
been a shift from a locus of problems in the client-family
to one that identifies the problems in the child welfare
system itself and the child welfare worker. Kadushin
suggests that research undertaken in the field of foster
care should provide the tools that enable the
practitioner, when confronted with the problem faced, to
behave in a manner which increases the probability that
the situation will be changed." In general, it cannot be
said, in all good conscience, that research has signifi-
cantly advanced this cause since 1970. We have made
small, albeit significant advances in disspelling some of
the uncertainties and ambiguities regarding what we need
to know. We still lack a clearly defined theory of
substitute care which might result in an orchestration of
programmatic research. We still depend heavily on
intuition, common sense and practice wisdom for the work
that we must do" (p. 141). The present study was done to
contribute to an understanding of foster care from an
interactional perspective.
Although there have been no systemic studies of
foster care, the literature suggests one is in order.
Probably the most explicit call for a systems approach to
this phenomena comes from Kline and Overstreet (1972).
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They begin their widely read and cited reference work by
stating that:
The task of conceptualizing foster care servicesfor children has challenged practitioners andteachers ever since the recognition that the needs
of placed children were not met simply by trans-ferring children from a disorganized environment
to an organized one. Some of the difficulty in
conceptualization arises from the fact that foster
care as a social service is markedly different
from other relatively well conceptualized social
services in that it combines with treatment the
care of the child and thus is unique in its
functions, strctures
,
and procedures (p. 1).
They go on to suggest that the major participants in the
foster care system are the child and his parents, the
surrogate parents, and their family, other social
institutions, and the caseworker and the agency, "Human
systems theory offers a promising framework for a more
useful conceptualization of foster care services than has
been available in the past. Within this frame of
reference all of the individual and social situations that
participate in each placement situation can be viewed in
their interaction and transactions, their reciprocal
influence on each other, and the fluid stages of
equilibrium within the service system" (Kline &
Overstreet, p. 2). Although suggesting this form of
study, the authors do not do it. In response to their
suggestion this study viewed the interacting elements of
the foster care system as outlined above through a case
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study investigation.
Several approaches have been made to the applica-
tion of family systems theory to foster care. These pro-
vide a beginning to the comprehensive work which has yet
to be done. This study proposes to go beyond these intial
efforts
.
Horejsi (1979) devotes five pages of a book geared
to social workers on the application of General Systems
Theory to foster care phenomena. In doing so he suggests
that some of the concepts of systems thinking are relevant
to workers dealing with foster care and advises that these
concepts should be kept in mind. The description offered
is limited, however, and points to the need for a more
thorough view. Eastman (1979) attempts a view of the
foster family in a systems perspective, again indicating
the need for this study. Schor (1980) in the Philadelphia
Child Guidance Clinic developed a program for foster care
practitioners utilizing structural family therapy
techniques. The program is an interesting mix of an edu-
cation model and a systems approach, however, it lacks a
rigorous overview of systems theory, and deals with only
one aspect of the system; foster parents.
Hartman (1979) has developed an assessment model,
used in adoption services which grows out of an ecological
systems perspective. It is basd upon the concepts that
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families as open systems are deeply emersed in their
environments and suggests that the tools developed
attempt to capture for observation and exploration the
complex dynamics of the family system in space and through
time. Hartman is clear that a systems approach, one based
upon structural-strategic family therapy is called for in
foster care system description and practice. Hartman's
work is clearly a step toward that approach.
Janzen and Harris (1980) in their book devoted to
the use of family treatment in a variety of social work
situations, which attempts to "bring a family systems
understanding ... to the work with each kind of family
and family problems," do a reasonable job of introducting
structural famiy therapy to a variety of child welfare
situations. The notable exceptions are adoption and
foster care; one paragraph is devoted to working with
foster families.
Studying foster care from a systems persepctive
contributes to the understandings of both foster care and
the possible applications of systems theory to complex
social problems. The rationale for this study is to add
to that understanding.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate, by
means of a structural assessment, the interactional
patterns, organizational structure, and hierarchial
arrangement of the system of foster care. This system was
defined as being composed of the child, the natural
family, the foster family, the placement worker. in
viewing foster care, it was evident that these
interlocking systems organize around the child and his/her
placement
.
Three systems combine to form a larger, more
complex system when a child is removed from his home. The
foster care system exists because of a child's removal
from his home and placement in a foster family. The new
system formed, or supra system, consists of at least four
distinct elements: a child, her/his biological/natural
family, a foster family, and a placement agency. The pur-
pose of this study was to explore and describe this
'suprasystem. ' This will be done through a case study
methodology, employing a variety of techniques. This
study provided information about the system's structure
and transactional patterns. It suggested ways of working
with foster care systems. In addition to providing new
understandings and information about foster care, and the
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relationship between families and the larger systems they
are involved v;ith, the study provided implications and
suggested directions for future research, as well as
suggestions for strategic and structural family therapy.
The structural assessments are based upon conjoint
structured interviews of the supra system. This invstiga-
tion provided a wealth of data about the system structure,
transactional patterns and interactional patterns.
Conclus ion
This study integrated an investigation of foster
care with a systems perspective. Its significance,
rationale and purpose is that it contributes to an
understanding of both the conceptualization and implemen-
tation of foster care and the field of strategic and
structural family therapy. The application of strategic-
structural family therapy to areas larger and more complex
than the family is work just beginning. This study has
contributed to that effort.
Limitations of the Study
The research outcomes of this case study have
generated theory and hypotheses and not produced data
which lends itself to statistical interpretation.
This study is specific to the Commonwealth of
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Massachusetts Department of Social Services and therefore
is not fully general i zable
.
The size of the sample is limited, and neither
random nor representative, and therefore not fully
generalizable
.
Delimitations of the Study
Only families involved in a Commonwealth of
Massachusetts Department of Social Services foster care
program were included. Only foster care situations on
which the foster child is an adolescent (11 to 18 years)
were included.
Only families from which a child was removed for
conflictual reasons were included. Cases of abuse and
neglect, i.e., protective custody cases were excluded.
Only families agreeing to participate were
included. Only families within the selected Department of
Social Services catchement areas in Western Massachusetts
were included. Only families involved with a Department
of Social Services worlcer willing to participate were
included
.
Definition of Terms
This is a listing of terms useful in understanding
this study.
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Alliance
. Two or more members of a family who are
united around a common interest or task. The issue around
which they join may be a positive task (parental alliance
to rear children) or a negative one (mother-son alliance
to fight father's authority).
Biological family
. Family into which child is
born; may include step-family, criteria is that one
natural parent is present.
Boundaries
. Rules in a family defining who par-
ticipate and in what manner. Functions to facilitate or
impeded flow of information between individuals,
subsystems, generations, and between the family and the
outside world (Minuchin, 1974).
Coalition
. (See alliance.)
Conjoint family interview
. An interview conducted
with all available family members.
Detouring
. A conflict-defusing interactional pat-
tern whereby parental conflicts are submerged as the
parents send conflict through a child, united either to
attack or protect him (Minuchin, 1974).
Disengagement . An interactional style of family
systems or subsystems characterized by rigid boundaries
and distance. In disengaged families family support is
activated only after a great deal of stress or conflict
(Minuchin, 1974).
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Enmeshmen
t
. An interactional style of family
systems and subsystems characterized by blurred
boundaries, intensiveness, closeness, and lack of
i iat ion
.
The behavior of one member immediately
affects others and stress reverberates across all boun-
daries and subsystems (Minuchin, 1974).
Equif inality
. The possibility of various systems
to reach the same final state from different initial con-
ditions and through different pathways.
Family myths . A series of well-integrated
beliefs shared by all family members, concerning their
relationships, and which usually go unchallenged in spite
of reality distortions they may imply. Myths may serve to
maintain the homeostasis of the system.
Family rules . Typical and repetitive patterns of
interaction among family members which characterize the
family system as a whole, and more than a collection of
individuals (Jackson, 1959).
Family task . A task, real or simulated, assigned
to a family to perform. Purpose is to elicit
'quasi-natural' assessment of interactional patterns.
Foster care . Also foster family care. Social
service designed as part of overall child welfare services
to provide short-term substitute care in a family
sistuation for children removed from natural/biological
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family.
Foster family. Family into which child removed
from natural family is placed by state-sanctioned agency.
Hierarchy. The systemic relationship in which one
level of organization in which one level forms the context
for understanding another level. Five hierarchial prin-
cipals are used to describe this interaction: inclusion,
complexity, dominance, generat ivity
,
and situation.
Homeostasis
. A concept denoting that the con-
tinuous interplay of dynamic forces within the family
tends toward the maintenance of an equilibrium among
family members (Jackson, 1957).
Joining
. Activity of the therapist aimed at
becoming a part of the family system in a position of
leadership. Adaptation of the therapist to the style,
rules, and language of the family with the aim of forming
a therapeutic relationship (Minuchin, 1974).
Morphogenesis . A systems capacity to transform
itself to an organizational pattern capable of responding
to a more complex context: growthful change.
Multifinality . The possibility of systems to
start from the same initial state and move through dif-
ferent pathways to different final states.
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Overlnvolvement. An intense relationship in which
the responses of each person are exaggeratedly important,
characterized by a mixture of affection and exasperation
(Haley, 1976).
Natural family. Family from which child has been
removed.
Parental child
. Child who is given parental power
and responsibility within a family. This can be a func-
tional structure, particularly in large or single-parent
families, but may become dysfunctional if the delegation
of authority is not explicit, or if parents abdicate all
authority (Minuchin, 1974).
Parent-child coalition
. A conflict-diffusing
interaction whereby a stable alliance exists between one
child and one parent against the other parent (Minuchin,
et al.
,
1974)
.
Rigidity
. Unusually strong resistance to change
in transactional patterns already established in family
systems (Minuchin, 1974).
Rigid triad . A boundary dysfunction in which a
parental dyad uses a child to diffuse a conflict. Types
of rigid triads include triangulation, detouring and
stable cross-generational coalitions (Minuchin, 1974).
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Structural assessment
. An analysis or diagnosis
of a family's interactions in its current context
(Minuchin, 1974).
Subsystem
. Divisions in families determined by
tasks, interests, functions, or generations of the family
include marital, parental, and sibling subsystems.
Suprasystem
. System, suprasystem and subsystem
are terms used to describe organized integration.
Suprasystems are the contextual systems in which systems
exist. Two or more systems may form a suprasystem.
System . A set of interacting elements in which
the whole is seen as greater than the sum of its parts. A
totality of elements in interaction with each other.
Triangulation . An interactional conflict-
diffusing pattern whereby a child is in a covert cross-
generational alliance with each parent that excludes the
other, and in which the alliances shift (Minuchin, 1974).
CHAPTER II
A LITERATURE REVIEW:
A CRITIQUE OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Introduction
Foster care is a complex phenomena. The litera-
ture relating to this phenomena is voluminous. Systemic
family therapy by comparison is exemplified by a much more
pariomonious body of literature. The integration of
systemic family therapy and foster care is contained in a
relatively limited body of literature.
The primary purposes of this literaure review are
two fold: first, to acquaint the reader with the theory
and practice of foster care and those theories and models
of family therapy involved in this study; and second, to
set a theoretical framework for this study. This is
accomplished by a two part representative review of the
literature. The organization of this chapter is: (1) a
review of the foster care literature, this review is
representative of the field and selected issues which are
relevant to this study are presented and (2) a review of
systemic family therapy; focusing on structural family
therapy, and the use of systemic family theory in working
with larger systems.
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Overview of Foster Care Literature
Foster care is as current as today's news. The
New York Times
,
Monday January A, 1982 ran an editorial
"A Step Forward for Foster Care," describing the New York
City effort to upgrade the foster care system in that
city. As is typical with most of these evaluations the
findings were at best inconclusive—"foster care was found
to keep kids from starving or freezing; but they are not
doing enough to move children out of the psychological
limbo of foster care." The result of this literature
review is a conviction that foster care by its very nature
is a limbo. The mass of studies, research findings, and
other literature on foster care confuses and confounds the
very definition and mission of foster care. In reviewing
the literature this author finds that a cycle of blame and
advocacy exists regarding the core function of foster
care, that is, making crucial decisions about peoples
lives. Because of this, the field seems particularly open
to the interactional perspective represented by the
structural and strategic family therapies. The goal
herein is not to add yet more confusion to the field but
to simplify, by providing a perspective, useful to both a
theoretical understanding of the situation and to its
practical applications.
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Reviews of the Literature
The literature addressing foster care is complex,
diverse and extensive; it does not however contain a
comprehensive systemic view of the field of child welfare
nor of the phenomena of foster care. One is faced with a
dearth of information to sift through in order for cate-
gories to emergy which allow the circumscribing of that
literature. Sinanoglu (1981) concludes in her review of
the literature from 1970-1980 that the literature is at
best frustrating; that it provides on the one hand a
sense of discouragement, seeming as if it has all been
said before, so why has so little been done; and a sense
of hope on the other hand as one reviews creative, "viable
and effective programs aimed at preventing placement,
reuniting the child with his natural family or facili-
tating reliquishment decisions" (page 4).
The perspective of this study is specific; to pro-
vide an interactional view of foster care. In order to
accomplish this task an understanding of the body of
literature that exists explaining, describing and studying
foster care was undertaken. To review that entire body of
literature is too burdensome to impose upon the readers of
this However several comprehensive reviews of relevant
Ilt0 r'ature have been done in the field of foster care.
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In this section I have summarized the findings of those
reviews. The interested reader is referred to those
reviews as sources of further reading.
Maas (1978) reviewed research specifically
relating to children in foster care. in his review of
approximately 200 studies, conducted between 1970-78 it
was found that the principal emphasis of the research has
been on identifying the deficiencies in the foster care
system and on testing the procedures that have been deve-
loped in response to these deficiencies. Maas (1978)
concludes that although we have more data on what brings
children into foster care, the situations of their
families, the nature of the foster care population, the
character of foster parents, the effects on children of
the experience of foster care, "the research has been of
only limited help to direct service practioners" (page
124). The suggestion is that looking at what exists to
see whether it works, without a well explicated under-
standing of what its function is, that is, a detailed
explication based upon a theoretical perspective, has not
provided utility to those people implementing services.
In looking at the same literature this study concurs with
that design.
Maluccio and Sinanoglu (1981) reviewed the litera-
ture specific to the parents of children in foster care.
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Approximately 500 sources were cited; they conclude that
the literature is vast and burgeoning. Their findings
suggest that field is buried in controversy and that the
literature is most useful pointing out the dicotomies that
exist in the field; concluding, that the field is in need
of an interactional perspective.
These findings are not new to the field. There
appears to be agreement that foster care is represented by
such a large diverse body of literature that it provides
little of use to the practioneer nor the researcher.
Stone (1970) writes "in the field of social work today
there is a growing awareness of the lack of knowledge,
fragmented and outdated practices, and uneven applications
of the theoretical concepts." Almost a decade later
Kadushin (1978) concludes in his review of literature that
"in all good conscience it cannot be said that the
research has significantly advanced this cause since
1970." He further suggests that the research, and other
literature, prior to 1970 has been shown to be inadequate
in articulating a perspective for the practice of foster
care which was clear, useful to the practioner, and did
not blame the worker or the agency for foster care as a
deficient system. This study was undertaken to address
this omission in the literature.
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Values and Assumptions
The belief system which develops regarding foster
care system is necessarily based upon certain values and
assumptions. A primary assumption is that a way to
resolve problems in a family is to remove a member for a
time so as to stabilize the family. The individual is
placed in a surrogate home with the goal of returning the
child back home. It is a system based upon an assumption
that change occurs in a sequential orderly fashion, and
that systems are morphogenic in nature. This value or
assumption is in direct contradiction with a systems
approach that suggests that system maintain a homestasis
(Jackson 1957). These tendencies of homestasis and
morphogenesis are used as a category of description in
this study, in order to describe this occurance.
"Values in foster care are a part of the for-
mulation of every topic . . . these values are generally
the same values of social work" (page 8 Stone 1970).
Stone (1970) concludes that these values are basically the
worth of the individual and his growth toward maximum
potential. This is a difficult statement to critique;
however when one expands the value and looks at others
that may be mutually exclusive it is not difficult to
understand how one can easily blame some element of the
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system. The Child Welfare League of America (1975)
suggests the major values of foster care are: respect for
the individual, the preservation of the natural family as
the best place for a child to be raised, that the natural
family offers the best opportunity for meeting the deve-
lopmental and socialization needs of children. What then
is the average worker to do when a child has been removed
from his home because his natural parents are viewed as
incompetent ... in the evry overtaxed work of foster
care social services it is difficult to understand how
good intentioned workers can work toward the actualization
of both these values.
Stone (1970) begins a national reappraisal of
foster care by twenty one experts by suggesting an opera-
tional definition of foster care. In doing so suggests
some of the values and assumptions guiding this system.
She concludes that foster care is care given outside a
Childs home for more than 24 hours, when his home is not
available. The inherent assumption is that the childs
home is not available, something for which few guidelines
exist. Second that there is shared childrearing respon-
sibility between the agency and natural parents and agency
and foster parents. The implication is that the agency is
central in this arrangement and the assumption that
childrearing can be a shared responsibility. And third
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that foster care is a decision process of selecting the
best setting for a child.
Meisels and Loeb (1978) describe five values and
assumptions upon which substitute care for children
appears to have been developed.
1-
Maternal deprivation in the early years has an
adverse effect on personality development, and
later difficulties of the individual can be traced
to a breakdown of the early relationship.
2-
As the parent-child relationship is of vital
importance, all efforts must be made to restore it.
No child should be deprived of his natural parents
for economic reasons alone.
3-
If for some extreme reason a child's own parents
cannot take care of him, another family is the
best place for him. The childs own extended
family is in principle preferrable to complete
strangers
.
4-
The rights and interests of the child take
priority over those of the parents in any plans
affecting him. Natural parents and foster parents
are to be understood as individuals with their own
needs, but these needs cannot be permitted to
affect the future of the child.
5-
If a child cannot be returned to his own family,
whatever reasons, the goal is to afford the child
the needed security and feeling of belonging
within the foster home by making the arrangement
permanent, preferably through adoption.
Implicit in Meisels and Loeb's child focused
assertions is the potential for child saving and parent
blaming. They also set up a conflictual frame for adult-
child need attainment.
Stone (1970) adds a greater emphasis on the child;
almost excluding the interaction of natural parents and
foster parents. Stone (1970) states the following as
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values which more adequately represent the field of child
welfare
.
1-
There should be a responsibility assumed by
every community for seeing that a continuum of
care and service is provided for children who mustlive outside their own homes. No child should be
lost because referrals are not made or adequate
services are not available.
2-
The goal set for all children is minimal reaso-
nable parenting and this may not be necessarily
tied to middle class childbearing patterns.
3-
The criteria for evaluating foster parents
should be their "parenting abilities" and their
capacity to share these with parents and agency.
These values, which are seen by this study as
having the potential to contribute to a blame orientation,
have been criticized by other authors describing foster
care
.
Pers (1976) suggests that these values are not
actualized in the practice of foster care.
Barlett (1970) suggests the value base of child
welfare is in contradiction to the accumulation of
knowledge; that the limited and rigid value base of foster
operates to produce a certain fear and devaluation of
knowledge .
"
These values and assumptions contribute to a blame
oriented perspective of foster care. One in which the
needs of parents are pitted against the needs of children.
This cycle of blame is evidenced throughout the litera-
ture and presented later in this review.
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Components of the Foster Care System
Before proceeding to describe what herein is
termed the cycle of blame it is necessary to present a
framework for who, or what components, are to be con-
sidered to make up foster care. This subsection defines
the components of the foster care system. It points out a
divergence of opinion, theory and research which iden-
tifies a diverse description of the components of foster
care. The goal is to provide an understanding of the
theoretical context within which this research was
undertaken
.
Boehm (1970) suggests that foster care is a system
with three major components:
1-
child and family-the client component or user of
service
2-
social agency and social worker-the service
delivery or provision component
3-
foster family or ins titution-the child care
facility or primary service resources
This taxonomy is used by others (Wilste 1978, Kline and
Overstreet 1972). Boehm's definitions, and the placement
of child and family as the client component is understood
by this study to potentially ascribe blame to two elements
of a larger system. By defining certain members of a
system as clients a subtle blaming takes place.
Other authors have suggested the major components
of the foster care system can be broken down into as many
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as 16 components (Horejsi 1979, Sinanoglu 1981). m
attempting to set some frame around inclusion in the
foster care system other authors (Hartman 1979, Maluccio
1981) have taken an ecological stance which permits a
categorization similar to Boehm (1970), but which suggests
that each component of foster care is also involved in a
social ecology of its own. Additionally stating that
these factors must be taken into account when assessing
the system or developing programs designed to intervene or
correct past deficiencies of foster care.
These categorizations, or component descriptions,
have lead to two types of literature and research
analysis: one which takes the broadest view possible and
includes the entire inclusive ecological field (Hartman)
and another which focuses on one aspect of the field in a
more or less reduct ionistic fashion. The contention of
this research is that the field of focus must be narrow
enough to be useful for analysis but broad enough so as to
include the essential elements.
The components of foster care which are essential
to include in any description are a natural parent, a
foster parent, a case worker and the client.
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Cycle of Blame
A variety of descriptions of the components of the
foster care system are found in the literature. However
there is only a limited view describing attempts the
interactional patterns of these components; instead what
is found is a static^ linear and often demeaning profile
of the people involved in foster care. The literature is
replete with accusative descriptions. It appears that
most of what has been written ascribes blame to one or
another component of foster care. This section presents a
description of each component of foster care drawn from
the literature. Its purpose is to suggest this cycle of
blame
.
Parents of children in foster, (Maluccio and
Sinanoglu, 1981) biological parents (Kadushin, 1974) and
natural parents (Horejsi, 1978) are all terms used to
describe the same component of the foster care system.
This researcher has chosen the terms natural parent to
describe this component as having the fewest and most
general connotations. Horesji (1978) definition is the
one which is used; "the adult of adults who had custody
of the child prior to placement into foster care." Many
studies have described natural parents.
Vasaly (1976) suggests that the research serves to
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confirm what was already known in the field; stating that
"As a group they tend to maritaly unstable. Most
report having several children; few of the
children live with the parents. The parents arepoorly educated. Many are unemployed and thosethat are employed are apt to be employed at
unskilled or semi-skilled work. Most are belowpoverty level income, and many are receiving
public assistance."
Kline and Overstreet (1972) suggest that the parent who is
f f ic i en t ly mature and integrated to seek help is the
exception rather than the rule." Further that the
P^^poriderance of parents suffer from overt evidence of
personal and social disorganization and severe character
disorders." (page 159).
Kline and Overstreet (1972) draw the following
profile from their review of literature:
1-
They are overwhelmed by reality problems: eco-
nomic need, poor housing, and often, poor health
and, inadequate health care.
2-
They are either divorced or separated, or if
not, the marriage is characterized by strife and
intermittent separation. Often, they have had
several unsuccessful marriages and have never
attained a stable period of family life which
might be restored.
3-
They tend to be self defeating and self destruc-
tuve in their patterns of behavior in major life
roles
.
4-
They distrust and fear the helping relationship
they so greatly need
5-
Their parenting roles are inevitably charac-
terized by excessive use of the children to meet
their own psychological needs. Often the children
have moved around a great deal and intermittently
left with friends, neighbors, and relatives.
Given this general consensus of the picture of a
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foster child's parent, authors generally agree that some
work with natural parents is indicated. It is also indi-
cated that a primary goal of foster care is to reunite a
child with his/her natural parents. Mass (1978) subscri-
bes to this as the general view of the field, however
points out that little work is done to alleviate the
situations which originally cause foster placement. State
agencies, as well as, national child welfare advocates
call for a recognition of the worth of natural parents,
and for organizations advocacy for return of the child to
his natural home.
This picture of parents of children in foster care
suggests to this author the near impossibility of helping.
The literature suggests a view of less than competent
people, yet suggests reuniting them with their children.
The literature regarding natural parents paints a dismal
of them. The researcher is hard put not seeing natural
parents as the primary cause of the problem of a foster
situation.
Similarly, a review of the descriptions of foster
children would have one believe that these children are
either desperately deficient children or the products of
these dismal home situations. A composite of foster
parents from the literature suggests they are people who
want to hold on to these children permanently or that they
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are in this for some merceneray motives. Reviews of agen-
cies and case workers suggest they are either doing an
admirable job, although over worked, or they are clumsy,
ineffective parts of bureaucracies.
It appears that these views are available to sup-
port a bias for whatever position one would like to take
to support or refute a particular argument, program,
training need or political solution. Reviews of these
other components are followed by a summary indicating that
this cycle of blame is not useful for an understanding of
foster care.
Regarding children in foster care, there is a
great disparity in description. Kadushin (1975) suggests
that "it is generally conceived that the physical con-
dition of foster children is good and that their intellec-
tual development is generally not impaired." In describing
the children who go into foster care he does suggest that
they manifest many emotional problems. Probaby Kadushin 's
most significant statement regarding children who go into
foster care is that there is no baseline data giving the
child's level of functioning when they are admitted into
foster care, he suggests that we really don't know who
these children are. Other researchers (Catalino,
Cautley), using studies of children already in foster
care, state that they do manifest more emotional and other
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problems than the majority of adolescents. Kadushin
(1975) criticizing this research defends foster care, con-
tending that this research is anti foster parents. The
issue for the present research is that one can see that
some of this research blames the child (Kadushin, 1975)
suggesting no increased impairment while in foster care,
while others tend to blame the foster care system as
adding to increasing emotional problems (Catlino, 1970).
Kline and Overstreet (1972) suggest that the
children of foster care are those who have suffered the
problems of adjustment to maladaptive environments.
Sherman, Neuman, and Shyne (1973) found that only 4% of
children in foster care were reported to be in foster care
because of emotional or behavioral problem of the
children. They conclude that this finding is partially
explained by "a general reluctance among child welfare
workers to attribute the main or precipitating source of a
problem to the child."
By and large when discussing the child the litera-
ture supports the notion that parents are to blame for
placement of the child in foster care. For example, in
the same study Sherman, Neuman, and Shyne (1973) found
that the cause leading to foster care listed as the
greatest were "parents emotional problems or mental
illness" 32%; Neglect or abuse of the child" 21%; and
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Parents unwilling to Care for the Child" 17%;
Interestingly enough "family problems were listed as a
separate category in their study and received 9%.
Foster parents are generally treated very dif-
ferently from natural parents in the literature. Great
detail and attention is given to the training and develop-
ment of foster parents; and the support systems they
need. Problems in the foster home between parents and
children are framed very differently than those between
natural parents and children. The foster home placement
is discussed in terms of initial phase a honeymoon period
in which the child is expected to act very well, foster
parents are told this will change they should expect it
and that it is not their problem, that the child will pro-
bably act out after a while, possibly run away; or the
child may come in acting out, running away etc. The
foster parents are told this will pass, they are trained
to deal with these difficulties and the behavior is
described as predictable. It is interesting to note that
the same behaviors that get CHINS into foster care are
exhibited in the foster home yet the framing is such that
work is done within these homes to alleviate the problems
and generally it is viewed as a problem of the child or
residual problem of the natural home. Kadushin (1975)
describes foster mothers as "home and children care
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oriented
. . . They like caring for children and get
satisfaction from it" this is presented in contrast to
natural parents who no longer want to care for their
children. A problem in foster parenting often cited
(Kadushin, 1975) is the lack of clear roles for foster
parents. Foster parents are perceived as vendors of
service, providers of service, caregivers in the role of
substitute parents, or simple care givers. This in oppo-
sition to the description of natural parents.
Foster parents have also been portrayed as doing
foster care just for the money (Mandell, 1973), and by
implication as contributing to the child's emotional
problems, Kadushin does cite the studies that suggest
children in foster care are more emotionally disturbed
In general the literature is dicotomized in regard
to the nature of the worker involved in foster care
Horejsi (1979) describes the worker as overworked, proned
to burnout because of their high commitment and
frustrating jobs. Mandell (1973) describes this pro-
fessional community as self serving, whose highest goal is
the preservation of their own livelihood.
The high attrition rate of workers, 29% in
Massachusetts (Gruber, 1978), the lack of appropriate
training (Mech, 1970), the over load of cases, the
multiple role and ambiguity of the job are reasons given
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in the literature when the profession of child welfare
worker is about to be attacked so as to seemingly remove
blame yet places blame directly on these workers.
A major flaw in the literature is that the worker
is never viewed as part of the system of foster care, most
often viewed outside the frame of the actual foster care
and in the role of professional. This study assumes that
to be an error in framing.
Clearly the majority of the literature portrays
natural parents as primarily at fault for foster care
being initiated, some authors suggest that these people
can be worked with, sometimes the suggestion is they
should be abandoned. It is difficult to understand how a
system that is based upon these perceptions can provide
quality service to all concerned.
After reviewing the literature relating to the
components of foster care this researcher understands it
to represent a blame oriented perspective. Much of the
literature seems to portray foster care as a response to
different sets of circumstances which blame one or another
element of the system as being at fault for the problems
seen. What is apparent is that no coherent view, either
theoretical or practical, exists to guide the field. The
literature is an unhomogenized conglomerate, a hodge-podge
of information that is either too broad and sweeping to be
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very useful; or too narrow and linear, to provide any
overview. Some balance is needed.
Without an interactional perspective the field can
too easily be summarized: It is a "cycle of blame". The
child either is seen as the most disadvantaged, problema-
tic child possible or as the victim of abusive, neglectful
adults; natural parents are seen either as inadequate,
and/or malicious harmful to their children or as a
"precious resource"; foster parents are seen as models for
natural parents to emulate, or as social control agents
for society, interested only in the money and/or having no
appropriate family of their own boundaries; the
legislative/legal system is seen as intrusive, abusing,
and neglecting individual rights and liberties or as the
saving grace for everyone's well being; agencies and
workers are seen as incompetent, bureaucratic, uncaring,
protecting their incomes and reason for being or as the
stalwarts and protectors of our nation's most valuable
resources
.
Without attempting allegiance any one of these
positions, nor develop a new position of blame, this
research has provided an interactional description of
foster care, as it exists, without employing blame or
deficiency as a category of analysis.
Before beginning that description two particular
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aspects of foster care need discussion: a view of foster
care as a decision making system and a review of current
foster care practice.
Decision Making
The blame, on advocacy, depicted in the literature
inevitably leads one to question the nature and function
of foster. The question arises: Exactly what is foster
care intended to do? The literature suggests that the
answer that decision making is the function of foster
care. In this section I will review decision making as
the primary function of foster care.
Wilste (1978) suggests that foster care to
children can be examined as a decision making system.
Wilste portrays the overarching goal of foster care as
decision making— "The main business of the foster care
agency is decision making about children's lives, not
child care or treatment or therapy."
Mech (1970) suggests that above all else foster
care practice is a decision making enterprise. Further,
that "foster care workers cannot escape the role of deci-
sion maker, yet schools of social work and social agencies
fail to provide practioners with the tools necessary for
successful decisionmaking". Viewing the worker as a deci-
sion maker without viewing the process as a reciprocal
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interaction of all the players is a linear, limiting
aspect of his argument, however, he does suggest a basis
for the present research. In fact although the literature
is abundant with the how and why of decisionmaking in
foster care little research has been as what actual
occurs. This study views the supra system formed by
foster care as a reciprocal, interact ioning
,
decision
making system.
The child Welfare League of America, in conjunc-
tion v;ith the U.S. Childrens bureau points out that a spe-
cific task in child welfare is "to arrive at decisions
. . . regarding (1) ways in which the child's needs can be
met, (2) the kinds of help the child and his parents want,
need and can use . .
. (3) the services that may be
required to supplement parental care, (4) the point at
which services should be given or terminated."
Mech (1970) states that the need to study deci-
sions in placement practice receives periodic vocal
support, however little is done. Wolins (1959) suggests
the following with regard to decisionmaking in foster care
practice; 1-practice needs to identify criteria used to
determine whether placement is appropriate,
2-
investigation of the decisionmaking phases of placement
should clarify issues that are frequently ambiguous,
3-
Assessment of the outcomes of placement decisions should
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provide the feedback necessary for the development of
practice theory,
Fanshel (1975) observed; "Considering the gravity
of the decision to separate children from their families
. . . it would seem obligatory to chart, with as much pre-
cisioon as possible the factors involved." Wolins and
Pilivan (1964) "noted that even decisions that seemed
generally shared and widely implemented lacked firm
rooting in research."
Mech (1970) stresses four critical decisions
points are evidenced in the foster care process; Is
placement necessary? Where to place? What to do during
placement? and, When and how to terminate a placement?
His assessment of the field and the literature relating to
the field failed to produce consistent or clear guidelines
on such vital questions. Mech (1970) suggests a systems
analysis that would identify decision situations that
are repetitive and that such an analysis would encompass
these components; 1-Identification of the decisionmakers.
These are the persons who have the authority to initiate,
terminate and modify policies.
2-
Identification of systems objectives. Decisionmakers
must want to accomplish something desired.
3-
The system. This requires analysis of the decision
problems in terms of resources available for solutions.
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4-Alternative courses of action."
This study attempts to take a step back from Mech’s
recommendations, and will ground in empirical data the how
and what of decision making process in a foster care
situation, that is currently in effect. This should pro-
vide the information necessary to develop practical impli-
cations grounded in empirical data from which suggestions
and guidelines for policy and practice should be able to
flow. This kind of exploratory and descriptive study is
necessary before the implementations change. As recently
as this year authors have been dealing with the decision-
making process in foster care practices. Maluccio (1981)
offers the ecological model as a way of viewing the
problem and Gambrill and Stein offer an analysis of the
Almeda and Oregon projects, which discuss decision making
in full. The interested reader is referred to these works
for a fuller description.
Foster Care Practice
Several authors (Mech, 1970; Maluccio, 1981;
Sinanoglu, 1981) suggest that foster care theory is suf-
ficiently the same theory of general social work practice.
"In general, the theories of foster care are those that
underlie social work practice; psychoanalytic theory,
functional theory, small group theory, organizational
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theory, role theory, child development and learning
theory (Mech, 1970), This view is challenged by others.
Wilste (1965) suggests that "this form of overall practice
in which foster care is not differentiated from a con-
tinuum of child welfare services is a Fata Flaw in the
potential of this system," Wilste further suggests that a
more appropriate view is to focus on the decisional
aspects of foster care.
Recent trends in foster care field have attempted
to resolve this seeming dicotomy: the articulation of an
overall perspeetive of foster within the context of a con-
tinuum of services, while focusing on the decisional
aspects (Maluccio, Sinanglo, Gambrill and Stein, Hartman).
The Alameda Project is a program designed to
correct this situation. It is one of the most widely
cited and replicated programs in the country today and is
primarily based on an emphasis on early decision making.
The interested reader is referred to the social work and
child welfare journals cited in the bibliography for the
most current information regarding foster care practice.
Foster Care from a Systems Perspective
Although the field of child welfare and social
work formulate policy and practice based upon the family
as the focus of treatment (Social Work; Janzen & Harris,
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1980) there appears very little discussion of 'systems'
therapy or strategic or structural family therapy, and
although the field of structural and strategic family
therapy views the problems of childhood, adolescence and
the family as its major focus of concern little structural
or strategic has been applied to foster care. This sec-
tion outlines the work done viewing foster care from a
systems perspective. The ecological perspective used in
child welfare is the most explicit and most complementary
view to a systems perspective.
The Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic (Schorr,
1981) developed a program focused on foster care in which
foster parents were trained in structural theory so as to
better understand their role; natural families were seen
by structural therapists.
This approach, attempts to professionalize foster
parents. This intervention, changing the frame of
reference of foster care subtlely implies a blaming the
natural parent framing. This researcher assumes that this
upgrading of foster parents does little to alleviate the
problems of foster care.
Eastman (1979) attempts a conceptual application
of systems theory to foster care, but seemingly misun-
derstood the conceptual roots by suggesting "natural fami-
lies may be viewed as closed systems"; the theoretical
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base of systems theory suggests that no living systems can
be closed that families are seen as open systems.
Hartman (1979) has adapted the basic principles of
the ecological perspective into a format for understanding
the adoption process. Recently, this perspective has been
adapted to the foster care phenomena. Hartman has deve-
loped the use of an eco-map in much the same way one uses
a structural map (Appendix). These eco maps appear to be
an arduous task for an overworked social worker to develop
with a family, potentially in crisis.
A basic tenet of a system perspective is to
simplify yet add complexity without obfiscating it in a
complicated array of information (Haley, 1980). The eco-
logical assessment model of Hartman, is conceptual,
congruent with a family systems perspective, "it is based
upon a view of families as open systems in interaction
with its environment. Viewing the family as a living
system." The second tool suggested by Hartman is the
genogram and third, since the family system itself is
viewed as a system information around boundaries, role
communication power, some change is identified and exa-
mined through family diagramming and sculpting which are
presented as ways of simulating and gaining understanding
of the family as a system. Hartman stresses the impor-
tance of adoption and foster care as being decision making
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processes
.
The view of this researcher is that the elaborate
plan offered by Hartman is unnecessarily cumbersum to
gaining an understanding of the complexities of the tran-
sactions and interactinal patterns of foster care
phenomena
An ecological perspective within the field of
child welfare is the closest to a systems view of foster
care. It is a view that is gaining acceptance in the
practice of foster care as well as providing a theoretical
base for understanding foster care. This view is repre-
sented by several authors. A summary of the ecological
perspective is presented. Maluccio (1981) suggests that
the response to problems in foster care have been new
programs and not new thinking. He suggests practice inno-
vations in foster care practice have been permanency
planning; approaches stressing decision making and
contracting task centered reunnif ication intensive
casework with parents periodic case review extensive
parental involvement. Maluccio (1981) points out that
these innovations are resulting in increases in the number
of children moving into permanent plans. Research shows
that a significant proportion of these permanent place-
ments do not work out satisfactorily. Those plans most
unlikely to be successful are those involving children
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^^turning hom© ; in fact inany of thGs© childir©n irG~GntGr
fostGr car©. In shorty a wid© gap continuGs to ©xist
bGtwGGn th© promis© of child w©lfar© services and their
performance" (Maluccio, 1981). Maluccio (1981) suggests
that the formulation of a comprehensive framework capable
of providing useful practice guidelines is especially
urgent in child welfare, and that one promising framework
is provided by an ecological perspective and the life
model of social work practice that is derived from it
(page 23); further, that a systems interactional perspec-
tive appears to provide a much need useful conceptual and
practical framework from which to view foster care, and
that this interactional view has of yet been provided
( Maluccio
,
1982)
.
Germaine (1979) suggests that ecology is a form of
general systems theory. "It rests on an evolutionary,
adaptive view of human beings in continuous transaction
with the environment . . . the ecological perspective pro-
vides insight into the nature and consequences of such
transaction for human beings and for the physical and
social environments in which they function." (page 7).
The ecological approach is a systems view which is
gaining wide acceptance in the field of social work
(Germaine, 1979; Laird, 1979; Maluccio, 1981; Sinanoglu,
1981). It is a world view which shares common charac-
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teristics with structural and strategic family therapy.
Its strengths are that it provides a contextual frame for
viewing problems; its major weakness is its insistence on
including too broad a framework.
The ecological approach in social work practice
IS compatable with a systems approach in family therapy
in many ways; however, there seems to be little cross over
between thinkers who consider themselves ecological and
those that consider themselves systems thinkers. A
notable exception is Harry Aponte, who works in both
worlds. Ecological thinkers criticize systems thinkers
for taking too narrow a view of the interactive field
( Family Net Worker ); ecological thinkers may be criticized
as being so broad that little application can be made of
their perspective. The view taken by this author is that
ecology provides a macro view while systems provides a
micro view; that there is a complementary fit between the
two. Ecologists may ask what are all the other systems
this family interacts with; systems may ask what systems
does this family combine with to form a new system. These
perspective differences not withstanding, the ecological
approach to social work practice offers a view of foster
care which is relevant to this research; the ecological
perspective is an application of systems thinking applied
to larger social systems.
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Joan Laird (1979) represents the ecological
perspective as it pertains to child welfare? however, from
her view child welfare is seen as the sole province of
social work (Germaine). This territorial view does not
fit the reality of mental health therapists involvement in
child welfare situations, foster care in particular, or
medical and legal involvement,
Laird (1979) suggests that one major handicap is
our lack of understanding of family systems.
Historically, our knowledge and training was shaped by
psychoanalystic and child development therapies, and was
largely confined to the understanding of individuals."
Concepts form family system theortists, from ecological
and general systems theory, and communication, are aids to
understanding and assessing the transactional rela-
tionships among family members and betwen the family and
its environment." These suggestions are made in the con-
text of what Laird see as some of the problem of the child
welfare system, specifically: —what was visualized ori-
ginally as a temporary foster placement, a stop on a cir-
cular path to reunion and rehabilitation of the natural
family, has instead become a straight and narrow road
toward substitute care.
Laird (1979) suggests that an ecological approach
places emphasis on the biological family, the conviction
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of the importance of the biological family remain central
throughout all servies. The approach is consistent with
the belief system of family systems theory; however, does
not provide the tools necessary for assessment and
intervention. Tools of family therapy are borrowed, but
not in any systematic relationship. In some ways it is a
picking and choosing triangulation from Bowen, eco—maps
based on Mincuhin structural maps.
The ecological perspective draws on the study of
the interaction between living organisms and their
environment, the thrust of this approach is that social
work intervention is addressed to the interface between
people and their impinging environment, "practice is
directed toward improving the transactions people and
environments in order to enhance adaptive capacitities and
imrpove environments for allowing function within them."
Maluccio suggests that ecological perspective on child
welfare practice is reflective in a growing number of wri-
tings (Laird, 1979; Maas, 1971; Whittaker, 1979).
Whittaker (1979), according to Maluccio (1981) seems to
have captured its essence:
"It involves parents as full and equal partners in
the helping process. It develops linkages with
school, peer groups, juvenile justicesystems and
other systems that form a service net to insure
continuity if care from pre-care to after-care."
This view seems compatable to the structural and strategic
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view of this study.
From this ecological perspective flows the life
model of practice (Maluccio) this life model is based upon
the following propositions:
l~Human behavior represents attempts to achieve
satisfying levels and kinds of adaptation,
autonomy, and competence.
2~Life expereience plays a key role in the process
of adaptation and the individual quest for
autonomy, competence and self-fulfillment.
3-
The outcome of each human being's efforts to
cope successfully with life's demands is dependent
upon the availability and purposive use of varied
environmental resources and social supports.
4-
As a basic social system affecting every indivi-
dual the family plays a crucial role in develop-
ment and function of human beings.
5-
It should be a major function of social systems
and institutions to facilitate the human being's
adaptive tasks by enchancing the mutual fit be-
tween him or her and the impinging environment.
This view is in many ways seems consistent with a systems
interactional view, however, in terms of that perspective
is open to criticism on two major factors; first, it is a
perspective based upon individuals not upon systems; and
second the element of reciprocity is not emphasized.
However, this researcher finds the basic concepts and
their implemtnat ion in practice a useful way to solving
problems and viewing human nature, and it provides a
system view of the foster care phenomenon.
The ecological perspective has had a major impact
upon the state of child welfare. This study will provide
empirical data from which a systems perspective can be
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shown as useful in viewing foster care,
Foster care is not only a complex phenomenon, it
is represented by a vast and complex literature. This
researcher's view is that foster care is a phenomenon
grounded in certain values and assumptions; that it can be
differentiated from other forms of child welfare; that
there exists a disjointed yet extensive body of literature
resulting in a cycle of blame; and that decisional pro-
cesses are a primary aspect and function of foster care.
There have been several recent attempts to describe the
interactional processes of foster care suggesting the ana-
lysis which follows. This research makes a contribution
to understanding foster care, and to providing an expanded
understanding of systemmic family therapy.
Overview of Family Therapy
The description of foster care developed in this
study is based upon a view of the child within the context
of his/her natural family, and that family within the con-
text of the system formed by initiation of foster care.
The study assessed and analyzed that supra system using
the tools of structural family therapy, and has attempted
to apply these concepts and techniques to more complex
social systems. The perspective of this study is drawn
primarily from the field of structural family therapy; it
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has drawn upon the work of Minuchin (1974, 1980) and Haley
(1976, 1980).
Structural family therapy is part of a larger
class of systemic family therapy. Systemic family
therapy, including both structural and strategic family
therapy, is part of a larger body thinker and clinician
engaged in a family therapy movement.
The family movement had its beginnings in the late
1940s and early 1950s (Guerin, 1976). It began with iso-
lated enclaves of people experimenting with new and dif-
ferent approaches to alleviating human suffering. Much
the same way Kuhn (1974) suggests, a paradigm was
emerging; a different way of viewing the human condition.
"The major thrust for the development of the family
perspective was due to frustration on two counts, namely,
from the attempts being made to apply conventional
psychiatric principles to work with schizophrenic families
and from the attempts to deal with behavior difficulties
and delinquency in children" (Guerin, 1976, page 3).
Therapists were frustrated with the available attempts to
solve problems and began developing new approaches.
The origins of this movement lie in the treatment
of schizophrenic ("mad") people and delinquent ("bad")
people. This author views the development of the current
schools of structural and strategic family therapies as
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linked to these initial treatment populations. The
systemmic family therapists and theories may be cate-
gorized or described by their treatment emphasis of "mad"
or "bad" behaviors. The Mental Research Institute, which
grew from the original Bateson project, and which is a
foundation of strategic family therapy developed a treat-
ment perspective based upon treating schizophrenics.
Minuchin, collaboration with Haley, formed the basis of
structural family therapy. The early work of the struc-
tural school was with delinquent families at VJiltwyck
School for boys. This research, which deals primarily
with CHINS, has based its perspective on the structural
school; since, by definition "CHINS" is "bad" and not
"mad"—defined primarily by the legal and social service
system, not the mental health system. However, this in no
way denies overlaps of services to this population, nor
overlaps in theoretical perspective presented herein.
Today, there is a growing body of literature
dealing with the application of systemmic family therapy
concepts to the assessment and treatment of larger systems
(Milan Associates, Coppersmith, Haley, Aponte, ASQ,
Gooishan). It appears that as family therapy began 30
years ago to address individual problems v;ithin the con-
text of the family, the emergent paradigm of the 1980s is
the assessment and treatment of families within the con-
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text of larger systems.
This study applies the concepts, perspective and
tools of structural family therapy to work with larger
systems. A review of literature is organized as follows.
An historic overview of the family therapy field, provided
to place structural family therapy within its context. An
explication of the conceptual underpinnings of structural
therapy to provide an understanding of the perspective. A
review of assessment methods and descriptive categories of
structural family therapy and their relevance to the study
of foster care. A review of recent research in structural
family therapy is provided to set the context of this
study within current research. A review of work being
done applying strategic and structural concepts to larger
systems
.
Historical Review of Family Therapy
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief
review of the contextual development of the theory and
practice which lead to the formulation of this study. It
provides a background to the field of family therapy.
The intent of this study is work within a systems
perspective. There are a variety of other family
therapies: psychodynamic (Ackerman, 1958; Nagy and Framo,
1965), existential, behavioral. Gestalt, the work of
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Whittaker and Erickson (Hoffman, 1981). The intent of
this study is to present a systems perspective, par-
ticularly a structural perspective, therefore these other
forms will not be represented. The interested reader is
referred on to several excellent collections cited in the
bibliography for further reference.
Guerin (1976) states that there are four types of
systems orientations within the family field; 1-general
systems, 2-structural family theory, 3-strategic family
therapy and 4-multigenerational family systems theory.
Hoffman (1981) suggest five major approaches within the
field; the historical, the ecological, the structural,
the strategic, and the systemmic.
Within these system perspectives this study focu-
ses specifically on the structural model represented by
Salvedore Minuchin (1974), and by Haley (1980).
Kuhn (1970) suggests that a paradigm is a theore-
tical shift from outmoded methods of problem solving to a
new way of organizing realities, which attracts an
enduring group of adherents and which evolves a new and
specialized language. Systemmic family theory represents
a new paradigm (Steinglass, 1978). It represents a major
shift in the perception and understanding of human
behavior; viewing systems not individuals as the basis
unit of study. Systemmic family theory represented by the
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structural theory assumes an interactive connection be-
tween living things as the components of a systems, and an
interactive dynamic between a system and its environment.
Systemic family therapy is not merely another mode of
interpersonal or intrapsychic therapy. it is a discon-
tinuous leap (Haley, 1980; Madanes
, 1981) from a view of
individual pathology to a view of systemic elements
interacting.
Systemic family therapy traces its roots to both
General Systems theory and Cybernetics. Ludwig von
Bertanlanffy developed General Systems Theory (1955) as a
theory that postulates models, principles and laws appli-
cable to all forms of generalized systems; Norbert Weiner
developed cybernetics as a theory describing feedbaclc
and control mechanisms of systems. These theories repre-
sent and include a broad range of disciplines and act as
the unifying principles of the social science view of
systems
.
As these theories were gaining acceptance
researchers and clinicians were developing new ways of
worlcing with people to solve their problems: some like
(Bowen, Whittaker, Minuchin, Ackerman, and Wynn) began
seeing whole families. Perhaps the most comprehensive of
these theoretical conceptualization of a view of families
was developed by the communication project conducted by
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Gregory Bateson.
The Bateson project of the 1950s is often ascribed
as the beginning of systemic family therapy (Guerin,
1976).
The project, which was begun to study com-
munication patterns, tranformed itself into a study of
problem behavior in the family; and developed a systemic
way of viewing the family. The projects interest in
family systems developed and expanded as a result of the
particular interests of its memebers, Haley Weakland,
Satir who were later joined by Don Jackson (Guerin);
Jackson brought with him experience in psychiatry and an
interst in applyint the communication ideas developed by
the project to shizophrenic families. The results of
their work are best represented in two landmark papers
"Toward a Theory of Scizophrenia" (1956), which introduced
the double bind theory and explained schizophrenia as a
communicative interactive problem, and "The Question of
Homeostais" (1957).
The Bateson project disbanded in the early 1960 *s.
Don Jackson left and formed MRI
,
which stands as a major
center of strategic work and Haley, after a short stay at
MRI, lect to work with Salvedore Minuchin in Philadelphia.
Minuchin who had been developing a way of working with
disorganized families, with a delinquent member at the
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Wiltwyck School, and Haley who had been developing an
interactive communication perspective, guided by the
hypnotic-strategic work of Milton Erickson, collaborated,
to develop a comprehensive structural family therapy.
Guerin (1976) formulates a comparison of the simi-
larities and differences of the systems therapists as
follows
:
"In 1970, the systems view was clearly a minority
point of view. There were two major foci of its develop-
ment in the field—the work of the California com-
munication theorists, derived from Bateson, and the work
of Murray Bowen ... What has grown out of the original
work is twofold: Strategic therapy, and family structural
therapy (p. 20).
Guerin (1976) presents the distinction between the
Bateson project and Bowens work as the basic differen-
tiating factors of the systems school. He places Minuchin
and structural family therapy somewhere in the middle of
these two schools" "Minuchins work is thus broader than
the strategic therapists but considerable narrower in
scope than Bowen's" (page 21).
Minuchin's work is characterized as inclusive of
the strategic school yet including an additional piece:
"This method (strategic) appears to differ from that of
Minuchin's in that in addition to communication, symptom
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focus, and paradox, Minuchin takes into consideration the
characteristics of families, boundaries and structural
concepts such as trianluat ion" (Guerin, 1976, page 21).
Some authors feel this differentiation is burden-
some and not useful to the field (Stanton, 1981; Gurmen,
1981) and instead tend to classify family therapy as
systemic and non systemic family therapy; systemic family
therapy including what previously had been termed strate-
gic and structural family therapy. Strategic and struc-
tural family therapy each maintains a systemic
perspective. The differentiation of these two schools of
systemic family therapy is not precise, nor should it be.
The constructs of each flow from general systems theory
(Steinglass, 1976) and differ in emphasis and focus.
Madanes (1981) suggests "there were basically two branches
of therapy developing out of the communication approach:
one was structural, emphasizing the hierarchical organiza-
tion in the family and describing different communication
structures. The other was the strategic, also emphasizing
organizational structure but focusing on the repeating
sequences on which structures are based" (page 16).
The strategic work-theory and practice, of Haley
and Madanes is so closely allied to the structural work of
Minuchin that this study incorporates aspects of each as
part of a structural framework.
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Broderick and Schrader (1981) offers a somewhat
more elaborate review of the beginning of this field,
tracing it to sex therapy and couples counselling. They
however conclude that "the contribution of the
Minuchin-Haley team were substant itive as well as
methodological. The therapeutic approach which became
known as 'Structural Family Therapy' emerged out of their
interaction. In addition to carrying over the com-
munication and systems elements developed earlier at MRI
,
they gave emphasis to the realization of counter produc-
tive family coalitions and triads and tied their theory to
a developmental framework" (page 29).
Structural Family Therapy
Conceptual roots . Probably the most essential concept
drawn from general systems theory and cybernetics that has
been applied to structural family therapy theory is the
notion that "a family is seen as an open system, created
by interlocking triangles, maintained or changed by means
of feedback" (Foley). Minuchin (1974) describes the
family as an open system; in this formulation families are
seen as interacting components, in which a whole is
created that is more than the sum of its parts guided this
study. As General Systems Theory provides the framework
for the conceptualization of structural family, this study
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uses structural family therapy as the framework for
understanding and describing more complex social sytema.
This study views the system formed by the joining of
natural parents, foster parents, case worker, and child as
an open system, composed of interlocking triangles, that
is an organized whole.
The key concepts drawn from General Systems Theory
useful in understanding the structural family theory this
study applies to larger systems are wholeness,
organization, interactive relations or circularity and
control
,
General Systems Theory was first presented as a
series of concepts, that were intended to develop an orga-
nismic approach to understanding biological problems (von
Bertanlanf fy , 1928). His work was enriched and goals
expanded as a move away from reduct ionis tic mechanistic
approaches to a utilization of more general principles
that might be useful in understanding a phenomena was
developed (Steinglass, 1976). Steinglass (1976) suggests
that General Systems Theory has enjoyed it most extensive
application in the study of families.
The central notions of General System Theory
applied to behavioral sciences are wholeness, organization
and relationships. A description of these notions
follows.
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A system is defined as a set of elements in
interaction in which the whole is greater than the sum of
Its parts. The idea of nonsummat ivi ty of open systems is
based upon the nature of the relationship between and
among the components of the system. No system can be ade-
quately understood or totally explained by viewing only
its component parts (Steinglass, 1976). The whole is only
understood as the interaction of its parts (Bateson). The
state of each unit is constricted by, conditioned by,
and/or dependent on the state of the other units (Miller,
1965). This notion of wholeness leads the family movement
to view the whole family as the greater than the sum of
its individual members, and to focus on the interaction of
these members. In terms of foster care, much has been
written and much research has bee done on the individual
components; this study views these elements in interaction
in a way consistent with this General Systems Theory
notion of wholeness.
The foster care system defined by this research
then is seen as more than and different from the sum of
\
its components. In order to understand the interactional
patterns of this system and its components, one must
observe the whole system. From this point of view all
parts are interrelated and no single component acts
independently. This system has a structure, rules and
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interactional patterns that characterize it as different
from other systems. The structure of the system may be
further described in terms of boundaries, subsystems and
hierarchican relationships.
Organization
. A system may be defined as a set of
units or elements which stand in some consistent rela-
tionship or interactional stance with each other (Hall and
Fagen). The concept that a family system is composed of
elements organized by the consistent nature of the rela-
tionship between these elements, coupled with the notions
of wholeness are one of the most important applications of
General System Theory to family work (Steinglass, 1976).
The whole can only be understood as the organized interac-
tion of its part (Bateson). An organized whole is one in
which "the state of each unit is constricted by, con-
ditioned by, or dependent on that state of other units"
(Miller, 1965). Structural theory assumes that in order
to explain and understand this organized wholeness one
must be able to describe and understand hierarcy, boun-
daries and subsystem interaction. Hierarchy is the most
complex of these descriptions and is discussed below.
Hierarchy is suggested an organizing principle of
all living systems (Boulding, Bertanlanf fy , Rapport,
Miller). From the General Systems Theory paradigm all
living systems are organized heirarchically , and are
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involved in a hierarchical relationship with all other
living systems. Hierarchy is assumed as a characteristic
of all living systems; however the literature does little
to provide adequate description or definitions of
hierarchy or hierarchical relationships.
Control
. The family as a systems follows the same
principals of control that apply to all open systems.
Systems are self regulating and governed by rules. The
two mechanisms that allow a system to change yet survive
are homestasis and morphogenies. Homeostasis is a ten-
dency in living systems to return to a steady state or
equilibrium. Morphogenis is the tendency for a system to
move towards growth and change. These mechanisms are
described by the processes of negative and positive feed-
back popps. In terms of this control tendency of living
systems one must be able to look at the ways systems are
created by and create their enviroments. This reciprocity
of co-creation is important to understand a systems need
for survival as well as its ability to generate new solu-
tions or systems within the context of an enhancing
constraining environment (Bloomfield, Kaplan, Nielsen,
1981 )
.
The family as a system is also as self regulating,
governed by rules and characterized by tendencies of
homeostasis and morphogenis.
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These tendencies are useful as description of systems and
in an exploration of a system's capacity for change. The
nature of foster care is discussed utilizing these
constructs
.
Circularity. Systems are reciprocal and circular.
No element acts independently nor in a causal sequence,
except as an observer chooses to punctuate such a
sequence. (Bateson, Jackson, Watzlevik). Minuchin,
(1976) differentiates between linear models and circular
models in the following way.
In the linear model, the behavior of the indivi-
dual is seen as sparked by others. It presumes an
action and a reaction, a stimulus and a response,
or a cause and an effect. In the systems
paradigm, every part of a system is seen as orga-
nizing and being organized by other parts. An
individual's behavior is simultaneously both
caused and causative. A beginning or an end are
defined only by arbitrary framing and punctuating.
The action of one part is, simultaneously, the
interrelationship of other parts of the system.
(p. 20)
Application
. The first attempt at providing a comprehen-
sive exposition of a structural types of family therapy
was done with Families of the slums (Minuchin et al.
,
1967). Minuchin and his colleagues developed a thera-
peutic approach that was founded on an understanding of
the present reality, was oriented to solving problems, and
was contextual, referring to the special environment that
is both a part of and the setting for and even" (Aponte,
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1980 page 310).
Structural family therapy represents a theoretical
and methodological approach to therapy that is consistent
with a general structural thinking, and an eco structural
view in an effort to include the social system with the
family (Aponte, 1981).
The convergence of Minuchin and Haley
. Subsequent
to the collaboration of Jay Haley and Salvedore Minuchin
at the Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic two similar view
of assessing, viewing and treating systems were developed.
Minuchin persisted in further refining structural family
therapy in Philadelphia, while Haley moved to Washington
D.C. to develop his strategic theory and therapy. The
work of Haley and Madanes may be regarded as the bridge
between the pure structural work of Minuchin and the more
strategic work exemplified by Milan associates the Mental
Research Institute. Both Haley and Minuchin emphasize a
view of the structure and organization of a system:
Minuchin 's primary focus is on boundaries and subsystem
interaction while Haley stresses the importance of
sequence and hierarchy. Stanton (1981) suggests that the
similarities between these two schools or approaches are
in many ways so comparable that they may "lead the field
to construct a paradigm which comfortably allows utiliza-
tion of both structural and strategic techniques, drawing
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upon the strengths and particular applications of each".
In fact Stanton (1981) suggests an integrated structural-
strategic approach to family therapy, where one would
begin with structural work, move to strategic work if
necessary and move back to structural work after the stra-
tegic work has jarred the system. Innovators in the field
(Coppersmith, 1980; Stanton, 1981) have suggested that an
appropriate way to do this work is to view a system struc-
turally while intervening strategically.
Haley was instrumental in the development of
structural work and although he "does not use the term
structural with great regularity, his concern with
hierarchy is tantamount to the same thing" (Stanton, 1981
page 387). Hoffman (1981) agrees that much of Haley's
work is based upon a structural view of the family;
Madanes (1980) suggests that the strategic work she and
Haley have developed view problems form a hierarchical
organizational view as opposed to an intra psychic view.
Haley in Leaving Home suggests what is essentially a
structural view of a family systems, based primarily on
the view of hierarchy as the model to employ in working
with disturbed adolescents.
For the purposes of this study the work of
Minuchin and Haley are considered comparable enough to be
included as the basis of structural Family therapy.
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Stanton (1981) suggests that the structural and
strategic therapy subscribe to common general notions.
People are seen as interacting within a context—both
affecting it and being affected by it. The family life
cycle and developmental stage are important in diagnosis
and defining therapy strategy—a problem family being seen
as 'stuck' at a particular stage in its development.
Symptoms are both system-maintained and system-
maintaining. The family or couple can change, allowing
new behaviors to emerge, if the overall context is
changed. Further in order for individual change to occur,
the interpersonal system itself must change. This would
permit different aspects of such family members
potential "character to come to the fore" (page 138).
Using these general principles each school or
model of systemic family therapy adopts a particular
emphasis. Both Haley and Minuchin emphasize the struc-
tural organization of a family. Haley emphasizing
hierarchy, Minuchin boundaries, subsystem interaction and
style of interaction. The combined structural approach of
Minuchin and Haley provide the guidelines for this study.
Applying structural theory to family treatment one
may ask what are the organizational characteristics of
family in which things go wrong and what are the organiza-
tional characteristics in families in which things go
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well. A problem for this research in terms of the above
assumptions of functional-dysfunctional systems is that
there is nowhere a description of a functional foster care
system with which to make comparisons. There does not
exist an explicit normative description of a foster care
system. This research is an attempt to describe foster
care from a systems perspective— in that regard it utili-
zes structural concepts, and translates them to assessing
systems larger than the family. Assessments of larger
systems from a structural perspective do exist, they take
structural family therapy theory and attempt to apply it
to larger organizations. This research is a prior step in
assessing a systems formed by the joining of other
systems, even if done so as temporary measure, and views a
larger system as containing a dysfunctional component.
One translation is that as long as one component is
symptomatic— i.e. the natural family or the child then the
systems is involved in a dysfunctional transaction.
Foster care by definition only exists when one component
is dysfunctional.
"The purpose of structural theory is to describe
the organizational relationships of the parts to the whole
in the social ecosystem" (Aponte, 1981, page 320). Aponte
further suggests that the therapist attempts to read the
structure in family transactions, in order to understand
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the functioning of a system; in order to accomplish this a
basic structural understanding of the interactional pat-
terns of the system is necessary, and this may
accomplished and operationalized by employing a structural
assessment (Minuchin, 1974). Lane (1970 in Aponte 1981)
suggests that based upon an assumption that "change in
structural produces change in functioning, that this basic
tenet of the rationale for change in structural therapy
rests in the premise that all functioning is the product
of the structure of the system from which it springs".
Aponte furthers this by asserting "the therapist labors to
access the manifest structure in order to change the regu-
lating codes or mediating structure as it relates to the
operations that embody the problem" (page 337). These
basic principles form the assumptions base of this
research as it describes the manifest structure of the
foster care system. Providing such a structural
assessment of the interactive processes of the system
foster care may prove to be in the service of developing a
theoretical basis for developing therapeutic interventions
designed to produce change in the system; without a struc-
tural understanding of these interactions one is left
without a firm footing upon which to hypothesize about the
nature of change. Since this research did not attempt to
intervene in the systems under study, what has been pro-
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vided are hypotheses about how to proceed in such
situations; based upon the structural assessment derived
from analyzing the interactive processes of the system
studied.
Boundaries y subsystems
^ styles of interaction. in
®*-*hlining Structural family therapy Minuchin offers a
model of a family; "First, the structure of the family is
that of an open sociacultural system in transformation.
Second, the family undergoes development, moving through a
number of stages that require restructuring. Third, the
family adapts to changed circumstance so as to maintain
continuity and enhance the psuchosocial growth of each
member." "Family structure is the invisible set of func-
tional demands that organizes the ways in which family
members interact. A family is a system that operates
through transactional patterns." "Boundaries of a sub-
system are the rule defining who participates, and how.
The function of boundaries is to protect the differen-
tiation of the system. For proper functioning of a sub-
system the boundaries must be clear. Boundaries may be
described as clear, different or rigid. Boundaries must
be defined well enough to allow subsystems members to
carry out their functions without undue interference. The
clarity of the boundary is more important than the com-
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poisition of the subsystem.
The notions of disengaged and enmeshed are useful
in discussing boundaries. "In human term, enmeshment and
disengagement refer to a transactional style, or pre-
ference for a type of interaction, not to a qualitative
different between functional and dysfunctional. Outside
of a normal range systems operate at the extremes of the
d isengagement
-enmeshment continuum.
Minuchin major emphasis is on this issue of
boundaries; Aponte (1981) identifies as an important part
of structural work, inherent in Minuchin's the issue of
alignment; he "speaks of alingment as the joining or oppo-
sition of one member of a system to another in carrying
out an operation. This dimension includes, but is not
limited to, the concepts of coalition and alliance."
Haley (1974) differentiates between coal it ion-- ' the
process of joint action against a third person and
alliance as where two people have a common interest not
shared by a third.
"Within the boundaries of any family the members
have patterns of working together or in mutual opposition
about the many activities they must engage in." (p. 64).
Hierarchy . Haley's most substantial addition to this
emphasis on boundaries and alignments is his focus on the
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issues of sequence and Hierarchy. Haley (1979) states:
To be organized means to follow patterned, redundant ways
of behaving and to exist in a hierarchy." (p. 28). Haley
argues that "one must accept the existence of hierarchy,
that does not mean one needs to accept a particular struc-
ture or a particular family hierarchy". This research
understands that to mean that hierarchy need not be based
upon power or dominance; although Haley contends that
hierachy is predominantly based upon power. Instead the
research assumes the existence of hierarchy as an organ-
izing principle of all living systems, and suggests an
alternative perspective expanding the notion of dominance
as the organizing principle of hierarchical relationships.
Hierarchy may be viewed as the relationship be-
tween one level of a system and another level. More spe-
cifically this study defines hierarchy as a relationship
in which one level forms the context for understanding
another level (Cronen, 1980; Bloomfield, 1980). The level
forming the context will be termed the contextual level
and the level defined by that context will be called the
contexted level (Bloomfield, Kaplan, Neilson, 1981).
There are a variety of ways in which to describe these
contested relationships between levels of a system. In
attempting to differentiate between different species of
hierarchical relationship the author has identified five
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principles which are useful; inclusion, complexity,
dominance, situational and generative (Bloomfield, 1980).
Where applicable these differentiated principles will be
employed in the discussion of hierarchy in the foster care
system.
Hierarchy is an important organizing factor in
systems. Haley (1979) suggests that hierarchical arrange-
ment are the essential analysis tool and principle which
guides all intervention; Haley's strong stance on hierachy
is explicit "All else is peripheral." Minuchin uses of
hierarchical restoring is pervasive through his writings,
training tapes, and presentations.
Haley (1980) and Minuchin (1974) define hierarchy
in terms of parental authority, nurturance
,
and power vis
a vis children. This principal of hierarchy has been
termed a reciprocal dominance hierarchy (Bloomfield,
1960). It is a hierarchical relationship in which
parents are in charge of kids in order to ensure the
appropriate development with the system. This form of
hierarchy has been used in this study as a major category
for analysis.
The author has developed other principles of
hierarchy which have to be used in the final chapter of
this study, to suggest a broader framework for discussion
and suggestions for future research. Systems have not
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been analyzed using these categories since they are pre-
sently theoretical constructs not empirical categories for
analysis. The principals of inclusion^ complexity,
dominance, situation and generative were developed from a
review of general systems theory literature, hierarchical
theory literature and family therapy literature. For a
full dicussion of this literature the interested reader is
referred to the authors unpublished comprehensive papers.
Hierarchy had been described in general systems
(Boulding, von Bertanlanfy, 1965) as a nesting of systems;
it had been observed in families (Haley) as a power
relationship. The two forms of hierarchy described do not
necessarily appear congruent. A scheme of hierarchical
principles which allowed for a description of these forms
in addition to other forms observed by the author was
developed. These principals are described as follows;
Inclusion . A hierarchy of inclusion is one in
which the contextual level includes the contexted level.
Graphically described as Chinese boxes (Boulding) the con-
textual level is not dependent upon the contexted level
for its existence. The department of Social Service case
worlcers in this study are members of a hierarchy of
inclusion, which can be described as case worker, unit,
area office, regional office, central office.
Complexity
.
A hierarchy of complexity is one in
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which two units or levels combine for to form a more
complex organization. There is a degree of reciprocity as
the contextual level, which is more complex, is dependent
on simpler elements for existence. The supra system
formed by the joining of natural family, foster family.
Department of Social Service case is an example of a
hierarchy of complexity. Components of each family com-
bine to form that family system, the family systems, the
family system combines with other components to form the
supra system defined as foster care system.
Dominance
. A dominance hierarchy is one in which
the contextual level determines the actions of the con-
texted level. In abstraction dominance hierarchies may be
simply, a unidirectional flow of power or reciprocal. In
reality only reciprocal hierarchies are useful of
description, ones in which power or control resides with
the contextual level however there being collusion to
the dominance. Reciprocal dominance hierarchies describe
how families operate. These can be dysfunctional, if they
are confused or if incongruent hierarchies exist when in
one or more element in system unite to dominate or exclude
other elements.
Situation . A situation hierarchy is one in which
different elements of a system occupy a particular level
in an inclusive, complex or dominance hierarchy. It has
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broader implications in that it implies flexible func-
tional categories. The foster care system formed upon the
basis of complexity described may be best served by a
situational hierarchical structure in which different com-
ponents are in charge of decisions for different
functions, yet merge together as a decisional subsystem
for some functions. For example, decisions about everyday
chores in the foster home are best defined by the foster
parents; decisions in terms of which school to attend may
be best made by natural parents. Decisions about how and
when the child is to return home are best made by a coali-
tion of natural parents, foster parents, and case worker.
Other decisions which may appear more problematic, for
instance curfew for the child or dating arrangements while
child is in foster care may require another hierarchical
principle
.
Generative . A generative hierarchy is one in
which one level generates the next level. Offspring are
an example of generative hierachical arrangement, which
may take the form of either a dominance hierachy or a
situational hierarchy. The implication of this principle
is that some decisions about the child, while in the
foster home are to be made by the natural parents,
seemingly violating the hierachy of the foster home. For
example—the issue of when can a child date, is one deci-
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Sion that must be made within the context of natural
family to ensure social, racial and cultural generative
functioning; the decision however may be viewed as within
the province of the every day life of foster care and
therefore be a decision of foster parents; this would
violate the generative functioning of the natural family
which the child is part of forever, and therefore should
be discouraged.
These principles will be utilized in reaching
conclusion regarding foster care, and making suggestions
for generating foster care and family therapy policy.
The major question to resolve in developing a view
of foster care is who is in charge of this system. Taken
from a limiting perspective of a decision sub system for
the purpose of deciding about the childs life, limited to
existent foster care not terminating nor just begun the
system is most usefully viewed as a hierarchy of
complexity, guided by situational decision making, in the
context of the generative functioning of its components
and their generative function in regard to the systems
they represent in this combined system.
Generative functioning in light of the child's
return home must be examined. Each decision in regard to
the child must be made in collaboration of the three
interacting adult systems. The need for observation of
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families to determine a generative functioning Is needed.
The observation of extended kin child care Is necessary to
determine generative functioning.
Pragmatics of work within the social context of
agencies creating programs based upon agency needs is seen
as a subversive to the generative tasks of the systems
involved
.
Haley (1980) further notes "it is important to
note also that hierarchy is maintained by all the
participants." Haley (1980) states, "If there is a fun-
damental rule of social organization, it is that an orga-
nization is in trouble when coalitions occur across levels
of a hierarchy, particularly when these coalitions are
secret .
"
Haley (1980) states "Pathological behavior appears
when the repeating sequence simultaneously defines two
opposite hierarchies, or when the hierarchy is unstable
because the behavior indicates one shape at one time and
another shape at other times . . . the hierarchy is
confused
. . .
In the organizational description offered
here, the same principle (double bind) applies to
a larger unit. If a person directs another person
to disobey, he is defining the hierarchy in two
incompatable ways. The person directed is lower
in the hierarchy since he is being told what to
do, but he is also equal or higher in the
hierarchy since he is expected to disobey or
behave spontaneously. Two incompatable defini-
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tions of the hierarchy are offered simultaneouslyby communicating paradoial messages. Just as
everyone cannot not communicate with other people-
-even trying to avoid someone is communication —
so must everyone deal with the issue ofhierarchical position in relation to the otherperson.
"
This research has used these notions of hierarchy
and sequence in its description of foster care.
development
. Haley (1973) suggests that implicit in
Milton Erickson's therapy is a view that symptoms appear
when there is a disruption in the unfolding life cycle of
a family or another natural group. He further suggests
It is becoming more evident that families undergo a deve™
lopmental process over time, and human distress and
psychiatric symptons appear when the process is disrupted"
(page 41). The most recent work in the field of develop-
ment (Carter and McGolderick, 1974; Haley, 1980; Minuchin
and Fishman, 1980) support the suggestion that families
get stuck negotiating developmental stages and that the
work of therapy is to free the person and thereby the
system from the limitation of growth imposed by not trans-
versing a particular developmental phase (Haley, 1973).
Haley suggests a scheme for organizing one's
thinking about development in a family by outlining
several developmental stages: courtship, marriage and its
consequences, childbirth and dealing with the young.
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middle marriage including launching of adolescents,
weaning parents from children, retirement and old age.
These periods of development are suggested as those a
typical middle class family goes through recently expan-
sion of this scheme has been presented, which includes a
series of divorce and blended families. The reader
interested in a more complex discussion is referred to
Uncommon Therapy by Jay Haley and The Family Life Cycle by
Betty Carter and Monica McGoldrick, as well as Scott
Nielsen's unpublished comprehensive paper at the
University of Massachusetts.
This study utilizes the description of development
outline by Haley and applies it to both the supra system
under study and the sub system of that supra system. The
developmental scheme provided has been criticized in that
it may be fully useful in application to families other
than "normative middle class families" (Haley), therefore
it is useful to use it as a guideline not a rigid sequence
fitting all families. There is also some question as to
its applicability in terms of assessing more complex
social systems. With these limitations in mind this study
has applied these phases and draw conclusions in regard to
its applicability with larger systems.
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I^a_vlng Home. Perhaps the most explicit descriptions of a
particular developmental phases negotiation creating
problems is Haley's description of troubled young people
leaving home. It is difficult not to draw analogies be-
tween the description and model Haley offers as guidelines
for understanding this population in with a description of
children in foster care. A conclusion of this study is
that foster care is a special case of young people leaving
home; it is these systems response to the developmental
crisis inherent in this phase; it is a state supported
"leaving home". The "Leaving Home" model suggested by
Haley has been applied to this study, and as one of its
conclusions generates a model of leaving home, specifi-
cally applicable to the population of the study. In order
to provide an understanding of that model Haley's (1980)
orientation to the problem is outlined herein.
Haley (1980) defines the population he addresses
as "a group of young people who behave in unusual and
bizarre ways, frightening the community be unpredictable
and unsocial behavior." (p. 26). "These young people
typically go to one of two extreme behaviors; they malce
trouble, or they are apathetic and helpless and will not
do anything to support themselves. At either extreme they
bring community agents of social control into the lives of
their families" (page 26) . . ." This work is about young
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people whose difficulties began because of family instabi-
lity . . , There are also young people scared by poverty,
mistreatment, frequent abandonments, many hospitaliza-
tions, or foster homes." Haley's description of these
young people in trouble may very well be offered as a
description of the children the present study focuses
upon. A seemingly strange thing has happened in the lives
of the families in the present study, everything is
reported as being fine, yet these families, these systems
have found a way to stabilize the problems of leaving home
by the incorporation of the state Department of Social
Services, what Haley would term, community agents of
social control but also another family system; the foster
family. This stabilization is another form of the stabi-
lization Haley sees as created by the acquiring of a
symptom. In these cases it is hypothesized that original
symptoms, whatever it was that initiated foster care was
not enough to stabilize the family system, that the intru-
sion of the state and the caretaking role by foster fami-
lies was needed in this collusion to stabilize. Haley
suggests this view of foster care that has emerged from
this study, by stating:
"There are two ways the family can stabilize; The
parents can use an official intution to restrain
their offspring, so that he or she does not become
independent and self supporting . . . The other
way the family can stabilize by means of a failing
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(Offspring is for the young person to wander about
in a failing life. He can be a vagrant on the
road and serve as a stabilizing agent in the
family, as long as he regularly lets the parents
know he is continuing to fail.”
Foster care is viewed by this study as a com-
bination of the situations Haley describes. It differs
from Haley's perspective in that an emergent conclusion
and method of assessment of his study was the assessment
the supra system formed that includes a leaving home
family", and looks at the stability in that system.
Haley suggests three fundamental problems present
in every case. They are (1) Failure of the young person
to disengage from the family or the family to disengage
from him or her. A social base outside the family is
therefore not developed because the young person fails to
establish enduring intimate relations. More research is
indicated to see if the foster homes are substitute fami-
lies allowing this disengagement; from which the child can
successfully leave, an area for future research would be
to determine how many children of successful foster care
placement wind up leaving home or merely have delayed (or
put in remission) the problems attendent with leaving
home. Examples of such studies, are how many people
hospitalized as young adults were foster children. The
other two categories fit the Chins foster care population
nicely. (2) Failure of the young person to succeed in
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work or school and so continuing support is required from
other people. (3) Failure of the family to constrain and
change eccentric behavior and so agents of social content
are activated in the community.
Haley goes further in a description of the failure
of working with this population some of which are
exemplified by the foster situations studied.
Research . Family research has been divided into several
major categories (Aponte, 1981): (a) descriptive and
etiological studies; (b) treatment outcome studies and (c)
evaluation of training models. The present study is a
descriptive study, falling into the first category, there-
fore a review of the major studies describing family
functioning, conducted by structural researchers will be
reviewed
.
Aponte (1981) divides the research done with the
parameters set above into four types of clinical families:
low socio economic families; psychosomatic families; alco-
holic families; and addict families. The present study
adds to information to the field by studing another type
of family; foster care families cannot be categorized by
any of the problems identified above. This study has
defined foster care families as a class of families—which
like multi problem families are defined and labelled by
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their interaction with their social context. Previous
family studies have incorporated a focus on communicative
behaviors within the family unit; this study has expanded
that realm and incorporates a focus on communicate beha-
viors with larger social system. It is suggested that
research in structural family theory is at an early stage
of development (Aponte, 1981; Gurmane, Nielsen, 1981).
That it is difficult to isolate variable and categories
for assessment and study. The present study has taken
those variables which have been operationalized and
applied them to a larger social system. Eight studies
conducted between 1967 and 1979 were all descriptive in
nature, each focused on a specific family dysfunction
(each used some form of comparison, each study described
transactional rule, and boundaries, hierarchical
organization, conflict, coalition and alliance. Doone
verified and summarized the findings of these studies as:
"dysfunctional families manifested more cross generational
coalitions, greater huband wife conflict, more frequent
spontaneous agreement (conflict avoidance) among children,
less acknowledgment of other anger statements, lower
clarity of message content, less productive task
completion.
"
This study is descriptive in nature, however, dif-
fers from those cited above, in that it did not focus on a
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specific family dysfunction. It looked at families
involved in the same problem resolution with varying
dysfunction.
The Application of Structural and
Strategic Family Therapy To
Larger Social Systems
Structural and strategic family therapy has proven
a successful paradigm in its assessment of and interven-
tion with dysfunctional family systems. There is a
growing body of literature applying this systems theory to
more complex social organizations.
This literature can be divided into three
categories. First there is the application of general
systems theory to complex organizations (Baker, Azumi).
Secondly, there is the application of the assessment and
intervention tools of structural therapy to complex orga-
nizations. Thirdly, there is the application of struc-
tural and strategic therapy to systems that include a
dysfunctional family (Haley, Palazolli et al., Aponte,
Hoffman and Long, Anderson and Goolishan, Coppersmith).
This study contributes to an understanding of these
systems; those formed by inclusion of a family. In that
regard only that literature will be reviewed as it is
relevant to this study. The interested reader is referred
to other citations for a fuller explication of other forms
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of application of this theory base.
Typically the literature describing systems in
this way falls into two broad categories; first, those
authors who have looked at case control and the referring
person. This includes Haley's advice that in order to
provide successful therapy one must somehow gain control
of the network of outsiders involved in the case. It also
includes the Milan Associate work discussing the referrent
person and their suggestion that in order to do successful
therapy the therapist must take into account any outside
the family helpers, particularly the person making the
referral. Their suggestions range from including this
referring person as part of the family, to excluding him
or her as irrelevant. The decision is always made as a
systems strategic intervention, based upon the assumption
that the referring person always plays an important part
in the family. Milan at times suggests that it is reaso-
nable to ingore this relationship when talking to the
family, however attention must always be paid it when
hypothesizing and strategically planning interventions.
The innovative and creative views offered by Haley
(1980) and the Milan Associates (Palazolli, 1979) allow
the therapist and researcher to broaden his frame of
reference. The specifics of their suggestions are useful
in framing a model for family therapist working with
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foster care. Certainly one would want to take into
account the referring person and the social network of
helpers. However in the case of foster care the referring
person is often the Department of Social Service case
worker, who has a function in the system definitional dif-
ferent than other referrents. This case worker has legal
custody, as the state representative, of the child and
therefore the assessment of the system must be somewhat
different, or at least expanded.
Goolishan and Anderson expanding on the work of
Haley and Milan suggesting that therapists must take a
broader view of families than that of the traditional
nuclear family or even of the extended family. Their
suggestions involve the inclusion of non blood related
people with whom the family is involved, specifically
suggesting including that person (or people) as part of
the treatment, involve them as family helpers and use
their involvement as a strength. They expand on the
notion of dysfunctional families having "rubber fence"
boundaries, by positively connoting the involvement of
non blood related people. Their suggestion is "this
broader conceptualization of the family goes beyond the
legal definition of the family. The family as an open
system has shifting and fluid boundaries and these must be
acknowledged and monitored by the family therapist." The
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notions they describe allow one to assess and describe
foster care from a more blamefree perspective; one need
not blame the natural family for seeking help of case
workers or the state for providing substitute care for
their children^ nor does one need to blame the foster
family for taking in outside kids. The view allows this
research to describe the situation and suggest ways to
facilitate its termination.
The second category of thinkers approaching the
application of this work to larger social systems take a
somewhat different view and attempt to assess the interac-
tion of a family system at the interface of other systems.
The view held here is that the elements involved in the
solution of a problem form a supra system. This study
describes the elements of the foster care phenomena as
interacting components of a supra system and as such is
guided by the work of these thinkers (Hoffman and Long).
Auerswald represents an ecological approach to
viewing the structure of human interactions, stating
"What is of particular interest to the behavioral scien-
tist ... is that not the individual nor family diagnoses
nor the contributions of larger systems . . . will, if
viewed separately explain the state of man. Only when the
contributions of all of these systems are made clear and
their interrelationships explored, do the origins of the
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phenomena described begin to emerge.” This study broadens
the view of foster care previously taken, based upon these
suggestions. The study finds it not meaningful to view
independently each component of foster care. Instead, the
interactions of the component systems are explored and a
description of the phenomenon is offered in terms of those
interactions
.
Hoffman and Long suggest that merely looking at
paradoxical messages in families does not explain the
interactions that a person or a family may be caught in,
suggesting that families involved with larger social
systems may be "caught in paradoxical situations with the
systems designed to help the family or the person." This
study concludes that foster care is designed to resolve
problems in families that may be paradoxical in nature: a
foster child is permitted to be part of a natural family
when he is self sufficient and able to be on his own,
therefore he has to be in foster care until he can be on,
his own, creating a paradoxical situations for the system.
A foster child can stay in foster home if he is doing
well, but if he does too good he will have to go home,
and if he does too poorly he will also have to return
home; going home is seen as a goal of the system, yet a
balance is reached where foster care is rigidly
maintained
.
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Coppersmith (1980) suggests that these more
complex social systems that include a dysfunctional family
maintain their own homeostasis, that as a family becomes
involved with such a system, it becomes part of that
system and serves a function in maintaining the homeosta-
sis of this larger system. In describing such interaction
Coppersmith (1980) suggests certain rules as categories
srislysis; the rule of linear blame, the rule of over
involvement with clients, the rule of dysfunctional
triads; in a more recent worlc she (1981) adds mutual
myths, solution behaviors and boundaries as areas for
assessment of such systems. This study finds these cate-
gories particularly useful, and incorporates them in the
description provided.
The literature in applying the concepts and
constructs of strategic and structural family therapy to
larger systems is expanding the family therapy paradigm.
There is a small yet growing body of literature addressing
itself to such issues; this study makes a contribution to
that understanding.
Conclusion
This review of literature relevant to foster care
and family therapy served two purposes: first to fami-
liarize the reader with the aspects of foster care that
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are relevant to this study; and second to develop the con-
ceptual base of family systems which serves as the
perspective of this study. Additionally it has presented
the reader a background in an ecological approach to child
welfare and specifically foster care. This serves to pro-
vide an informed understanding of the issues of concern of
this research.
Perhaps the most eloquent statement of the problem
in foster care; the one this research hopes to have an
impact in changing is by Minuchin ( 1970 ):
"Our armamentarium of intervention has failed to
change in response to our broadening concep-
tualizations
. . . response of social agencies in
general is still to break up the family. The
records of improvement in foster care and residen-
tial treatment are not encouraging, and the costs
of these approaches are discouraging, but there
still has not been an organized, overall concep-
tualization of the delivery of services to fami-
lies in this country. The family is studied and
respected as a viable socialization unit when it
is working; when trouble arises, the response is
to split it."
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
Organization of the Chapter
This study employed the case study method of
research. The organization of this chapter is outlined as
follows: I—Description of Methodology, a) the case study
method, b) conducting a case study; II—Procedure,
II—Participant Selection; IV—Data Collection; and
V--Data Analysis,
Description of Research Methodology
A research study may have several objectives, and
it may therefore include a variety of methods to
accomplish these objectives. It is possible to classify
research into major categories; Tripoldi, Fellin and Meyer
(1969) suggest the following classification: a) experi-
mental studies, including laboratory experiments and field
experiments; b) quantitative-descriptive studies,
including hypothesis testing, program evaluation, popula-
tion description and searching for variable relationships;
and c) exploratory studies, including a combined
exploratory-descriptive study. Other writers have deve-
loped similar classifications (Jahoda, Deutsch, & Cook,
1951). These are general categories and the researcher
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should not be locked into a particular label in developing
the appropriate method for his/her study (Tripoldi et
al. ) .
There are times when experimental or even quasi—
experimental research is not available to the researcher;
this is particularly so when the problem to be researched
is one like a system analysis (Asher, 1976). The purpose
of this study was to analyze the system of foster care and
therefore fits this first guideline. Descriptive and
exploratory research is aimed at discovering the interre-
lationships among dimensions of a problem, and describing
them (Asher, 1976). The researcher, working within a
theoretical framework, as a guid, selects the dimensions
of the problem which need to be observed, described and
reported (Asher, 1976). This research will looked at the
dimensions of structural organization and hierarcy within
the theoretical framework of strategic and structural
family therapy.
Exploratory studies have the major purpose of
developing ideas and hypotheses. These studies are less
definable than experimental studies and quantitative-
descriptive studies; essentially exploratory studies are
based upon the assumption that through the use of systona-
tic procedures relevant hypotheses pertaining to a par-
ticular phenomena can be developed (Tripoldi, et al. ,
1969). A problem for the researcher in an exploratory
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study is that of information overload; the investigator
may not be able to assimilate large volumes of qualitative
data; hence, she/he must resort to some device to cate-
gorize the data into manageable chunks of information
(Tripoldi, et al
. , 1969). This study categorized data
using the principles of hierarchy and family structure as
drawn from literature used in describing organizational
patterns and processes of family systems, from a struc-
tural and strategic perspective.
The following definition of exploratory study has
been offered (Tripoldi, et al., 1969, p. 49):
Exploratory studies are empirical research
investigations which have as their purpose the
formulation of a problem or questions, developing
hypotheses, or increasing an investigator's fami-
liarity of a phenomena or setting for more precise
future research. The intent to clarify or modify
concepts may also be predominant. Relatively
systematic procedures for obtaining empirical
observations and/or for the analysis of the data
may be used . . . the investigator typical 1 con-
ceptualizes the interrelations among properties of
the phenomena being observed. A variety of data
collection procedures may be employed in the rela-
tively intense study of a small number of beha-
vioral units. Methods which are employed include
such procedures as interviewing, participant
observation and content analysis. Representative
sampling procedures are typically not used.
A subset of exploratory research is that of com-
bined exploratory-descriptive studies. Tripoldi,
et al.
, (p. 49) offer the following 'combined
exploratory-descriptive studies as those explora-
tory studies which seek to thoroughly describe a
particular phenomena. The concern may be with one
behavioral unit, or several for which both empiri-
cal and theoretical analyses are made. The pur-
pose of these studies is to develop ideas and
theoretical generalizations. Descriptions are in
both quantitative and qualitative form, and the
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accumulation of detailed information by means of
participant observation may be found. Sampling
pi^ocedures are flexible and little concern is
usually given to systematic representations.
A category of combined exploratory-descriptive
research is the case study (Tripoldi, et al., 1969). The
case study method of investigation comprised the research
of this study.
The case study method . The case study method is the tra-
ditional approach of all clinical research; it aims pri-
marily at discovery and the generating of hypotheses
(Bolger, 1965). "It is the preferred method of clinical
psychologists, who are concerned with comples interrela-
tionships between many variables and whose subject matter,
i.e., the clinical situation involving human beings, malces
experimental manipulation difficult and often impossible"
( Bolger
,
p. 18 )
.
The content and context of this research makes the
case study the preferred form of investigation. The case
study method of research is the most appropriate form of
research when a review of the literature concerning a par-
ticular phenomena give evidence that existing theory does
not sufficiently explain the dynamics of the phenomena
(Tripolid, et al.) Viewing the phenomena of foster care
from a systems perspective meets the requirements of this
definition. The literature reviewed does not sufficiently
explain the dynamics of foster care. Providing an
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interactional perspective has contributed to an
understanding of this phenomena.
In its most general definition the case study is
"any relatively detailed description and analysis of a
single person, event, institution, or community (Sax,
1968, pp, 288-289), Case study method has been par-
ticulary useful research when studying complex social
systems; and this form of descriptive exploratory research
is unique in that it views any social unit as a whole
(Good, 1972). This guideline for a case study makes it
particuarly useful in doing systems research, since on
need not be bound to a linear summative view, more,ver,
viewing a unit as a whole, is congruent with the prin-
ciples of system theory, which states that the whole is
more than the sum of its parts,
Dell (1980, p. 321) in describing a shift from
" Aristotian/Cartesian/Newtonian epistemology of individual
psychology to a systematic epistemology of patterns
"supports the case for non-quanti tative research within
the systems paradigm." Dell (1980) suggests that systems
research is best served by qualitative research because:
1) transactional hypotheses may not be testable, 2) the
wholism of pattern precludes the reductionism that has
come to be considered almost synonomous with the experi-
mental method.
It is the position of this study that qualitative
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research is the most appropriate form of research within
its context. The following from Dell (1980, p. 329)
substantiates this assertion:
The epistemology of pattern (in VJestern thinking)
comes from Pythagoras, Plato, and Gnosticism. In
contrast to the Aristotelian orientation to things
with quantified characteristics, the epistemology
of pattern is 'oriented to shapes, forms, and
relations. It looks not at objects themselves but
at the 'pattern which connects' them (4, p. 8).
It is a relational reality in which the actualify
of any 'object' is inseparable from the pattern in
which it is embedded. The pattern or context is
primary; the object within it is secondary.
'Patterns are assessed in terms of quality rather
than quantity. That is, patterns are discontin-
uous. A pattern derives its quality from its spe-
cific form. If the form is altered in any way, so
too is the pattern altered. There is no way for
the quality of the pattern to become 'more' or
'less' without changing the quality (and the
pattern). Thus, whereas change in the
Ar istoltelian/Newtonian sense is continuous and
reversible, change in pattern is always discon-
tinous and irreversible. The epistemology, or
perhaps more accurately, the metaphysics of pat-
tern does not afford the ability to analyze and
manipulate by design ^ One can intervene in a pat-
tern at the level of objects, but one cannot
intervene at the level of pattern itself. The
'pattern which connects' is not accessible to
conscious design; it may only be impacted upon in
a stochastic fashion. That is, one can only
intervene at the level of objects and thereby
bring about a change in the pattern, but the exact
nature of the change can be neither predicted nor
designed. In short, patterns can be changed by
discrupting them, but they cannot be sculpted to a
planned design.
Although case study was once limited primarily to
studies of maladjustment this approach has been expanded
to use in investigation of many comples systems; juvenile
delinquency, medicine, psychiatry, counseling, political
science, etc. (Good, 1972). A significant trend in
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research methodology has been the utilizationof the case
method so as to extend "the case approach beyond the invi-
diual to include the study of social institutions or agen-
cies and communities or cultural groups" (Good, 1972, p,
361). In that regard it suites well the purpose of this
s tudy
.
In opposition to the manipulation of variable used
by the experimenter to determine causal significance, or
the surveyor who uses standardized questions of a repre-
sentative sample, the case study researcher observes the
characteristics of a social unit (Cohen & Manion, 1980)
,
in this case a system; the purpose of such observation is
to "probe deeply and to analyze intensively the multi-
various phenomena that constitute the life cycle of the
unit with a view to establishing generalizations about the
wider population to which that unit belongs" (Cohen, 1980,
p. 99). One purpose of the case study therefore is to
provide the investigator with hypotheses that can be later
tested (Sax, 1968; Johada, et al., 1972); second the
investigator may study a unique situation in which to test
hypotheses (Sax, 1968; Glaser, 1967); third, the case
study may point out gaps in knowledge or theory (Sax,
1968; Asher, 1976); and fourth, the case study may
demonstrate a theoretical model in a concrete example
(Glaser, 1967; Sax, 1968). The use of the case study
method in this study will be to generate hypotheses, make
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suggestions for future research and demonstrate a theore-
tical model of hierarchial principles with a concrete
example of the foster care phenomena, and, generate treat-
ment theory.
Conducting a case study
. A major advantage and weakness
of the case study methodology is that of its flexibility.
It is a systematic observation of a phenomena based upon a
theoretical perspective, this theoretical perspective is
modified, expanded or changed based upon its fit to the
empirical data collected (Glaser, 1967) . Glaser suggests
that theory and data are in interaction and that one can
set the frara for the other.
The procesure following is sequential and
approaches how one actuall decides upon research investi-
gation of a particular phenomena; a rough definition of
the phenomena is formulated, a hypothetical explanation is
then formulated, cases are studies in regard to the cate-
gories developed from they hypothesizing, the formulations
are modified as the data supports or debunks these for-
mulated categories (Cohen & Manion, 1980).
A first step is to select cases which typify the
major dimensions of the penomena, a case is used with as
many extraneous variables exluded as possible (Sax, 1968).
The procesure of this study will follow this guideline.
Once selected as much data as possible is gathered from as
many sources as possible (Sax, 1968; Good, 1972). In this
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study a structured conjoint interview of all the partici-
pants in the formation of the suprasystem, was utilized.
The methods must allow the researcher to confirm,
reject or generate hypotheses that either lead to or are
derived from theory (Sax, 1968). The results of this case
study were qualitative and descriptive, it provided a
wealth of information, and "examined the general nature of
the phenomena" (Van Dalen, 1973, p. 165) to provide a
detailed and intensive description and analysis of the
unit of study (Sax, 1968; McAshan, 1963; Cohen, 1980), and
suggest the applicability of theory grounded in empirical
data (Glaser, 1967).
The case study method of research was used in this
research since it is the most appropriate form of research
to achieve the purposes set forth.
Procedure
This study observed, described and explored the
foster care phenomenon. The system formed by the ini-
tiation and maintenance of foster care is caxiplex, and
multifarious factors are continually at play. The
phenomenon, or system, begins when a decision is made to
remove a child from his/her natural family and the child
is placed with a foster family. The specific goals of
this placement, under the supervision and domain of the
Department of Social Services, is temporary care for a
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child while the circumstances that precipitated the foster
placement are resolved. If no resolution is available the
child is supposed to be placed for adoption, or placed in
permanent foster care.
The overall procedure used to study the foster
care phenomena were to; a) define the population of the
study; b) select the participants for the study; c)
collect the data; and d) analyze the data. This study
provided safeguards for subjects rights and the guarantee
of appropriate follow-up services (see Appendix C)
.
Defining the population
. For purposes of this study,
population refers to the system formed by the initiation
and maintenance of foster care. The population of this
study was limited to foster care situations formed within
the following parameters;
--the child is in the legal custody of the
Department of Social Services
--the child is an adolescent
--the adolescent was removed from his natural home
due to conflictual reasons, thereby excluding
abuse and neglect cases.
--the child is presently, physically residing in a
foster home, with a foster family, thereby ex-
cluding children in group or institutional care
--a goal of the foster situation is reunification
of the child with his/her natural family
--other agencies or 'helpers' may be involved in
the case, however, the primary social service
representative is the Department of Social
Service case worker assigned to the case.
Conjoint interviews including the child, the
natural parents, the foster parents and the Department of
Social Service case worker will be structured by the
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researcher. This comprised the primary source of data
collection. if these interviews suggested other sources
of relevant data, i.e., significant contact with courts or
other social service agencies, the researcher will deter-
mine their accessbility and include such information as
supplemental to the primary collection tools of this
study.
Participant selction
. Participant selection for purposes
of this study is a complex task. A primary assumption of
this study was that the child around which a foster care
situation is structured is in the custody of the
Department of Social Services, is residing in a foster
home and has been removed from an existing natural home.
Therefore, in order to select participants, an elaborate
time-consuming process was effected. Clearly, the
researchers presence and interactions must be considered
an intervention into this system, at all points in the
process. Care will be taken at all levels of intervention
so as to provide guarantees of confidentiality and protec-
tion (see Appendix C)
.
The researcher selected participants in the
following fashion;
(1) The Department of Social Services Commissioner
and delegated staff v/ere contacted to select a region
within the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in which this
study will take place. The Department of Social Services
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Central Office staff person contacted the Department of
Social Services regional staff, and together selected
Department of Social Services catchment area in which this
study will take place. Together the Department of Social
Services Central Office person and researcher met with
appropriate area office staff and selected the Department
of Social Services case workers likely to participate.
The researcher first met with the Central Office person to
discuss and describe the proposed research; the Central
Office person contacted area and regional staff, selected
an area for participation. The researcher interviewed the
Central Office staff person to ascertain the procedure and
criteria for her selection. The Department of Social
Services legal staff, central office, regional and area
office staff were presented a summary of this methodology;
interviews were held with these people and logs will be
kept; each step along the way the researcher will ascer-
tain hoiw participant selection proceeded and criteria for
selection determined. A second area was selected using
the same process, since the area first selected did not
provide sufficient families.
2) The researcher met with the Department of
Social Services case workers as a group to discuss the
study, and its methodology. Central office, regional and
other area office staff were permitted to participate in
this meeting, if they so desired. None so chose. The
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purpose of this meeting was to elicit cooperation and par-
ticipation of case workers. The researcher discussed the
research, implications for case workers and use 'joining'
skills to this end.
3) The researcher reviewed the methodology and
significance of this study with case workers; including
the guarantee to follow up training for those case workers
agreeing to participate. Ten workers were selected in
Area 1; six workers in Area 2.
4) Each Department of Social Services case worker
who agreed to participate was asked to select from his or
her current caseload two foster care cases which meet the
criteria presented in this study. Each worker was asked
to select one case s/he considers presently successful and
one case s/he considers presently problematic. The pur-
pose of this was to provide a range of cases for this
study; and to avoid the case worker selecting his/her
"favorite" case; the purpose was not to control for suc-
cess or problems, merely to provide as broad a range as
possible.
5) The researcher conducted a conjoint interview
with each foster care system thus selected and agreeing to
participate. Each family selected for participation was
contacted by the case worker and asked to participate or
permit researching to contact them. The researcher also
sent each family, the natural and foster, a description of
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the study; a consent form and a statement of confiden-
tiality and protection.
6) For an interview to have been included as part
of the research of this study minimum participation was
defined as the natural parents (parent or parents living
in the natural home--divorce and separate were noted— the
foster parents (same criteria), the child, the Department
of Social Services case worker.
7) After completion of all interviews for inclu-
sion in this study, the researcher met with the case
workers. The primary purpose of this meeting was twofold:
first, to discuss the process with the workers and thereby
to provide the researcher with assessment information
regarding: the working structure of this Department of
Social Services office; second, to provide follcw up
suggestions for each family involved in the conjoint
interview. The conjoint interview structure, although not
viewed as a therapeutic interview, is a major intervention
in the lives of the participants. Therefore, the
researcher provided the case worker with suggestions for
follow up work to be done with each system and provide
referrals for therapy for any family the researcher or the
case worker felt this appropriate. This consultative
interview took the form of a case conference, with the
researcher providing therapeutic and systemic consultation
to the case worker.
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Data Collection
A variety of data collection techniques were uti-
lized in this case study investigation, including struc-
tured conjoint interviews, interviews with case workers,
reviews of case record and documents.
The conjoint systems interview was video and audio
taped; logs were kept of other interviews, notes were
taken regarding documentation. The researcher kept a log
of impressions after each interview. A log was kept of
all contacts.
A major purpose of this study was to describe the
systems interaction, organization, structure and
hierarchical patterning of the systems observed. This was
accomplished through the use of a structured interview
format, which will included the use of a system (family
task). Watzlawick (1966) points out that one of the basic
assumptions of psychotherapy is that human behavior is
patterned, that "scanning for pattern” is the starting
point of all scientific investigation. Additionally,
since the kind of information needed to assess systems is
outside the systems awareness direct questioning is
ineffectual, and that significance lies in the process of
communication and not in the content (Watzluwick, 1966).
In order to accomplish these goals the "structured family
interview was developed." Minuchin, Rosman and Baker
(1968) developed the family task interview in order to
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permit the collection of data in a "behavioral domain com-
parable to a therapeutic interview." The tasks they deve-
loped represented an actual area of behavior of the family
system representative of the problem under study, i.e.
,
anorexic families.
This study utilized a structured interview format
which included a systems task. The task was for the
system participants to plan the next home visit (or a
hypothetical visit) of the foster child to his/her natural
home. It was proposed that this would elicit interac-
tional patterns of this system and allow the researcher to
observe and assess the organizational structure.
This interview format was chosen to provide for
observation of family interactional patterns. The family
interview is the most effective and efficient manner of
observing, recording and understanding family interaction
(V'Jeblin, 1968; Haley, 1974; Minuchin, 1974).
The interview was not seen as therapy; however, it
followed the format of a problem-solving interview (Haley,
1976). The use of a family task replaces the typical
discussion of the problem. The modification of the
V^iltwyck Family Task, as developed by Minuchin (Minuchin,
Rosman, Baker) involves engaging the system in an interac-
tive task; it has the advantage of enabling the researcher
to study the system in a quasinatural situation without
the shaping of the interviewer (Minuchin, Rosman, &
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Baker )
.
This task was followed by an interview with the
researcher dealing directly with some of the issues
involving the foster care situation.
In this way it was proposed that the researcher
would be able to gather information and be able to assess
and describe interactional patterns from a variety of
interactions.
The interview protocol consisted of four phases:
I. Joining
. Researcher explained purpose of being
there; format of interview, use of taping equipment, etc.
Some discussion regarding who people are, what they do,
etc.
II. System task . "Plan Next (or Hypothetical)
Visit Home." This is modified from the Family Task
Interview developed by Minuchin. Researcher explained
task, left room and asked that the task be done.
III. Third phase . Researched asked a series of
questions, reading from a 'form' so as to cue respondents
minimally. Questions varied depending on the specific
participants, however, were intended not only to gather
content information, but to elicit interaction between the
participants in order to assess patterns. Sample
questions were;
1) How long has child been in foster care?
2) What were circumstances for foster care
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beginning?
3) Is this a successful solution to the situation?
4) How long will it last?
5) Are each of you in contact?
6) How often? Nature of contact?
This is presented as the basic format of the questions
asked; flexibility in terms of sequencing and phrasing was
necessary in order to accommodate the language and style
of each group. Additional questions were asked and
discussion took place following the lead of each group or
subgroup. The researcher determined such 'questioning and
discussion as was appropriate, however, was not bound to
questions listed above, these are listed as sample
questions.
IV. Phase four . Wrap up, thank yous, etc.
The interview format was problem-focused without
an intention of provoking catharis. The groups were
informed that researcher intended to have follow up inter-
views \7ith case workers involved, and this was considered
an appropriate source of follow up. The researcher did
not provide therapy, however, if in his clinical judgment
therapy was appropriate, referral was made to a local men-
tal health agency. This referral process was established
prior to research beginning; and was dependent upon the
catchment area chosen. Basically included a specific
suggestion to case worker.
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Data was also collected through group interviews
with case workers and consultation interviews with
workers, as well as other contacts with participants in
the system. Additionally, a log was kept of all contacts
3nd interactions relevant to this research.
Data Analysis
The researcher and raters viewed the video taped
sessions and completed an expanded structural assessment
of each system. The raters were advanced doctoral stu-
dents familiar with structural assessment and were prac-
ticing family therapists. In order to reduce subjective
bias they were given no information about the systems
prior to the viewing of video tapes.
Analysis of data took place in several stages.
The researcher and raters viewed video tapes of all con-
joint interviews after the last interview was conpleted.
The researcher and raters individually completed a struc-
tural assessment of each interview; this assessment was to
be followed by a "team" discussion of each session. The
discussion was audio taped and later reviewed by the
researcher. The purpose was to work towards a collabora-
tive synthesis patterned after the notion of a team
approach to strategic and structural family therapy. This
is congruent with the systemic approach utilized in this
study (Montavo, Palazolli).
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The analysis of the conjoint session took the form
of a structural assessment of the system based on the cli-
nical impressions gained throughout viewing the video
tapes. This assessment was a modified form of one deve-
loped by Minuchin (1974). This assessment provided infor-
mation about the transactional patterns, organizational
structure and hierarchical arrangement of the systems.
The conjoint interview employed in this study was
an interview of the "foster care system" formed by
bringing together three otlier systems; natural family,
foster family, case worker. It was necessary, therefore,
for each interview to be assessed on several levels; where
applicable each subsystem was assessed, in addition to the
supra system formed by these subsystems was assessed. It
was expected that significant information regarding the
interactional patterns between and among the subsystons
would emerge. The researcher and raters completed four
parallel structural assessments; a structural assessment
of each subsystem and a structural assessment of the
system formed. These structural assessments included;
1) a brief description of each subsyston; a brief
description of the foster care system;
2) structural maps of each subsystem, a structural
map of the foster care system;
3) a narrative description of the structure of
each subsystem and the foster care system, including; a)
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boundaries, b) enmeshment and disengagement, c) hierarchi-
cal arrangement (where appropriate, based upon five prin-
cipals of hierarchy; inclusion, complexity, dominance,
generativity
,
and situation);
4) developmental phase of each family; a develop-
mental description of the foster care system (How long has
it been in effect, any major changes?, etc.);
5) myths subsystem myths, myths about each other,
foster care system myths;
6) hypotheses about homeostasis maintenance of
each subsystem, of the foster care systCTi, of how one sub-
system maintains the homeostasis of another; and, hypothe-
ses about morphogenic tendencies and flexibility for
restructuring of subsystems and foster care systems.
In analyzing the data the researcher and raters
made clinical inferences regarding the overall structure
and interactional patterns of each subsystem and the
system they form.
After all conjoint interviews were rated in this
way the researcher reviewed all assessment forms and notes
prepared by himself and the raters and reviewed the audio
tape of the rater/researcher discussion session. This was
done to work toward a collaborative synthesis of the data.
Each case is presented with such a synthesis. Trends
regarding patterns across cases are identified. This ana-
lysis was utilized to formulate the conclusions of this
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study and to suggest the implications of this study. The
analysis was used to generate hypotheses and theory
placing foster care in a systemic perspective, as well as
suggestions for the application of family therapy
practice to complex social systems in general.
The analysis is presented in two parts. Part one
is an assessment description of each case; part two indi-
cates trends across cases. Selected transcripts of inter-
views are included. A section reporting supplemental
information is included, this section includes cases in
which interviews were arranged, but did not take place; as
well as other interactions which did not result in inter-
views for inclusion in the study.
CHAPTER I V
RESULTS
Organization of the Chapter
This chapter is organized in four parts. Part one
is this introduction. Part two is a discussion of supple-
mental data collected in the process of doing this
research. Part three is the analysis of the four supra-
systems involved in this study. Part four is a discussion
of the integration of the findings of this study.
The descriptions of the four supr asys tans is pre-
sented as the collaborative analysis of the researcher and
the rater team. The analysis of each supra system follows
this format:
1. Description: a description of the supra systen
will be provided, including a description of each systen
composing that supra system. Diagrams and genograms are
provided for the sake of clarity.
2. Interactional Structural Patterns: A
discussion of triadic relationships in each supra systen
is presented in addition to a discussion of hierarchial
relationships, discussion of boundaries and styles of
interaction is incorporated into theses discussions.
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Structural maps have been provided for clarity.
3. Development; A description of the develop-
mental phases and functioning of each system and supra
system has been provided.
4. Myths; A discussion of mutually shared,
interactive myths is presented.
5. Homeos tasis-Morphogenis; A discussion and
hypotheses regarding homeostasis and morphogenic tenden-
cies of each supra system is provided.
Edited transcripts from the interviews are
included in the analysis. These transcripts are provided
to present transactional evidence used in developing the
structural assessments. Transcripts appear on the left
side of the page and researchers' comments appear on the
right side. For each description, only one or two
illustrations are provided as examples; an atto^apt was
made to choose representative segments of interactions.
It is difficult to isolate discreet interactions
which represent only one aspect of an analysis; each
transcripted segment may therefore represent several
aspects simultaneously. For the sake of clarity commen-
tary is present regarding only that aspect being
described
.
Additionally, the same segment, or parts of
segments, have been used more than once to illustrate dif
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ferent aspects of analysis.
The second part of the chapter consists of a
description of supplemental data gathered in the course of
this investigation. This supplemental data consists of
interviews and discussions with Department of Social
Service case workers and discussions with natural and
foster parents who did not participate in interviews.
"i third part of the chapter consists of patterns
and trends which emerged from the fininngs across the four
cases. It includes a discussion of the similarities and
differences in the assessments.
It is assumed that this data could be viewed
understood and described in a variety of ways.
Additionally data can only be viewed and assessed from the
particular punctuation of the reporter; and finally that
although system theory is based upon a notion of
circularity, as people embedded in a linear language, it
is often difficult to fully describe phenomena from a cir-
cular perspective.
People communicate with each other on many levels,
conversation as described in the selected transcript is
one way, and in terms of written report level is the most
efficient tool of reporting. Body language, tone,
expressions, and any other non verbal communication is
important and meaningful in any description of people.
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The researcher and raters were able to respond to analogic
levels by observing videotapes, and the researcher by
being present at the interview, however, it is difficult
to include analogic level of communication in the
transcripts of conversation. Where possible the
transcript includes physical movement; additionally analo-
gic behavior is described where appropriate. The verbal
description of analogic behavior presented in this
assessment pales in comparison to its power and impact on
the people involved in these systems.
These assessments are presented as assessments of
the families and supra systems based upon data derived
from one interview, and is accurate only in that context.
These assessments are not presented as description of the
people and the systems they form at any other point in
their lives. All statements are made based upon infor-
mation presented at the time of the interview.
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AYUDA SYSTEM
Description
The following analysis has been presented as two
supra systems. A word of explanation is in order. These
two supra systems overlap in that the natural family is
the same in each system, as is the case worker. Two
children of the Ayuda Family; James and Milly are pre-
sently in foster care. Ms. Derek is the Department of
Social Service case V^orker assigned to each case.
Different dynamics maybe evident in each supra
system; however some information is the same. Each case
will be presented as a separate supra system for analysis
and will follow the categories of analysis used with each
supra system. In order to present as complete description
as possible and to avoid confusion in style of presenta-
tion, the reader's indulgence is asked regarding redundan-
cies in description.
The interview took place in several stages. An
initial and termination phases in which the natural
mother, both foster mothers, the case worker and both
children were present. The task phases consisted of each
supra systems without the researcher, the other foster
mother and second child being present; therefore an analy-
sis of each sub and supra system will be presented as well
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as a concluding section discussing particularly the rela-
tionship between the ' two foster parents and their involve
ment with the case workers.
Several seating arrangements were chosen by par-
ticipants as represented:
lUiliAia
XASK
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AYUDA HILL SYSTEM
Description
This foster care system is composed of a natural
family; The Ayudas; the foster family; the Hills; the
case worker, Ms. Derek and the child Milly.
Natural family. The Ayudas are a low incane family,
living in a subsidized housing project in a medium sized
city in West-Central Massachusetts. Mrs. Ayuda is
remarried and living with her second husband, Jose. Mr.
Ayuda is Hispanic, originally from Puerto Rico. The
Ayudas have two children from their marriage, Mandy age 5
and Joseph age 6. Brian, a child of Mrs. Ayuda 's first
marriage is presently living at home; however, has been in
foster care previously; Brian is 12. Milly, age 16, is in
foster care with the Kiths. Mrs. Kith is Mrs. Ayuda 's
older sister. Mrs. Ayuda also is in contact iv7th her
mother on a regular basis and Mrs. Ayuda ' s oldest sister
lives in the same city and is in contact weekly.
Mrs. Ayuda receives Aid to Families with Dependent
Children; Food Stamps and a housing allowance toward rent
in the project. She has been hospitalized twice for
"nervous" breakdowns. At present she is not under
treatment, neither therapy nor medication.
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Mr. Ayuda is unemployed. He is of Hispanic
descent and the fmaily lives in a housing project that is
described as predominantly Puerto Rican. Mr. Ayuda is
described by Mrs. Ayuda as an alcoholic, who does not get
along with James or Milly. The couple have been seperated
twice, each time Mr. Ayuda returned to his family of ori-
gin in Puerto Rico. They have also moved at least twice
since they have been married. Once while Mrs. Ayuda was
hospitalized the second move was back to this housing
project.
Mandy and Joseph attend day care and kindergarten
respectively. They are described as energetic, happy
children.
James is presently out of the home, living in
foster care with his natural aunt and her husband.
Brian is presently living at home. He had been in
foster care, things were going well and he was returned
home. He has been home about 10 months. He is presently
involved with an advocacy program, that works very closely
with him. He has free access to contact with his advocate
and calls him regularly, at least twice a week and when
ever there is a problem. Brian is reported to not be very
happy living in the project, nor in the community in which
he feels picked on because he is not Hispanic.
Milly is presently in foster care with the Hills.
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She has been in this placement for about six months.
Foster care was initiated on mother's request, because of
extreme conflict between Milly and Mrs. Ayuda and because
Mrs. Ayuda believed Milly to be suicidal. Milly was
admitted to a General Hospital a week after she began
foster placement at the Hills. The admission was due to a
diagnosis of anerciera nervosa. She was cured after being
hospitalized for a week at which time she returned to the
Hills. There is a formal contract that Milly will visit
home every other weekend.
—r-O
Foster family . Mr. and Mrs. Hill have been foster parents
for about fifteen years, they have had approximately fifty
foster children. They live in a rural area ten miles
outside the city. They have three natural children— two
living at home, and one, John the oldest son, attending
a university. At the time of the interview the Hills had
two foster children; Milly who had been with then for
about six months and Sara who has been with then about two
weeks. Mrs. Hill was asked to participate in another
interview for this research involving Sarah, however
refused stating that she did not feel she "new Sarah well
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Department of Social Services
. The Department of Social
Services in this catchement area is located in the inajor
city, however serves the entire county. It is oryanized
into three units; intake and home finding; CHINS; and care
and protection. Each unit is headed by a supervisor. The
three supervisors meet regularly and are cooperative. The
office is well equipped, having just moved to new head-
quarters. Kate the case worker for each of these foster
care situations has worked in this office for three years.
She has only recently been assigned cases; three months.
James' case was previously handled by Tina's immediate
supervisor, Milly is new to the Department of Social
Services System.
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Supra system. The interview was attended by Mrs. Ayuda;
Mrs, Hill, Mrs^, Kith, Kate, Milly and James, The inter-
view took place in a large conference room at the
Department of Social Services office in August, 1981, from
11-1 p.in,
Mrs. Ayuda arrived alone, Mrs. Kith and James
arrived together, Mrs. Hill and Milly arrived together.
Tina was at the office when the researcher arrived, she
was reviewing case notes and offered to review the case
with the researcher. She explained who would attend and
informed the researcher that Mr. Kith was undergoing
surgery at the time of the interview. As the interview
began the researcher was informed by Mrs. Hill that she
had an appointment and was pressed for time; and that the
receptionist had been told to interrupt the interview by
telephone if any calls came in concerning Mr. Kith. All
participants seemed to know each other, although they have
never met as a group prior to this meeting. They were
cordial
.
The seating arrangement chosen by the participants
was
:
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Interactional Structural Patterns
This supra system is composed of the three
interacting subsystems: natural family, foster fmaily and
department of social services. A description of each of
these systems has been provided. These descriptions are
presneted in terms of the triadic interactions represented
in the supra system, hierarchical relationships and boun-
daries and style of interactions. Structural maps have
been provided where appropriate.
Triadic relationships
. The supra system is composed of
four individuals; the dyadic relationships support and are
understood in the context of the triads they support.
The following triads exhaust the possible triadic
combinations in this supra system:
Mrs. Ayuda-Mrs. Hill-Milly
Mrs. Ayuda-Mrs. Hill-Ms. Derek
Mrs. Ayuda-Ms. Derek-Milly
Mrs. Hill-Ms. Derek-Milly
Mrs. Ayuda-Mrs. Hill-Milly . Milly is involved in
different structural relationships with Mrs. Ayuda and
with Mrs. Hill. Milly appears to be a parental child in
the Ayuda home. She visits regularly based upon a formal
contract between Ms. Derek, Mrs. Hill and Milly; when she
goes home Mrs. Ayuda asks her to babysit so Mrs. Ayuda
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can get out of the home. Mrs. Hill encourages Milly to
visit Mrs. Ayiida; she however advises Mrs. Ayuda as to
more appropriate ways of treating Milly. Mrs. Ayuda
states that she can't get Milly a key to the house while
Mrs. Hill suggests ways that it can be done. Mrs. Ayuda
appears to be in a peerlike or childlike relationship with
her daughter Milly; Mrs. Hill appears to be the nurturing
parent to both Mrs. Ayuda and to Milly, the adult who pro-
vides guidance. Mrs. Hill teaches Milly how to knit, an
age appropriate activity, which also indicates a closeness
between Mrs. Hill and Milly. Mrs. Hill advises Mrs. Ayuda
regarding parenting tasks.
Milly visits home and takes Mrs. Ayuda out to
amusement parks and to restaurants. In discussing this
Mrs. Hill appears supportive of Milly treating her mother
as someone for Milly to take care of. This creates an
inapproprite hierarchical arrangement wherein the child is
the parent of the mother.
IV^«S. HIUL. HRS
Maty M iLV.V^P C')
e>T«i R
MRS. AYO 6
A
long speech about finances
Mrs. Hill; There's more month than
there is money.
Mrs. Ayuda; Yeah. So, we are
going to do that- -Do you
want to?
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Well, yeah.
But, I'll think it through. A lot
of it gets,
when they come to the house
the way they are and they
hate it.
Mrs. Ayuda: (visibly upset, Milly
puts her arm around her
shoulder courteously.
Ms. Derek; Milly is there anything
you want to add?
Mrs. Hill; Milly, this is your
part. We are on candid
camera.
Mrs. Ayuda; Tell me what you think
about coming home for a
weekend
.
(Researcher, Mrs. Kith and James
Enter; Mrs. Ayuda ignores the
intrusion
)
Mrs. Hill; (welcoming the
newcomers) V'Je are
gathering. Just generally
I guess.
Ms. Derek; Yeah.
Researcher; Why don't you finish
up?
Mrs. Ayuda; Do you want to say Mrs. Ayuda gives
anything about how you feel Milly power,
about coming home on the
weekend?
Ms. Derek; Anything short of baby-
sitting with the kids.
Mrs. Hill; Do you have other plans
or something?
Mrs. Ayuda; And Mindy doesn't like
to say no to me and that's
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one thing. i don't get too
much time away, without
Mindy and Raymond, and when
she does come home every
other weekend I have asked
her the past couple of
times to just come home.
Tam, do you think you would
eant to watch Mindy and
Rainey so me and Dad.
Parental devil role
Mrs. Ayuda and Milly are allied. Mrs. Hill treats
Mrs. Ayuda in a childlike fashion
—
giving her advice on
parenting advice in regard to dealing with day to day
situations. Milly takes care of Mrs. Ayuda. The rela-
tionship is one in which Mrs. Hill appears to be parent;
the parental child and Mrs. Ayuda the child. This
is supported by Ms. Derek's agreement with Mrs. Hill and
Milly regarding Milly' s visits to Mrs. Ayuda.
Ms. Derek: Okay, so let's start
just by saying that you go
home every other weekend so
that's the contract. I
have a contract with you
and you so every other
weekend you go home. It's
your Worcester weekend.
Leaving Friday afternoon,
after school and chores or
Milly; Saturday morning
Mrs. Hill; Or Saturday morning,
yeah.
Alliance between
Ms. Derek, Mrs.
Hill, Milly.
Ms. Derek; Once you do what you
have to do, okay? There is
a difference here because
your Worcester weekends are
almost like a privilege
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whereag Mark's weekends are
like, we can't get him to
go enough. So it's really
two different situations,
Mrs. Ayuda: VJell Milly had planned
a weekend a few weeks back
Milly and two of my nieces
for a mother and daughter
day— it was something that
we had never done in our
whole life, and I felt very
honored you know that Milly
asked me. For a while
there I thought I was going
to be excluded and I was
feeling very rejected
because I had heard about
my niece Leslie asking
Jean, my niece Laurie
asking my sister Sharon, I
said gee--
Mrs. Hill (speaking to Mrs.
Ayuda); Where do I fit
into the picture
Mrs. Ayuda; Milly didn't ask me
you know, and then she
asked me and it turned out
fantastic they took us to
Nantasket Beach forthe
whole day on the bus, and
then we went to Paragon
Park, and
—
Mrs. Hill; Chinese food afterward,
probably--
Mrs. Ayuda; Then threw us on all
these dangerous rides. I
don't know if Milly was
trying to get back at me
for all these bad things I
did to her when over the
years--I think she was
trying to kill me. She put
me up on the roller
coaster
—
Milly taking care
of Mrs. Ayuda.
Mrs. Hill diffuse
boundary speaking
for Mrs. Ayuda.
Mrs. Hill inter-
rupts again.
14 8
She told me she ‘put you on the big
roller coaster
—
Mrs. Ayuda: I mean I thought that
was the end of my life, you
know, and Jean kept going
down the water slide. I
really think they were
trying to kill me. But it
was a beautiful day and
then the next day before
Tam went home she took me
to the movies to see,
"Endless Love," then we
stopped for an ince cream
and then I took her home.
It was a beautiful weekend.
I think about it all the
time, you know. It was
really nice.
Milly: Isn't that the weekend I Milly nurturing
took you out for Chinese Mrs. Ayuda.
food?
Mrs. Hill; That musta been the
weekend she took you out
for Chinese food.
Mrs. Ayuda; Yeah, she took me out
for Chinese food. You
know, I couldn't believe
it. Because a few months
ago Milly wasn't even
talking to me. I would
cross her path at my
sisters or something and if
looks could kill I would
have been dead ten times
over in one day. But now
she calls me up just about
every day. If I don't get
a phone call from her I
think something is wrong.
You know I'll call up
Nancy's to have Milly call
me cause she didn't call me
that day. Either from work
on her break she'll call me
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or sometliing like that and
But she comes home every
other weekend and fine I am
very happy to see her.
Like I said she doesn't
care too much forthe apart-
ment where we live but
Milly is different, you
know, like her friends.
She has one girl friend,
that's a very nice girl.
And they just
They go swimming and they
go for walks and just be
together. They don't do
anything too much that I
have to worry about like
Mark, you know.
Mrs. Hill: Don't worry about her.
Mrs. Ayuda; But then the situation
comes about with her coming
in at night and that is
what I get worried about--
not because I don't trust
PM—Tammy speaking
inaudibly--Tammy
,
because I
treust her, just because of
the place, you know, just
with the rapes . . . there
have been 2 rapes up there.
Hey, I worry about her and
I have to sit up and wait
for her because I
can't--once, sometimes
Raymond will let her have
the key and other times
he's funny, his moods, you
know. No, I can't she
can't have the key be made
for Tammy?
Mrs. Hill: Can another key be made
for Milly?
Mrs. Ayuda: No. I can have one
made at the place for $5.
Mrs. Hill allying
with Mil ly--teach-
ing Mrs. Ayuda.
Diffuse boundaries
Mrs. Hill
—
guessing
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Mrs. Hill; You know, really, for
the where Milly could have
her own, that's something
that Raymond would accept,
do you think?
Mrs. Ayuda; Oh, yeah, she could
have one but I have to
order it through them. You
can't just go to a place
and have a key made.
Mrs. Hill; Oh, yeah, she's a lot
like my own daughter
Ealiane, I mean in Boston.
Oh I don't have to carry
one.
.
.
The triad is marked by conflict avoidance
behavior. Mrs. Ayuda assumes an incompetent stance; not
being able to provide for Milly; not being able to get her
a key; while Mrs. Hill is able to provide appropriate ado-
lescent tasks for Milly to accomplish. Mrs. Hill asks
Milly to do chores around the house, while Mrs. Ayuda asks
Milly to babysit the other children; Mrs. Hill supports
Milly' s parental role vis a vis her mother. It allows
Mrs. Hill to remain in charge of the situation, Mrs. Ayuda
to provide for her child by keeping her in foster care,
and Milly to have contact with her mother yet have the
benefits of this foster care situation.
Mrs. Ayuda-Mrs. Hill-Ms. Derek. Mrs. Hill and Ms.
what Mr. Ayuda will
want.
Alliance Mrs. Hill
and Milly—
Derek are in alliance against Mrs. Ayuda. Ms. Derek per-
ceives Mrs. Hill's foster home as a good placenent, she
also appears to believe Mrs. Ayuda is incompetent. There
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is little
suggestion
avoidance.
evidence of over
is that much of
MKSHILL
t conflict in this triad,
the behavior is conflict
--- : MS. bERf K.
the
MRS Ayuda
It is hypothesized that neither Mrs. Hill nor Ms. Derek
can appear in overt conflict with Mrs. Ayuda because of
the framing that she is so needy; instead both Mrs. Hill
and Ms. Derek are understanding of her plight.
There seems to be a rule in this triad that one
does not openly engage in conflict with Mrs. Ayuda. Mrs.
Derek and Mrs. Hill are portrayed as competent adults to
engage in conflict Mrs. Ayuda who is portrayed as
incompetent, and is at tie treated in a childlike fashion
appears to violate the norm that competent professional
take care of incompetent clients and do not attack
clients. Mrs. Ayuda appears to be treated in a client
role by the two professionals, Ms. Derek the case worker
and Mrs. Hill the professional foster parent. Conflict
between the professional subsystem and the client violates
hierarchical relationships and therefore appears to be
avoided; the suggestion is that conflict implies closeness
and that neither Ms. Derek nor Mrs. Hill sees closeness
with Mrs. Ayuda as appropriate. It also appears that
either Ms. Derek or Mrs. Hill becoming closer to Mrs.
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Ayuda would change the relationship they have as equals.
Mrs. Hill chooses to participate in this interview
as opposed to another, with a different case worker and a
different natural mother. Although Mrs. Hill states the
reason as: "l don't know Debra as well as I know Milly"
she shows an alliance with Ms. Derek by the action
honoring her request to participate.
Ms. Derek is also concerned that Mrs. Hill has an
appointment to make and reminds Mrs. Hill to inform the
researcher regarding her time restraints. This indicates
an alliance to control the interview.
The triad represents three of the primary adults
in Milly' s life. Two of these adults are allied and have
a clear affiliation; Ms. Derek and Mrs. Hill. Their
closeness serves to exclude Mrs. Ayuda as an equal member
of this subsystem; Mrs. Ayuda is able to keep out, and is
kept out of decisions concerning Milly. This is evident
in Ms. Derek's discussion of Milly 's visiting home. Ms.
Derek; "We have a contract about Milly visiting home.
After about a month in Mrs. Hill's home, Mrs. Hill, Milly
and I agreed that Milly would visit Mrs. Ayuda every other
weekend. . . . after all Mrs. Hill didn't want Milly
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treating her house like a boarding house." This contract
was made without including Mrs. Ayuda. Mrs. Hill and Ms.
Derek were equals making decisions not only about Milly
but about Mrs. Ayuda.
Mrs. Ayuda-Ms. Derek-Milly
. Mrs. Succor and Milly
are both treated as in the care of Ms. Derek. Ms. Derek
however is allied with Milly.
Mrs. Ayuda throughout the interview has portrayed
herself as an incompetent parent; she decries her living
situation as being inadequate, stating several times; "it
is a place where Milly could get raped; her husband is
described by her as an alcoholic and not very concerned
about the children; Milly has been described as having
been potentially suicidal and Mrs. Ayuda stating that she
did not know what to do; Mrs. Ayuda describes herself as
"not being able to cope with the kids, the housing,
nothing." It seems unlikely that Ms. Derek considering
herself a competent case worker would or could return
Milly to a living situation like the one Mrs. Ayuda
describes. The collusion of this triad is that Milly and
Ms. Derek appear allied and each takes care of Mrs. Ayuda
in different ways; Milly is encouraged by Ms. Derek to
visit home alternate weekends and is complemented by Ms.
Derek in her parental child role when she does visit home.
VJhen asked about return home, Ms. Derek explained
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that it would be nice if Milly could finish school, Milly
is reported doing very well in school, Mrs. Ayuda corainents
that this is true and that she is really happy. it is
unlikely that Milly will return home or that it will arise
as an issue so long as the school placement is
satisfactory.
Ms. Derek encourages Milly 's nurturance of Mrs.
Ayuda; commenting on how nice it was that Milly took Mrs.
Ayuda out for dinner and to the amusement park.
IMS DEREK -—^ , milly
MRS AYUDA
The nature of this triad is that Milly is
encouraged to be in a parental role to her mother; mother
supports this by appearing needy of Milly 's help, Ms.
Derek encourages it, as does Milly. Ms. Derek is allied
with Milly; seeing her as primary client and attonpting to
provide services in what she perceives as Milly 's best
interests.
Mrs. Hill-Ms. Derek-Milly . Milly maintains an
interesting position in this triad. She is at tlie same
time in charge, having chosen the foster home and acted
appropriate so as to maintain it yet Mrs. Hill is func-
tioning in an appropriate parental role, teaching Milly
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how to knit, how to dress appropriately in the world;
Milly does chores in the Hill home. Mrs. Hill appears in
charge; she is supported in her position by Ms. Derek; a
contract is reached in which Mrs. Hill's rules about how
children are to behave in her home which Ms. Derek
supports. Mrs. Hill doesn't want Milly to be in and out,
the contract allows Milly to visit Mrs. Ayuda every other
weekend and stay with Mrs. Hill all the other time. What
is described as a strategy for Milly 's eventual return
home by Ms. Derek also allows Milly a vacation from Mrs.
Hill's authority; it is suggested by Ms. Derek that
Willy's visits to Mrs. Ayuda are "like a privilege. " This
^lsltl*^9 functions to maintain the homeostasis by main-
taining the myth that the system is organizing toward
Milly' s return home.
Mrs. Hill nurtures and is close to Milly; Mrs.
Hill and Ms. Derek are close and agree to the appropriate
behavior for Milly in this foster home. Mrs. Hill is
treated with a peer-like professional status. She states
that someone in her role gets to understand the signs of
children's problems and is supported in this by Ms. Derek.
MRS HILL== MS,DE:REK
^MILLY
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Researcher: You have about 15
minutes to do the task,
we're leaving.
Ms, Derek; This will be kind of
easy we aren't going to
have to make up a situation
when Mark could go home and
the circumstances that pre-
vented him from going and
what happened to him when
he went home. (to Milly)
You are going home every
other weekend now on a real
steady basis. I guess what
we should talk about would
be what more— it's going to
be harder to do a group
discussion because you're
going home on a steady
basis,
Mrs. Hill: And there isn't
anything to say (to Milly)
There really isn't anything
to say because it really
was what you had. We can
talk about one that once
you do get ready to go.
Milly; Nodding
defines task
differently than
definition with
Jame's task.
Mrs, Hill: You in a shopping mood
today? So I got some
material for winter skirts
and I thought I'd
Milly: I'd like to take him mine
and have them made. I like
the pleated skirts and I
like something I can dress
up or dress down in.
Change of topic
from task to some-
thing Mrs. Hill &
Milly do together.
This triad is one in which Ms. Derek and Mrs. Hill
are allied, each also is allied with Milly. It appears
through this series of alliance that Milly is an
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appropriate hierarchical position in this triad, however
prvious evidence suggests thatthe alliance between child
and case worker allow the child to ultimately be in
charge. It is hypothesized that if Hilly requested remov-
al from Mrs. Hill home Ms. Derek would aceed to that
request.
This triad also interacts with Mrs. Ayuda. Milly
is encouraged by both Mrs. Hill and Ms. Derek to take care
of Mrs. Succor, to babysit the other children on Milly 's
every other weekend home and to take Mrs. Ayuda out
occasionally. This encouragement allows Mrs. Ayuda to
remain incompetent, as well as Mrs. Ayuda 's inconpe tence
encouraging this organization. Milly is told by the
adults she is allied with and who nurture her that she
needs to nurture mother, mother shows incompetence to
allow this to happen, the reciprocal nature of this
triadic organization serves to maintain the homeostasis of
this foster care system.
Hierarchical relationship
. The hierarchical arrangements
in this supra system are complex. However one consistency
is that Mrs. Ayuda is inappropriately never in charge.
Mrs. Hill maintains an appropriate hierarchical
arrangement in her home; she is in charge of the children;
Ms. Derek supports this Hierarchy by having a clear
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affiliation with Mrs. Hill in which Mrs. Hill's rules are
supported. Evidence by Mrs. Hill wanting to control
s comings and goints and Ms. Derek drawing up a
contract with Mrs. Hill and Milly specifying the rules of
her visiting Mrs. Ayuda. This also serves to keep Mrs.
Ayuda low in the hierarchy.
MRS HILL MS DEREK
M M I V
MRS AYUDA
An organizational pattern that appears functional
and appropriate at the level of the family (Mrs. Hill's
foster home) appears to support a dysfunctional hierarchi-
cal pattern when viewed in the context of the supra
system.
Milly is also able to choose foster homes, in her
relationsihp with Ms. Derek she can veto the selection of
a foster home and her placement there. Similarly Mrs.
Hill is able to exert this choice, she is not obliged to
take in foster children. This matching of foster children
with foster home, facilitated by Ms. Derek has the effect
of a shifting hierarchical arrangement, depending on the
point of punctuation. Ms. Derek in alliance with Milly
may be seen to be hierarchically superior to Mrs. Hill:
MS DERLK.-^M'i-LY
MRS HILL
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Mrs. Hill in alliance with Ms. Derek may appear hierarchi-
cally superior in relation to Milly;
MRS HlLLr—^ ^MSbERFK
M I LLY
Milly and Mrs. Hill in alliance may be seen as hierarchi-
cally superior to Ms. Derek;
MRS HILL
—V MILLY
MS. DEREK
When viewed in it larger context it is evident that Mrs.
Ayuda is excluded from this choosing and is the subject of
the choice.
Mrs. Ayuda gives Milly power by giving her the
choice of when to come visit. Mrs. Ayuda also states: "I
felt honored when Milly took me out.
MRS. HILL—
-^MILLY
NARS. AyuDft
Jamies; What about me.
Mrs. Ayuda (to Milly); And you
don't like to come up and
visit me. And she'll say,
yeah, I guess so. And I'll
say Milly, are you sure?
If you really don't want to
tell me. And she says, no
it's all right Ma, it's all
right. She doesn't want to
say no to me cause she
always tells me, no. How
.can stay in house all the
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time. She feels bad that
I'm in the house so there-
fore she will not refuse
me, but I have told her,
Milly, just tell me if you
don't want to, just say no.
It's okay. You know, but
she won't.
Mrs. Hill: She wouldn't say it.
Mrs. Ayuda: No. True, Yeah?
Lisa; Yeah.
Mrs. Ayuda' s low position in the hierarchy is
evident in Mrs. Hill's treating her in an inferior posi-
tion by advising her of her parenting functions, by
encouraging Milly' s care taking visits. Mrs. Ayuda
contributes to this by appearing inconpe tent; even to the
point of suggesting that Milly was never a problem and
basically a "good kid," Mrs. Hill suggests that Milly does
need to be disciplined, Mrs. Ayuda suggested she never had
to discipline Milly. The suggestions supports the the
notion that Mrs. Hill is a better parent since she is
aware of Milly' s need for guidance, while Mrs. Ayuda did
not see thatneed
,
did not act on it, resulting in Milly 's
foster care. This framing of the circumstance supports
the inappropriate hierarchical organization of this
suprasys tern.
Mrs. Hill: Planning in what way,
in other words, what Pam
and her Mom would be doing
,
or
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Researcher; Yeah, everything that
Mrs. Hill; Hamptoin Beach here we
come
.
Researcher; Everything that would
need to be involved, what-
ever you think needs to.
Mrs. Ayuda; You, you mean like
Nancy would give Milly some
of rules to take horn and
what would I expect with
Milly when she came home
and stuff like that? What
I expected of her.
Researcher; Stuff like that. How
long
,
whether or not you
need to call to come out
and explain again, and
stuff like that.
Mrs. Hill; We don't have any
problem with some young
people that we have had in
build totally pull the an
oral over and say, oh
Nancy, they don't let us
come in until or one or two
o'clock in the morning and
we drink every night before
dinner, we have pot parties
on Tuesday night, we enter-
tain boys on Thursdays, no
way no way, you know. So
you've got to sort of lay
it down with them, you
know. But Linda and I've
checked back and forth
about and pretty much know,
where I'm coming from and
she knows where I've ceom
from them I pretty much
know how she feels, as far
as raising her daughter.
And there is no problem
with Milly.
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Mrs, Ayuda: There had some times
when Milly first went with
me and she even up to now
sometimes, Milly hasn't
quite all the way accepted
all these rules and
regulations, because Milly
always has been a very good
kid. I've never really
disciplined much Milly
because I never really had
to, you know.
Mrs. Hill: Boy, this past weekend,
for example. David, l want
to the rope - left and
fine, you know. Full
trust, I could go to Europe
and come back if I had the
money money and at
least—Here is what the
problem is. There is just
one thing. Before we can
wholly get, one thing will
be a difference. out
along the curb. That's
all. Okay, that's it. And
it was written down
to who expalined it. And
here is a crew driver to
dig him out. Came home,
not a weed pulled, and I've
said to him before, I said
it once, if you don't
understand, well 5 young
people. If I repeat one
thing five times, 25 things
I'm going to forget. So,
hit the sack three nights
at 10 o'clock.
Researcher: Huh
Mrs. Hill: Well their idea of I'd
be hitting the sack which
is right upon the ward
where the TV is and Dave's
and mine are two different
things. Don said, Jesus
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Christ, what are they
doing? Giving tap dancing
lessons up there? Eleven
o'clock at night. Dressers
becomes one bounce on the
bed. but outside of that,
I have no idea about what
they were doing upstairs.
They could have had bed
clothes fights for all
. But if that's in bed at
ten o'clock at night I'll
eat my hat. No, it wasn't
a pillow. It was too heavy
for that.
Mrs. Ayuda: So, I'm sort of
explaining while we were out
what we
. Two separate
things. Nancy, Milly and I
are going to be even in,
you four can talk about
explaining to you what is
basically these are in the
order of the originals.
Ms. Derek; Do they have to sign
three?
Researcher; You have to sign
three. Yeah. You have to
sign three.
Mrs. Ayuda; Marke we need your
"John Hancock" on this.
Researcher; Mark, how old are you?
James; Fourteen.
Ms. Derek; 15
Mindy; 16
Research; and Mandy?
Researcher; Somebody needs to co-
sign their forms, and I
don't know who the
appropriate person.
There is confusion
about who is to co-
sign forms Mrs.
Hill takes charge,
passes control to
Mrs. Derek who
tells Mrs. Ayuda to
sign.
Inappropr iate
hirearchy
.
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Mrs. Hill: Ms. Derek, is that you?
Ms. Derek: Yeah, or their
mother—whichever. (to
Mrs. Ayuda) Why don't you
sign?
Hierarchy in this supra systati is malfunctioning.
Milly is in a superior hierarchical position, based upon
alliances and support from some adults against others.
Hierarchy in the natural home is malfunctioning.
Milly acts as parent to her mother.
Hierarchy in the foster home seems to be func-
tioning well, Milly is nurtured and disciplined.
The results of Milly' s involvement in two seeming
incongruous hierarchies, maintains a malfunctioning
hierarchy in the supersystem. It is hypothesized that
this malfunctioning hierarchical organization maintains
the homeostasis of the supra system, the speculation being
that is the hierarchy in the natural home, Mrs. Ayuda
higher than Milly were reorganized it would reorganize the
supersystem and change foster care. Similarly a reorgani-
zation of the hierarchy in the suprasystem, one in which
adults were equals, in a superior hierarchical position to
Milly would necessitate change in the natural home.
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Development
Natural family . The Ayudas are simultaneously transacting
in several developmental stages. This is Mrs. Ayuda's
second marriage, the couple have been married approxima-
tely seven years. The family is involved in early
childhood (child rearing), the formation of a spouse sub-
system as well as launching adolescents. Blended families
often experience stress due to the mutually occur ing tasks
involved in negotiating different developmental stages
s imultaneously
.
There appears to be some difficulty in the for-
mation of the spouse subsystem. Each parent has been
symptommatic Mrs. Ayuda hospitalized for nervous break-
downs and Mr. Ayuda's alcoholism. They are conflicted as
to child rearing policies; for example, time children
should be in at night.
A speculation concerning the developmental phases
of this system is that foster care has served the function
of dissolving the family formed by the first marriage, by
extruding the children of that marriage. This is a
blended family, one of the first tasks of a blended or
reconstituted family is to consolidate as a nev/ family
unit. There are a variety of ways of functionally
accomplishing that task; however, it appears that this
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system has chosen a dysfunctional organization. it may
serve the function of forming a new family, one in which
children of the first marriage have been excluded, however
that does not appear to be the case. Although the
children of this marriage are not reported to be
symptommat ic
,
each parent is symptomma tic.
The organizational pattern of a spouse subsystem
with a two sibling subsystem and three sibling subsyston
moving in and out of the family appears to be dysfunction-
al.
Foster family
. The Hills are professional foster parents.
As a system they have successfully launched their oldest
son, he has been successful in college, as well as having
over forty foster children leave the home. There is no
evidence if these children were successfully launched
either into independent lives or reunified with their
natural family, or continued involved in foster care; the
evidence is simply that they have left this foster care
s ituat ion.
Little information is available regarding the
Hill's natural children, except that the oldest son is
successfully completing college. Launching for different
families occurs at different times, entering college may
be a launching, however college graduation may also be the
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launching appropriate to this system. Therefore little
conclusive can be said about the system's ability to sue-
cessfully launch members.
Department of Social Services
. This area office is
established in its foster care policy and stance. The
Commissioner of DSS suggested that this office is "one of
the best in the state." The staff appeared cooperative
and seemed to differentiate their tasks appropriately.
However great difficulty was encountered in actualizing
interviews.
Ms. Derek has been working in this office for
years / she is integrated into the syston and aware
of its functioning. Ms. Derek's supervisor has recently
been promoted to that position, and was the case worker
assigned this case before Ms. Derek took it over. In fact
the supervisor suggested the case. This is significant in
terms of foster care in that the supra systems is in flux
continually due to case worker turnover.
Supra system . This supra system seems to have incor-
porated Milly successfully and is at a launching stage for
her. She is preparing to leave at the end of the school
year, and is being taught by Mrs. Hill how to achieve in
the world. A contract providing for visits home has been
established, suggesting thatthe launching will be to the
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world not back home. The system is preparing Milly for
these tasks.
Myths
The myths shared in this suprasystem appear
generally to support an inappropriate hierarchical
organization, which serves to maintain a homeostasis
within the supra systems.
The issue of environment is a recurrent one in
this system. Mrs. Ayuda describes her living situation as
terrible, not a decent place to live. While by some stan-
dards that may be true; it serves as a myth in several
ways. The family at some points were able not live there,
although the research does not propose that people should
live in inadequate housing it is hypothesized that foster
care need not be the solution. Indeed if housing and
environment is the issue then it would seem more
appropriate that Mrs. Ayuda receive the money the foster
parents do so that she could provide more adequate housing
for the family. The children are given the power to
decide if they are willing to live in such an environment.
However this myth operates strongly for as Mrs. Ayuda
says: "If I were to move to a more decent place the kids
would consider coming home." It appears that maintaining
this living situation provides two functions for the
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suprasystems one that the kids can choose where to live;
and two that if she were to move foster care would
terminate. in order to maintain foster care the Ayudas
are compelled to live in housing they describe as less
than adequate.
Mrs. Ayuda has what she describes as "dream talks"
with her children. in these talks the children are
encouraged to fantasize about the kind of life they wish
to lead, Mrs. Ayuda then explains why their choices are
not possible. In a description of such a talk with Sean,
Mrs. Ayuda reports that Sean asked her to buy a house in
the country, she explained it was too expensive and asked
him if he knew how much it would cost, the conversation
was described as ending with Mrs. Ayuda explaining to
Sean that "no way, there is no way we could afford it."
In another report of "Dream talks" with Milly, Mrs. Ayuda
states that Milly always wanted a house in the country
with a horse and other animals. Although Mrs. Ayuda has
not been able to provide such a lifestyle within the con-
text of her natural family, foster care has provided the
opportunity for Milly to have her "dream." Mrs. Hill
lives in the country, Milly has access to a horse, some
goats and other rural amenities. It appears that this
foster situation is the fulfillment of mythology mutually
agreed upon by Mrs. Ayuda and Milly.
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Mrs. Ayuda is portrayed as an incompetent parent,
while Mrs. Hill is portrayed as a competent professional
parent. Mrs. Hill even offers Mrs. Ayuda advice about the
details of everyday life.
Mrs. Hill: Could you get Milly a
key?
Mrs. Ayuda; No, well it would be
very hard.
Mrs. Hill: Just call up the office
and ask them to make one.
It would be so much simpler
if Milly had a key of her
own.
The them of competent versus inccanpe tent is a faming that
creates a myth. People are see as licked into these
roles without the potential for change.
The official statement of everyone in this supra-
system is that Milly will return home. However the
interactions appear to indicate that there is little
chance of that happening. It appears essentially that the
myth that Milly will return home be maintained so that the
suprasystem may be maintained.
NO one is going to bother me and you know, they do, and I
think sometimes these kids get gabbing and all that type
of stuff and they don't think that there is that element
out there.
Mrs. Hill: But a key of her own. Myth of incanpetent
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VJould you mention But you
mention in the past two or
three months you seem to be
getting more with I have
the feeling that Tammy is
more comfortable knowing
that you are more comfor-
table knowing that Milly
knows what she is going to
do and in which direction
Milly is going in. And you
got out of the house more
with the kids and maybe
people are just more com-
fortable now. Yeah.
Mrs. Ayuda.
Also shows hier-
archical position
of children.
Mrs. Ayuda: Personally I think
that the kids are always
going to even Sean. Shawn
he detests where I live
now. Why do we have to
live here? He gets so
depressed. VJhy do we have
to live here? I can't
stand this place. Then up
there there's recreation
halls and every ting.
They're all run by the
Spanish people. I'm not
prejudiced, I'm married to
a Spanish man, you know,
but up there at the
recreation halls and
everything are supposed to
be for everybody living in
the valley but I they are
all run by the Spanish and
they take over.
Mrs. Hill: And they take over.
Mrs. Ayuda: Shawn yesterday went
down to the recreation hall
and he was pushed down a
flight of stairs by a
Spanish guy because he
didn't want him in there.
Sean came home furious. He
called up the case worker
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from the KEY program. Seanjust returned horn from
foster care in March, I
think it was, and he told
his case worker, "Get me
out of here, l want to
leave here. l hate this
place, I hate this place. "
So I sat him down and I
talked to him, and I said
Sean, I know you don't like
it here but if these
people, you know where
these bad people are. You
just have to stay away from
them. "But that is a
recreation place, Ma, and I
want to go there and play.
"
And that's where I get stu-
mepd because I don't know
how to tell him, well, "you
can't go there." It's sup-
posed to be there, he's
able to
—
Mrs, Hill; Is there any other
apartment area that you
would qualify?
Mrs. Ayuda; I tried all the time.
No, if I could find a
decent place to live I
think that Milly and James
both may consider coming
home at some time. Right
now Milly said she doesn't
want to leave her school
because she's so concerned
about her schooling and the
education, she doesn't want
to blow it by anything, you
know. But I think if I was
living in a half-way decent
place, that the kids may in
a few months check it out,
they'd check it out. I
know them, they'd check it
out. Which room is And
what would we have on the
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farm and then they'd tell
me like Milly would say,
well I want a horse.
Mrs, Hill: Oh yes a horse,
Mrs. Ayuda: and so now I still do
this even with Mindy and
Raymond and we fantasize
about this farm but see now
with the situation I don't
talk about it so much any
more because when I do I
see Shawn get depressed.
Mrs. Hill; Yeah.
Mrs, Ayuda: because he wishes it
so much and if I talk about
it he says, Yeah, Ma, can't
we get just even a house
out near the country? And
I said, Sean, you know how
much houses cost. He say-,
"how much?" I said, well
for one that needed a lot
of work or something,
anywhere from $25,000 up to
v/ay up to a $10 0,000. He
goes, oh, that We can't
afford that right now.
Yeah, right. And like I
said financially, we are in
a very poor situation. I'm
a horrible money manager,
I'm in debt up to my ears,
we owe everybody. My
sister is supposed to help
me when I come back, like
to get me straightened out
financially. She says you
know there's enough money
coming in to the house that
you shouldn't be in this
situation. But you just
don't know how to handle.
So
Researcher: So it seems like the
situation as it is now is
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something that you are
happy with.
Mrs. Ayuda; I feel bad that the
kids can't be home. When I
went back into Grapeward
Valley I kind of felt a
little bit rejected at the
fact that the kids told me
they didn't want to come
home, but now I have
accepted that, you know.
They are doing so well that
if I wanted to I could pro-
bably force the issue and
make them come home but I
would only be doing them
harm if l did. I feel now
that if they can make
something good with their
lives and ask to be out of
my home I would rather have
it that way.
Milly; She told me a couple of
times that she thinks I
would be better off there.
For a couple of years I'd
do better.
Mrs. Hill: And Milly' s grades are
excel lent--she just missed
the honor roll. All year
long
.
Mrs. Ayuda: I could see bringing
at home Valley. you must
be familiar with
VJell, in the past month there have
been two rapes up there,
there has been house breaks
and repeatedly, over and
over, and one problem that
Milly has when she comes
home was her foster father,
her step-father. When slie
comes home and she wants to
go out he worries. He is
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funny, he doesn't show his
affection too much but he
does care very much the
kids, and he gets mad when
she wants to stay out a
little later and because of
where we live, see, she
doesn't understand what
could happen to her up
here,— I want her in the
house, I'm not leaving the
door unlocked and she gets
mad at him because he won't
leave the door unlocked
like we don't trust her.
You know, I trust Milly a
100 percent but I don't
trust what's out there, you
know. She seems to think
that she's infallible or
something, you know, up
there, nobody's going to do
anything to her. But we
kind of argue about there a
lot when she does come
home, you know, because of
that place.
Homeostasis-Morphogenesis
Foster care was initiated as a morphogenic
response to difficulties in the natural home. Mrs. Ayuda
and Milly are described by both Mrs. Ayuda and Ms. Derek
as being in conflict; Milly had not been attending school
and not working; she also had been described as suicidal
by Mrs. Ayuda and later as anerecis by Mrs, Hill. Milly
is doing better, seh is attending school regularly, and
getting good grades; she is employed by the Neighborhood
Youth Corps, Milly and Mrs. Ayuda are no longer
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conflictual, Milly visits home every other weekend, when
she babysits and takes Mrs. Ayuda out. However at another
level foster care seems to have maintained homeostatic
patterns in all the systems and the supra system appears
to have reached and maintained a homeostasis of its own.
Milly is able to remain loyal to both her mother
Mrs. Ayuda and her foster mother Mrs. Hill by this strict
schedule of visits. When with Mrs. Ayuda she is able to
be the parental child in the family, taking care of not
only her younger siblings but her mother as well. This
solution avoiding a loyalty bind has been institutiona-
lized in this supra system. The time when Milly appears
most uncomfortable is in a discussion of Mrs. Ayuda
finding her in her room with syringe and elastic, Mrs.
Ayuda describes this as a suicide attempt, however Mrs.
Hill interrupts and suggests that Milly 's problem was that
she was anerecit and describes Milly 's week long stay in
the hospital to cure the problem. Milly became s sullen
and downcast during this interaction. One other way for
Milly to remain loayl to Mrs. Ayuda seems to have been
Mrs. Ayuda's definition of Milly' s suicide attempt.
There is some confusion in the descriptions of Milly 's
behavior and the apparatus she had. The rater team felt
the description of her behavior when Mrs. Ayuda entered
Milly' s room was that of someone involved in drug use.
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She doacfibcHi by Mrn. Ayuda alttl.nj cro«B
not ctware tlmt Mra. Ayud^ Imd enterod the rocn
,
with «
Hyiiiuje, d bottle ot plllH dnd dn eUatic. it ia hyi^otho-
ai*od thdt Milly keepa the dru.j involvement d aeciet to
i>\c*intdin loydity to both Mrs. Hill and Mra. Ayudd. Mra.
Ayudd la dble to aee the need tor out aide help in tenua ot
suicide, Mi-h. Ayudd wda inatltut iondl ized in d mentdl
hoapltdl this somehow dl Iowa her to invite foater Cdre.
Mrs. Hill feels competent in di adij ree iruj aulcide—ds well
da the more esoteric dnerxid nervosd.
bldch mother ia dl lowed to chooae the symptom she
feels comfortable witli; ami fiiula a aolution to the
problem which mdintaina a homeostatic state.
The foater care situation ia maintalneil by Milly
beliuj in charije of the aupraayatem. This ia moat evldei\t
by her beiiuj able to chooae where ahe will stay; she is
able to do this overtly, as well as by doin*j well. The
foster situation la maintaii'\eil by Milly doiiuj wt.* I I ei^ouijh
to remain ii\ foater care, but still belny described aa
havinij some difficulties, particularly the aiujije a t ion that
she cai^imt live ii\ tl»e enviroimient ot Mra. Ayuda's iKMue.
Foster care ia maintalneil by the turnover ot case
workers. It is intereatlnij that Ms. Derek's sui>erviaor
waa formally the case worker involveil with this case. If
it remains a ijoal of the Departmei^t ot Social Serveiea
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that a goal of foster care is return home of the child,
then Ms. Derek being successful in thos goal, when her
supervisor was not successful would violate Ms. Derek's
allegiance to her supervisor. it is difficult to be suc-
cessful where your supervisor has not. Additionally the
turnover in general seems to take away from the continuity
of success in foster situations.
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AYUDA-KITH SYSTEM
Description
This foster care system is composed of a natural
family, the Ayudas; a foster family, the Kiths, the case
worker, Ms. Derek and the child, James.
Mrs. Ayuda and Mrs. Kith are natural sisters; Mrs.
Kith is a child specific foster parent, she became a
foster parent after James had already been living in her
home; The D.S.S. office provided special arrangement for
Mrs. Kith as a relative to enter into a formal foster
parenting agreement.
Natural family
. The Ayudas are a low income family,
living in a subsidized housing project in a medium sized
city in VJest-Central Massachusetts. Mrs. Ayuda is
remarried and living with her second husband, Jose. Mr.
Ayuda is originally from Puerto Rico. The Ayudas have two
children of their marriage, Mandy age 5, and Joseph age 6.
Brian, a child of Mrs. Ayuda 's first marriage is presently
living at home; however has been in several foster care;
Brian is 12. Milly, age 16, is in foster care with the
Hills; James age 15, is in foster care with the Kiths.
Mrs. Kith is Mrs. Ayuda 's older sister. Mrs. Ayuda also
is in contact with her mother on a regular basis and Mrs.
Ayuda 's oldest sister lives in the same city and is also
in contact weekly.
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Mrs. Ayuda receives General Relief; Food StaiTips
and a housing allowance toward rent in the project. She
has been hospitalized, twice, for as she describes
"nervous breakdowns." At present she is not under
treatment, neither therapy nor medication.
Mr. Ayuda is employed on a part-time basis. He is
of Hispanic descent. The family lives in a housing pro-
ject that is described by Mrs. Ayuda as predominantly
Puerto Rican. Mr. Ayuda is described by Mrs. Ayuda as an
alocholic, who does not get along with James or Milly.
The couple have been seperated twice, each time, Mr.
Ayuda returned to his family of origin in Puerto Rico.
They have also moved at least twice since they have been
married; once while Mrs. Ayuda was hospitalized; the
second move being a return to this housing project.
Mandy and Joseph attend day care and kindergarten
respectively. They are described as energetic, happy
children by Mrs. Ayuda.
James is presently out of the home, living in
foster care with his natural aunt and her husband, the
Kiths. James has been in this foster placement for about
eight months. James had previously been in another foster
placement, after which he spent 30 days in a shelter.
After the shelter he returned home; Mrs. Ayuda states;
"One night my mother visited and asked me if he could go
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and stay at my sister's (oldest sister) house, l said
o.k." James stayed there for about a week at which time
the grandmother brought him to Mrs. Kith's to stay for an
evening; he has been with Mrs. Kith for eight months.
James was initially placed in foster care as a result of
the filing of a CHINS petition; he had been staying out
late, not coming home and doing poorly in school. He is
presently in school, doing well and preparing to attend a
Voc.-Tech High School, and is working for Neighborhood
Youth Corps. There is no formal agreonent regarding his
visits home, however he does visit about twice a month.
Milly is presently in foster care with the Hills.
Brian is presently living at home. He had been in
a foster placement in which things were reported as going
well, however, he was returned home. He has been home
about 10 months. He is presently involved with an advo-
cacy program, that works very closely with him. He has
free access to contact his advocate, and calls him
regularly, at least twice a wekk as well as whenever Brian
feels he has a problem. Mrs. Ayuda reports that Brian is
not very happy living in the project, nor in this com-
munity in which he feels picked on because he is not
Hispanic.
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Foster family
. Mrs. Kith is Mrs. Ayuda’s older sister.
At the time of the interview her husband. Dean, was in a
General Hospital undergoing an open heart surgery. The
interview was interrupted by a phone call tat was a
progress report of his condition. The Kith's son, Tony,
lives at home; their oldest daughter Liz is in the Air
Force. The Kiths live in a middle income residential area
of the city, in a large one family home. James is their
only foster child. They have not taken in foster children'
previously.
Department of Social Services
. The Department of Social
Services in this catchement area is located in the major
city, however serves the entire county. It is organized
into three units; intake and homefinding; CHINS; and care
and protection. Each unit is headed by a supervisor. The
three supervisors meet regularly and appear cooperative.
The office is well equipped, having just moved to new
headquarters. Ms. Derek, the case worker for each of
these foster care situations has worked in this office for
three years. She has only recently been assigned these
cases: having worked with it for three months. James'
case was previously handled by Tina's immediate
supervisor, Milly is new to the Department of Social
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Services System.
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Supra system . The interview was attended by Mrs. Ayuda;
Mrs. Hili, Mrs. Kith, Mrs. Derek, Milly and Janies. The
interview took place in a larye conference roan at the
Department of Social Services office in Aucjust, 1981 fran
li-1 p.m.
Mrs. Ayuda arrived alone, Mrs. Kith and James
arrived together, Mrs. Hill and Milly arrived together.
Ms. Derek was at the office when the researcher arrived,
she was reviewing case notes and offered to review the
case with the researcher. She explained who would attend
and informed the researcher that Mr. Kith was undergoing
surgery at the time of the interview. As tlie interview
began the researcher was infonned by Mrs. Hill that she
had an appointment and was pressed for time; and that the
receptionist had been told to interrupt the interview by
telephone if any calls came in concerning Mr. Kith. All
participants seemed to know each other, although they have
never met as a group prior to this meeting. They were
cordial
.
The seating arrangement chosen by the participants
was
:
j^nteractional Structural Patterns
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This supra system is composed of the three
interacting systems: natural family, foster family and
Department of Social Services. A description of each of
these systems has been provided. m assessing the struc-
ture of the supra system formed by the joining of these
three systems, structural descriptions are provided.
These descriptions are presented in terms of the Sriadin
interaction represented in the supra systen, hierarchical
relationship and boundaries and styles of interaction.
Structural maps have been provided where appropriate.
Triadic relationships. The following triads exhaust the
possible triadic combinations in this supra systan:
Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Kith, James
Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Kith, Ms. Derek
Mrs. Ayuda, Ms. Kerek, James
Mrs. Kith, Ms. Derek, James
Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Kith, James
. Both Mrs. Kith and
James are protective of Mrs. Ayuda; James' protection of
his mother allows him a superior hierarchical position in
that relationship that is supported by the alliance be-
tween Mrs. Kith and James. Mrs. Kith is overinvolved with
Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Ayuda allowin9 Mrs. Kith to take over
major aspects of her life, including finances, home mana-
gement and care of her son. James and Mrs. Kith are
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over involved
. This is shown by James picking up subtle
cues from Mrs. Kith and acting on them. Mrs. Kith in
describing James states: "he is very active." James who
had been stationary throughout the interviews, moves for
the first time and changes his seat, starting to fidget.
James' protection of Mrs. Ayuda is evidenced when he
explains; "l don't want to ruin their fun." Also in
explaining that he sometimes takes the keys from Mr.
Ayuda, when Mr. Ayuda is drinking too much. Mrs. Kith's
protection of Mrs. Ayuda is evidenced in her involvement
with Mrs. Ayuda; Mrs. Kith has taken over organizing Mrs.
Ayuda s finances, she arranged for her move while Mrs.
Ayuda was in the hospital, and is lending her money to
visit Puerto Rico with Mrs. Ayuda.
MRS. KlTH.-^JAMtS
\ /
MRS AYUf^A
Mrs. Kith appears to function as Mrs. Ayuda 's care
taker. This over- involvement and protection function to
allow Mrs. Ayuda remaining incompetent and serves to avoid
conflict. There is the sense that Mrs. Kith feels sorry
for Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Ayuda describes her situation in such
a way as to evoke sympathy. James through the alliance
with Mrs. Kith is allowed a inappropriate hierarchical
position in this triad.
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Mrs.
Mrs.
Ayuda; I don't know where to
start.
Kith: Mark had been a problem
for Linda for some time.
He was always getting into
trouble, and he eventually
ended up out of the home,
but on some time in
December they were living
on Barkley Street and they
were having problems with
the lady upstairs and the
landlord was really being
obnoxious. He wouldn't do
anything to the apartment,
he was doing everything in
his power to discourage
them in staying there. He
really was giving them an
awful time, threatening
them, the kids couldn't
play, the lady upstairs was
hitting them, and it was
awful. She was under an
awful lot of pressure and
sfter that Linda just gave
up and one day she just
sold all the furniture and
her husband is from Puerto
Rico and they have two
children between the two of
them so he took all the
money and went back to
Puerto Rico with his
parents and that's when
everything started hap-
pening as far as the kids
being placed in the homes,
you know. Mark just more
or less came to us one
night with their mother.
He came to visit and we
have had him ever since.
So that was basically what
happened, and then after
Linda came to stay with us
then at Christmas time v^e
gave her the ticket to go
down with her husband
hoping that the family
could get back together.
And then we helped them get
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back and things started toprogress a little bit afterthat, they found another
place to live and started
their life over and Jose
seems to have straightened
out since then, you know.
He still has the problems
but I think he's trying,
you know. He's not quite
as bad as he was before and
he does seem to be a little
more concerned about the
other kids now that are out
of the home. if they run
into any difficulties he
encourages them to call and
bslk it out with him, where
he wouldn't do that before.
Mrs. Ayuda; Yeah, I know.
Before that happened in
December
. it wasn't just
the kids as with the kids
it was Raymond's drinking
problem then, (to Mrs.
Kith) remember when we went
through all that, we went
into that hospital in Beach
Head for his drinking. His
doctor had tolim his liver
was failing and he wasn't
mean or nothing but I
couldn't cope with it, you
know. And then when the
kids get in trouble and
everything and in all the
years before I had had a
nervous breakdown, and it
just always building up to
a point were I just wanted
out. I couldn't cope v\/ith
the kids, anything, the
kids, the house, his
drinking or anything so,
and then on top of it this
landlord. At the time I
just bailed out you know,
James; No parachute.
Mrs. Kith; And it actually
started, like, a year
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before all of this happened
and they were living in
Brake Valley and I got a
phone call one night, Nancy
called me and she said
something is wrong with my
mother, can you come right
up and I did and at that
point Linda didn't even
know who anyone was, not
even me. And only because
Linda and I had been so
close I just got very firm
with her and made her get
dressed and I took her to
the hospital and they
admitted her in the
psychiatric ward at U.
Mass, hospital and she was
there for two or three
months,
Mrs, Ayuda; No, about a month,
Mrs, Kith: But the big problem
before that was the
project, you know, so while
she was in the hospital my
husband and children and
her husband all managed to
get her moved out of there
on to Bayhill Street and
that's a house all set up
for her and then things
just seemed to go along
good for a while and then
they started going back
downhill again, or it was a
combination of things that
really brought it all on.
It was stress for the whole
family, really. The kids
were under an awful lot of
pressure, she was under
pressure, her husband was
taking all kinds taking off
time from work all the
time, either drinking or
giving her landlord so much
trouble that he'd have to
be there to protect her and
the kids. This guy was
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Mrs.
Mrs,
cracy--he even went
afterher with a blow torch
and that was it, that was
the final that did it.
When he went after her with
the glow torch she just
said that's it. I can't
take it any more. So then
Mark wound up at your
house.
Kith: No, he had originally
gone with one of my sisters
and wasn't making out too
good up there. He came to
visit with my mother one
evening and asked if he
could stay overnight and
like I said we've had him
ever since.
Ayuda; Since he seems to have
got into foster homes I
feel like we have gotten a
lot closer than we ever
would before, you known,
than we ever would have
before, you know with
Minny. When this happened
in Decmeber Mindy totally
disowned me as a mother and
he was just stuck on a
couple of months back he
started asking me, you
know, and it's back wheres
he calls me just about
every day. We never had
even this close a rela-
tionship before. I had
many things on my mind that
the kids would come from
school and I couldn't even
get myself to say how did
the day go or anything and
I didn't want to hear about
nothing, just leave me
alone, you know. And now
after all this I'm back in
Greatboat Valley, a place
that I detest more than
anything in the whole world
and because of that, Mindy
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and James both have told me
that they love me and
everything, but they will
not come back home with me
as long as I am living
there. They can't stand
the situation with what
it's like in there, you
know, and since they have
been in foster care, Mark
with Jean and Mindy with
Nancy. Before they went
their school grades, Mindy
has always been a very good
student. Her school
greades were going down,
down, down, she was missing
school, their grades were
going down unbelievably
horrible and James' grades
were always really bad, you
know. If I saw a C on his
report card I woulda got
excited, you know, I
thought that was great, you
know. And now this guy
here is up to, he's got A's
and B's on his report card,
he's got accepted into a,
what is it, a vocational
school—Bay Path Vocational
School and that's
something. That's really
good for him because you
got to be up to par to get
into a place like that.
Mrs. Kith: He got in very late so
he was very fortunate that
he did do an awful lot of
studying to make up for the
time he had lost and he was
fortunate enough to be able
to pass the grades because
he lost 2 or 3 months in
between the time I had him,
and he was having a problem
with the other schools that
he was going to- -they
didn't want him because he
was we lived in Auburn so
we found another transfer
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to Auburn and hG started
picking up then in grades.
Mrs. Ayuda: And Mindy her grades
picked up and they also
worked this summer on the
NYC program
—
Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Kith, Ms. Dfir^k
. Mrs. Derek and
Mrs. Kith have a clear affiliation, two adults relating to
each other, as peers. Mrs. Ayuda is subordinate and over-
involved with Mrs. Kith; treated in a subordinate way by
Ms. Derek.
It is interesting that the dyadic relationship
between Ms. Derek and Mrs. Kith is viewed as clear and
appropriate however within the context of foster care it
serves to perpetuate the mythology regarding Mrs. Ayuda 's
incompetence, and serves to exclude Mrs. Ayuda from
appropriate parenting functioning as well as equal adult
s tatus.
In the beginning of the task Ms. Derek turns imme-
diately to Mrs. Kith and explains that she (Ms. Derek)
will come over to Mrs. Kith's house to talk about the
visit home, Ms. Derek and Mrs. Kith then turn to James.
An alternate choice would have been to include Mrs. Ayuda.
Ms. Derek informs researcher and other members of
the system that Mr. Kith is undergoing open heart surgery
at the time of the interview, she arranges for the inter-
view to be interrupted if the hospital calls. This is
viewed as a clear alliance with Mrs. Kith.
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The foster care arrangement, allowing Mrs. Kith,
James' aunt to become his foster mother is in and of
itself a special arrangement that typically does not occur
in foster care. The literature shows that relatives as
foster parents is not a typical occurance. Mrs. Kith
receives some benefits for this, a daily rate of money for
the care of James; however becones subject to state regu-
lations and state involvement in her life. Ms. Derek
appears to remain generally uninvolved or non-intrusive in
Mrs. Kith's home, for example, Ms. Derek does not visit
often, was not aware of James' summer employment.
*
—^yuJa, Ms. Derek, James
. Ms. Derek and James
are allied, Ms. Derek turns the interview over to James;
she defines her work as working in his best interests.
Ms. Derek keeps Mrs. Ayuda in subordinate role allowing
James to an inappropriate nerurchial position. Differing
from the relationship with Mrs. Hill there is no hint of
between Mrs. Ayuda and Mrs. Kith, therefore, Ms.
Derek doesn't need a contract for visits with for James to
visit home, visits are informally arranged.
Ms. Derek gives James decision making power in the
task interview; she explains the task as hypothetical and
reinforces that this is make believe and wont' really hap-
pen when James objects;
Ms. Derek; So you'll go home for
an overnight.
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James: I will?
Ms. Derek: This is just hypotheti-
cal
James: Oh, o.k.
The task remains either hypothetical or
hisotical, that is it changes to talk about what used to
happen, whenever the potential for over conflict arises.
It is hypothesized that this allows the systan to remain
the same, speaking in hypothetical ways or in historic
reporting appears to avoid conflict.
msderek. JAMES
MRS, AYUDA
Mrs. Kith, Ms. Derek, James
. Although Ms. Derek
is allied with James, her alliance with Mrs. Kith appears
to superceed that alliance. Ms. Derek is supportive of
Mrs. Kith in her relationship with James.
Ms. Derek is able to maintain a firmer stance with
James than is Mrs. Kith; however Ms. Derek relations with
James are viewed in the context of support for Mrs. Kith.
Early in the interview James is using the camera,
he is filming Mrs. Ayuda, Mrs. Kith as Ms. Derek comes
back into the room; Mrs. Kith jokingly warns Ms. Derek
"Sit with your legs crossed he is taking leg shots" Ms.
Derek jokingly tells James to stop it and come back to the
interview; seeming to imply supporting discipline. And
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again at the beginning of the task segment James asks if
he should film Ms. Derek and Mrs. Kith. Both tell him no
thathe needs to be part of the interview.
other
Mrs. Kith and Ms. Derek are supportive of each
and have a clear alliance in relation to James.
MRS KITH — ~ MS bEREK
/
JAMES
Ms, Derek: Well, it could be
around anything.
It doesn't have to be Incongruous. Hier
around
—
you could choose to archy (Mark indo it around a special even James defies task)
or, you could just choose
to do it on, you know,
whatever. It could be a
half day, a day, a weekend,
a week or whatever.
James: I'll do it for a day.
Ms. Derek: So, what why don't you
take that--you have most of
the information. There are
some papers and come back
and then we'll do the same
thing with you two out and
then we'll get back to the
other. Okay? And, uh I
was going to ask. You
know, we are supposed to do
in as much detail as 15
min. can do. I'll go out--
James: Want me to do the camera?
Ms. Derek: No, you have to be
here.
Mrs, Kith: No, Did you take out
pens? Do you have one?
Yes.
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Lisa: Okay, is that what we can
(to James) Do you
know what hypothetical
means?
Mrs, Kith: Like, we are going to
make up a situation, just
say
—say your birthday is
September 4th. it could be
in a week and a half,
whatever.
Hierarchy
Hierarchy in this supra system is complex in that
James is supported in a variety of ways in an
inappropriate hierarchy. James refers to both Mrs. Ayuda
and Mrs. Kith as his mother. He does this at the end of
the interview when addressing Mrs. Kith as "Is that all
right mom" and during the interview refers to Mrs. Ayuda
as my mother or mom.
James: It gets me kind of Raises Mrs, Kith
confused. People ask me if hierarchical
I am in a foster, I say position,
yes, but I live with my
aunt, and I call her mom.
Ms. Derek: She is his foster
mother, but she is also
Mrs. Ayuda 's sister.
James is in a position and allowed to criticize
his stepfather. James states: "Sometimes I just tell him
to stop drinking
,
when I think he has had too much. "
James also states: "I'll punch him in the head."
James accuses Mrs. Ayuda of placing him in foster
care, she responds defensively and is not supported by
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other adults. This is seen as conflict avoidance behavior
that allows James to be in charge.
Researcher; How did foster care
beg in.
Ms. Derek; This is where Mrs.
Ayuda comes in. (to Mrs.
Kith) You can give a real
brief description about
what happened.
James; (to Mrs. Ayuda) Why did
you put me back into foster
homes.
Mrs. Ayuda (surprised and
defensive) I, l put you
back.
James; Yeah, you know that trouble
with Sean.
Mrs. Ayuda; I don't know where to
start.
Confused hierarchical roles, also indicative of
conflict avoidance behavior is evidence in the consent
form cosigning. When the researcher asks who should sign,
Mrs. Hill says that Ms. Derek should sign, Ms. Derek says
it should be her or Mrs. Ayuda and turns the forms over to
Mrs. Ayuda.
The hierarchical position in Mrs. Kith's home is
clearer; James is in an appropriate position, however, in
this supra system he is inappropriately in charge.
MRS KlTH= fvlS. DERfK
MRS Kirn =-MS. bEHEK TAME3
TAMES MRS AYUDA
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Development
Na tural family
. The Ayudas are simultaneously transacting
in several developmental stages. This is Mrs. Ayuda's
second marriage, the couple have been married approxima-
tely seven years. The family is involved in early
childhood, the formation of spouse subsystem as well as
launching adolescents. Blended families often experience
stress due to the mutually occur ing task involved in nego-
tiating different developmental stages simultaneously.
There appears to be some difficulty in the for-
mation of the spouse subsystem. Each parent has been
symptommatic Mrs. Ayuda hospitalized for nervous break-
downs and Mr. Ayuda 's alcoholism. They are conflicted as
to child policies: time children should be in at night.
A speculation concerning the development of this
system is that foster care serves the function of clearing
the system of element that belonged to a different
subsystem. In terms of development the system has not
adequately negotiation the early phase of blending
families. Instead what seems to have happened is that
children of the former system have been excluded. The
children of this marriage are not presented as
symptommatic.
The solution of the system to this blending is to
form a stable system of parents and new children, with the
children of the first marriage moving in and out.
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Foster family
. The Kiths are in a launching of ado-
lescence stage of development. The oldest daughter has
left the home, joined the Air Force and is doing well, she
recently received top honors in her basic training.
Little information is presented about the Kith's other
son, however in system if information is not presented it
can be taken as an indication that things are going well.
James was incorporated into this system by a
seemingly trial and error process. Mrs. Kith is Mrs.
Ayuda's sister which would suggest involvement with the
extended family. it could be speculated that the close-
ness and emessment of the extended family retard develop-
ment of the adults, Mrs. Kith and Mrs. Ayuda.
A way to view James' development fran the context
of this extended family is that his launching is pro-
ceeding well and that his aunt has taken the place of his
mother. He is connected to his natural family without
having to live with them.
This foster placement is child specific. The
Kiths have not had other foster children and do not plan
to take in others. The circumstance of foster care was
arranged as a special case with the D.S.S. so that the
Kiths could be reimbursed for the care of James. It is
speculated that this state involvement may have the effect
of stabilizing the system and maintaining the developmen-
tal phase. James "cannot" return home, he needs to stay
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with the Kiths to develop this can only take place is the
state pays.
It is likely the Kiths will be called upon by DSS
to provide foster care for other children. Development-
ally it would be interesting to see any changes producted
by this change in status. A point for future research is
to determine the number and extent of child specific
foster homes that become professional foster homes.
Second or last launchings are sometimes problem-
matic for family systems. The inclusion of James in this
system as the problemmatic adolescent may indicate some
protection of the Kith's son and assures his appropriate
development.
Department of Social Services . This area office is
established in its foster care policy and stance. The
Commissioner of DSS suggested that this office is "one of
the best in the state. " The staff were cooperative and
seemed to differentiate their tasks. However great dif-
ficulty was encountered in actualizing the interview.
Ms. Derek has been working in this office for
three years, she is integrated into the system and aware
of its functioning. Kate's supervisor has recently been
promoted to that position, and was the case worker
assigned this case before Kate took it over. In fact the
supervisor suggested the case.
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Su£ra^ist^. aames- foster situation is at an earlier
stage of development although James has been in foster
care for a longer time than Milly. it seems unlikely that
he will return home, however he is being prepared to
remain with the Kiths. There is no contract for visits,
he is applying to a school with the school district of the
Kiths and out of the school district of the Ayudas.
Myths
The major myths in this supra syston are the myths
of the mother's incompetence; the environmental myth; the
myth that Mrs. Kith should naturally take over aspects of
Mrs. Ayuda's life, including child rearing; and that Mrs.
Kith IS a more than adequate parent. in addition to the
myth of environment allows James to remain loyal to Mrs.
Ayuda; she states: "If only I could find a better place
to live then James may consider coming home. " James later
says: "I just spray the roaches," these all support the
primary myth that this supra system is working under, that
James will return home.
Mrs. Ayuda lives in a low inccsne housing project,
in a neighborhood she describes as delapidated, and
dangerous. Mrs. Ayuda suggests she would like to live "in
a more decent place. " This is not necessarily a myth.
Housing and neighborhoods for low income, oppressed people
certainly can add stress to their lives. The mythology
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SlTOUnd thp A *- j_ia e centrality that housing plays in the
ption of foster care. The environment is blamed for
the initiation of foster care and accepted by all members
of the system; the specific myth is that if the housing
would change then the children would cane home and all
problems would vanish. It is unfortunate that the social
service system in general pereptuates such mythology and
then plays a part in allowing it to happen. It is
hypothesized that if the amount of money and energy spent
in maintaining foster care were spent to substantially
improve the quality of life for the Ayuda family that much
of the difficulties they encounter could be confronted
more directly. Housing is constantly raided as the causal
problem. it is also interesting that the housing could be
used to absolve the natural parents of the tyoical blame
placed on them, however in this case Mrs. Ayuda is viewed,
and portrays herself as responsible for her envi rotmental
difficulties. It appears that the discussing of this
concrete housing problem allows the system to maintain
itself.
Mrs. Kith: Is everything ok? She
says they are just staring
the chest area now--they
got the vein out of the leg
and they got going a little
bit
Mark; They're done.
Mrs. Kith; No, just starting.
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R: Milly does come home,
Mrs, Ayuda; Well, she comes home
about avery other weekend,
comes on holidays days, or
like mother's day, but
Mark, he doesn't even want
to come home for an over-
night visit. He'll call me
up once in a while and I'll
call him up, l can see him
any time I want, you know,
but he will not come and
sleep over at my house,
Mark; You know I got nothing
against you,
Mrs, Ayuda: That's out. Not, it's
not because I'm there.
It's the place, the
apartment, and the environ-
ment they don't like
Homeostasis—Morphogenesis
This foster care situation formed as a morphogenic
response to the description of the Ayuda home: problems
including Mark staying out late, getting into trouble with
the law, not doing well in school, not being able to stand
the environment has produced change for James, He is
doing well in school, having been accepted to a vocational
school he is working with the Nieghborhood Youth Corps,
and very proudly displays the clothes Mrs, Kith was able
to buy him with the foster care clothing allowance.
However even on that level the situation is viewed as
homeostatic in that it is an opportunity for Mrs, Ayuda 's
family of origin to care for her and protect her, Foster
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care was initiated, informally by Mrs. Ayuda's and Mrs.
Kith-s mother, James' grandmother; who delivered James to
Mrs. Kith's home where he was accepted readily. p^ior to
this both James and Mrs. Ayuda each spent time in Mrs.
Kith's home. Viewed from that level this foster placement
is no more than another variation of a long standing theme
of Mrs. Ayuda 's family of origin caring for her and her
children.
Mrs. Kith receives material support from the
Department of Social Services for the care of James; in
this way the extended family, family of origin, of Mrs.
Ayuda receives extra money for the care of James. James
can get new clothes, etc., as long as he is in foster
care; he is eligible also for Neighborhood Youth Corps
employment. The material aspects of foster care, appears
to encourage the maintainance of this supra systan.
There is a fine line of analysis in discussing a
situation that on the one hand may seem like an
appropriate helping out by one's family of origin, when
the family is being stressed; it is hypothesized that the
initiation of state sectioning of foster care qualitati-
vely changes thse relationships and formalizes the com-
petence of Mrs. Kith and the incompetence of Mrs. Ayuda;
as well as creating and maintaining a homeostatic syston.
Certainly the hierarchical arrangement discussed
in this supra system does much to maintain the foster
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situation. James is required to do just well enough to
stay and just poorly enough not to return home. Returning
home IS probably less of an option in that since in some
ways living with an aunt is not seen by the participant as
leaving home.
i
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AYUDA SYSTEM
Supplemental Description
The supra systems organized and including Mrs.
Ayuda are unique in that two children of the same natural
family are in foster placement with different foster
families. Each case has the same case worker, A triadic
relationship which existed for this study was thatof Ms.
Derek, the Department of Social Services case worker; Mrs.
Hill, Milly's foster mother; and Mrs. kith, James' aunt
and foster mother. This triad will be described, addi-
tionally the quadrad of this triad in relation to Mrs,
Ayuda will be described. Hypotheses are made concerning
these relationships,
Mrs. Derek-Mrs. Kith-Mrs, Hill
. The interactive rela-
tionship between the Department of Social Service case
worker and the two foster mothers is provided as supple-
mental data to this supra system. It comments par-
ticularly on the relationship differences between each of
these adults in interaction with Mrs. Ayuda; and provides
«
a richer description of the dynamic of the foster care
situation presented.
The triad of Ms. Derek, Mrs. Kith, and Mrs. Hill
represents the three care takers of Mrs. Ayuda and her
children. Together these three represent competent
parenting in comparison to the description of Mrs. Ayuda
4
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as an incompetent parent. Ms. Derek is allied with both
Mrs. Kith and Mrs. Hill are screened foster parents; the
assumption being not only are theycompe tent in their own
lives but the Department of Social Services has sanctioned
them competent for caring for other children. Ms. Derek
provides parenting support for each of these women, the
Department of Social Services provided material support.
In an almost self-fulfilling prophecy these foster
parents, after being chosen and trained by the Department
of Social Services are then supported in their parenting
role and therefore appear to succeed; by contrast Mrs.
Ayuda was in some way screened and the judgement made that
is not competent to deal with hre children. She therefore
is not supported either emotionally nor financially in her
efforts to rear her children. The collusive nature of
this triadic interaction with Mrs. Ayuda maintains a
homeostasis based upon inappropriate hierarchies and sup-
ported by the myth of incompetence.
Mrs. Hill suggests that foster parents are a spe-
cial class of parents by point out of the mass advertising
and recruitment of good foster parents. Ms. Derek defini-
tionally is in an alliance with Mrs. Kith and Mrs. Hill as
the chosen parents and seem to view Mrs. Ayuda as
inadequate.
It is interesting that in this case, as well as
others, serves to foster parents involved training and
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financial support as well as peer support groups while
services to natural parents usually involve therapy of
one sort of another. It is interesting thatone set of
parents are trained to be better parents, while the other
set, the natural parents, are provided treatment. It is
hypothesized that this defines the relationship between
foster parents, natural parents and case workers. The
effect on the child is likely to be defined as one in
which he can be superior to natural parents, but subor-
dinate to foster parents.
A. We'll make it enough, yeah.
Yeah, we'll make sure it is
enough. If there is any
question about the tapes
and stuff? Are we signing
a release form?
A. Yeah, there are three forms
that I want to give you and
I may in fact have to run Exclusion of Mrs.
out and make copies for I Ayuda.
don't know--I think
Mrs. Hill: Are these for your
research or is this
something someday maybe--
you read so much now that
is being put out to the
public to encourage more
people to become involved
in foster care, especially
the general public.
Researcher; It's for my use
now; if it can be of any
other use besides mine I
would contact everybody and
get another consent,
another release form. Right
now the release forms are
just for my use and in the
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research no tapes will be
used so, if anyone has a
favorite name to use
—
Mrs. Hill (to mindy): Miss Purple
over here.
Ms. Derek: Qeack and Miss Purple.
Ms. Derek: See it was Jean's hus-
band is in hospital
involved who is in Boston.
Mrs. Kith: He is undergoing
surgery so we are going to
be getting a report in a
little while.
Researchers Really? in Worcester?
Mrs. Kith: Yeah, at U. Mass. l
hope I hear and they let me
know what is going on.
Ms. Derek: Jean came even though
her husband's in hospital.
Mrs. Kith: Yeah, he's in and out.
So I'm on pins and needles.
Researcher: I'll bet. Well, we'll
try and, I mean you can
Mrs. Kith: As long as I hear from
them, really. You know, I
was amazed when I Mass.
General about ten years
ago. At that time there
were only about fifteen or
twenty a day and they said
it was like apprencer.
Mrs. Kith: Yeah.
Mrs. Hill: It's really common.
Mrs. Hill: May we smoke?
Researcher:
me.
Yeah, it's fine with
Alliance Mrs. Hill
& Milly; Mrs. Hill
Ms. Derek.
Alliance between
Ms. Derek, Mrs.
Hill, 6, Mrs. Kith.
k
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Mrs, Hill; And I think the two of
us have meters (points to
Mrs. Kith) that run out at
ten of twelve so a dime is
going to have to be put in,
so ypu spoke about
splitting tapes so if it's
around that time.
Researcher: Yeah, okay so
—
Ms. Derek: Did you also tell him
you might
. . ,
Mrs. Hill: I have to be in Rutland
at one o'clock. I have to
leave here at 12:30 so is
an hour and fifteen minutes
long enough?
Alliance between
foster mothers.
Alliance Ms. Derek
and Mrs. Hill.
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V'JELBY SYSTEM
Description
This foster care system is composed of a natural
family; The Welbys; a foster family; the Bernards; a case
worker; Ms. Tad; and the child Jane.
Natural family
. The V^elbys are a working class family,
living in a medium sized town in Western Massachusetts.
The V'Jelbys have been married for approximately thirty
years. Mr. Welby is a truck driver, working for a local
relish company. His job necessitates him being away fran
home often and for overnight stays. His days off are
Wednesday and Sunday; this interview took place on
V'Jednesday to accommodate his schedule. It was important
to both Mr. and Mrs. Welby that he be present at the
interview; in fact the day of the interview there was a
snow storm which necessitated closing of schools; the
Welbys agreed to participate even though the road con-
ditions made it difficult traveling since Mr. Welby would
be working six days a week for the next three weeks and
would only be off on Sundays, a day inconvenient to Ms.
Tad and Mrs. Bernard. The Welbys were willing to par-
ticipate in the interview on a Sunday if necessary. Mrs.
Welby does not work out of the home.
Jane is the VJelby's youngest daughter, also at
home is Martha, aged 19. Martha did not attend the
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interview. Little information is therefore available
regarding Martha; however, both Mrs. Welby and Jane
conflict between Jane and Martha. There are also three
children married and living out of the home. Little
information was available regarding these children. At
the time of the interview the family is being seen by a
family therapist at a local mental health center. The
therapist requested that the entire family participate in
some of the session; the children out of the home par-
ticipated in three family sessions; however, Mrs. Welby
reports that they are not likely to attend any more,
because it is an expense to travel to the session and one
daughter's car doesn't run very well; Mr. Welby confirms
this. It is hypothesized that this is a form of protec-
tion of the children by the parent and a form of protec-
tion between parents and children of the homeostasis that
has been achieved in this system. The Welby 's report that
the family therapist insisted on full participation of all
family members in the treatment sessions, including those
children not living at home. It appears that one way the
family understands this participation is that if everyone
came to therapy, there would be a greater chance of change
occurring. A way for the family to maintain its homeosta-
sis is for some members to not come to therapy, thereby
focusing the therapy on why people did not caae, or ter-
minating the therapy if full participation is a requisite
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for therapy. This technique can be countered by a
skillful therapist.
Foster care for Jane began about 8 months before
the interview. She has been in two foster placenents
prior to this one and has also been at a shelter. A HINS
petition was filed by the Welbys, Mr. Welby emphasizes
that he signed the petition. Jane had run away from home,
camping out at a rest area near the interstate highway
about three miles from the Welby home. However, Mrs.
Welby states "She really wasn't living there, she came
home for showers." She then ran away to another town,
where she assaulted another young woman and went to court.
It was at this time the CHINS was filed. Jane lived with
her sister Gladys for a short time. Between foster place-
ment and the shelter Jane returned home. She was placed
in what was described by Ms. Tad as temporary placement in
a small town some distance from the Welbys. While in tem-
porary placement family therapy was begun. A decision by
Ms. Tad to place Jane in a home in the same school
distract as the VJelbys resulted in her placement with Mrs.
Bernard.
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Foster family. Mrs. Bernard has been a foster parent for
about 12 years. Mr. Bernard is not in their home, the
circumstance are not available as to divorced, separated
or if her husband is deceased. When asked who else lives
with her by the researcher, she responded "My three
children plus Ann and two other foster children. " Mr.
Bernard is not mentioned throughout the interview.
Mrs. Bernard works part time, she states "more to
get out of the house, than for the money." She is
socially active and is involved in the formation of a
youth center near her home.
Mrs. Bernard presently involves herself with ado-
lescent foster children. She describes three phases in
her tenure as a foster, first taking adolescents then
younger children, and switching back to adolescents, a
limit of this interview is that more information is not
available regarding these switches. The rater team was
struck by the tone of Mrs. Bernard's description of her
history as a foster mother, agreeing that she sounded as
if the children are interchangeable commodities. There is
little information offered regarding other members of the
Bernard household, with the exception of some comments
about the newest foster child, Tina, who arrived the night
before the interview.
Jane became a foster child with Mrs. Bernard in
early September. She has been with Mrs. Bernard about
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three and one half months. Jane ran away from the Bernard
household her first day there. She started school, at-
tended for one day, and did not come home. Mrs. Bernard's
response was to call Ms. Tad at the Department of Social
Services. Ms. Tad located Jane that evening at her sister
Gladys' home. Jane was returned to Mrs. Bernard's home.
She was offered, as Ms. Tad describes, "no choice." This
was later explained as Ms. Tad telling Jane "You can
either go to Mrs. Bernard's or you can go home." This
framing by Ms. Tad that there is no choice, when clearly
there are choices is what has been called an 'illusion of
choice'. The effect of this illusion is twofold; either
both choices are considered appropriate responses; or that
one of the choices is possible. Within the frame of this
situation, and the tone of Ms. Tad in discussing this the
second appears to have been her intent.
Department of Social Services . The Department of Social
S^^^ices in this catchment area is subdivided into two sub
areas. This sub area serves a rural county in Western
Massachusetts, which includes one city. The population of
the sub catchment area is approximately fifty thousand
people. The sub catchment area's structure is represented
.
. Iin this organizational chart: I
CniM fuPjjxiMH
t«TAO
1
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The caseworker for this foster placonent, Ms. Tad,
has worked in the Department of Social Office for about
one year. Case workers in this sub area office are case
specific workers, CHINS workers work only with CHINS
cases. Ms. Tad has worked with this case for five months.
Her direct supervisor previously handled the case. The
CHINS unit in this sub area demands that all families
involved with them must be in some form of treatment.
This Ms. Tad suggested is a Department of Social Service
Regulation. A decision is made by the initial case
workers which agency to refer the family to. In some
cases family therapy is requested and provided, in other
cases individual family members are referred for indivi-
dual treatment. In this case the family is involved in
family therapy. Jane is also involved in a counseling-
advocacy relationship with a worker at the local youth
center. This worker, Ms. Cinder, was asked by Ms. Grogan
to attend the interview. She did not.
Supra system . The interview was attended by Mrs. Welfcy
,
Mr. VJelby, Mrs. Bernard, Ms. Tad and Jane. The interview
took place in the sub area office, on V\fednesday December
17, 1981 from noon to two p. m.
It had snowed heavily the night before the
interview. The researcher contacted Mrs. Welby, Mrs.
Bernard and Ms. Tad the morning of the interview. All
participants agreed to attend the interview. Mrs. Bernard
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suggested problems in getting to the interviewer; however
told the researcher: "I'll call the Helbys and get a
ride,
"
Mrs. Bernard was able to get the interview on her
own and arrived with Jane. The Welbys arrived shortly
thereafter. Ms. Tad could arrange transportation, she
called the researcher the morning of the interview to
explain that she could not get there; the researcher
suggested she take a taxi and he would reimburse her for
the fare; Ms. Tad insisted that no taxi could cane to her
house and suggested the only way to get to the interview
was for researcher to pick her up. The researcher agreed.
The trip consisted of Ms. Tad attempting to provide the
researcher with information about the family, particularly
about "sensitive” areas. The researcher attenpted to
change the subject told Ms. Tad that he did not want any
information because it would skew the interview. This was
not totally successful. The hypotheses regarding this
conversation are several fold. It was not uncommon for
case workers to want to share information regarding their
cases with other professionals involved; networking is a
valued form of case control and management; additionally
Ms. Tad appeared to be forming an alliance with
researcher. The possibilities of this are several fold:
one is the formation of an alliance with someone in an
expert role; the researcher had contact and approval of
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Ms. Tad, direct supervisor.
Director and Commissioner:
apprehensive regarding the i
alliance with the interviewe
her Area Director, Regional
additionally Ms. Tad appeared
nterview and forming an
r may serve to relieve this
tension.
The seating
pants was:
arrangements chosen by the partici
Interactional Structural Patterns
This supra system is composed of the three
interacting subsystems: natural family, foster family, and
Department of Social Services. A description of each of
these subsystems has been provided. in assessing the
structure of the suprasystem formed by the joining of
these three systems, structural descriptions are provided.
These descriptions are presented in terms of the triadic
interactions represented in the suprasystem. Structural
maps as well as narrative descriptions have been provided.
T^riadic relationships
. The supra system is composed of
five individuals: the ten dyadic relationships can only
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be understood in the context of the triads they supfort.
Transcripts of tapes and explanation of analogic behavior
will be presented as evidence of the interactions
described
.
The following triads exhaust the triads in this
supra system;
I - Welbys-Bernard-Jane
Mrs. Welby-Mrs. Bernard-Jane
Mrs. Welby-Mr. Welby-Jane
Mrs. Welby-Mr. Welby-Mrs. Bernard
Mr. Welby-Mrs. Bernard-Jane
It should be noted that Mr. Bernard was generally quiet
during the interview, therefore little transcript is
available concerning his interactions. Infonnation will
be drawn from analogic behavior and inference. This is
true of Jane who was out of the room for a good part of
the interview.
II - Welbys-Mrs. Bernard-Ms. Tad
Mrs. Welby-Mr. Welby-Ms. Tad
Mrs. Welby-Mrs. Bernard-Ms. Tad
Mr. VJelby-Mrs. Bernard-Ms. Tad
III - Mrs. Bernard-Ms. Tad-Jane
IV - Welbys-Ms. Tad-Jane
Mrs. Welby-Ms. Tad-Jane
Mr. VJel by-Ms. Tad -Jane
The structural description which follow are based
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on the video and audio tapes o£ the interview. Difficulty
was encountered by the researcher and raters in providing
conversational transcripts of several of the triads
described because Mr. Welby was withdrawn, particularly
when Jane was in the room; and Jane was out of the roan
frequently, withdrawn and answering by nodding her head.
Descriptions of relationships involving either Jane or Hr.
Welby depend primarily on analogic behavior, body language
and not conversational interaction.
It is hypothesized that there is some form of
alliance between Jane and Mr. Welby. Her behavior seems
to mimic his; her withdrawn behavior as well as her
leaving home behavior. Mr. Welby however expresses
conflict with Jane, when she is out of the room he inter-
jects "When is that" when Ms. Tad suggests waiting for her
to be in a good mood to discuss her caning home.
It is hypothesized that Jane and Mr. Welby are
allied. The evidence for this beyond the similar behavior
during the session is viewing Mr. VJelby's job, in which in
his home only two days a week, and Jane's running away,
only to camp three miles from home and return for meals
and showers as metaphorically isomorphic. Neither Jane
nor Mr. VJelby appear to be full-time participants in the
household yet each is involved in the household. A specu-
lation of one of the raters is that this metaphoric simi-
larity is an alliance of loyalty.
Mrs. v>?elbv, Mrs. Bernard.
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MRS WEl^Y~ MUS9.LRK^RD
JANE
Mrs. Helby and Mrs. Bernard appear to have a clear
affiliation. Mrs. Bernard appears to be a professional
substitute care giver, who takes in a series of children.
They are friendly, Mrs. Bernard does not openly blodc Mrs.
Welby's concern for Jane. Mrs. Bernard does not appear to
usurp Mrs. V’?6lby as Jans' s itioth6r.
Mrs. VJelby and Jane are described as getting along
better now, implying that at some point they were overtly
conflictual. Ms. Tad says "you two couldn't be in the
same room." This is not denied by either Jane nor Mrs.
Welby. Conflict appears covert. Jane comes home to visit
and hugs Mrs. Welby. Mrs. V^elby, however, reacts stiffly,
expecting her to request money. The previous conflicts do
not appear resolved; the speculation is that overt
conflict is avoided.
Mrs. Bernard and Jane appeared aligned. They sit
the same way, very close to each other during the
interview. Arms crossed, sharing an ash tray, passing a
soda between them.
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Mrs. Welby and Mrs. Bernard each apparently trying
to be the expert concerning Jane's illness, Mrs. Welk^
suggesting aspirin, Mrs. Bernard Tylenol, Mrs. Welby
Tylenol capsules. This is potentially conflictual, Jane
states; "I don’t need either." when Mrs. Welby suggests
to Jane that drinking the Coke she has may cause her to
get sicker, Jane says "No it won't," Mrs. Bernard passes
Jane the Coke when Jane signals she wants a drink. About
five minutes after Mrs. Welby 's suggestion Jane leaves
the room to throw up. This appears to represent Jane's
loyalty bind, wanting to stay loyal to both Mrs. Bernard
and Mrs. Welby—she drinks the Coke, then gets sick; both
Mrs. Welby and Mrs. Bernard both appear correct.
Mrs. Welby, Mr. VJelby, Jane .
MRSWELfeY-y— MR WELBY
It is hypothesized that Mr. and Mrs. V'Jelby are in
covert conflict, drawn together by Jane's problenatic
behavior. It is further hypothesized that Mr. Welby and
Jane are in covert alliance against Mrs. Welby.
Mr. Welby and Mrs. VJelby disagree about telling
Jane there are plans for Jane to come home. Mr. Welby
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suggests today she is too sick; Mrs. Welby still wants to
tell her but is ignored. Mr. Welby and Mrs. Welby are
subtley conflictual while Mr. Welby seems to side with
Jane, who does not appear to want to return home.
Ihe Helbys do not spend much time together because
of his employment. This choice of work can be hypothe-
sized to diffuse conflict.
Mrs. Welby, Mr. Welby, Mrs. Bernard.
MR WELBY WELBY
MR WfLBi'
MRS (2.ERnai?p C t^RSWELSy
TA ME J
MRS. BERNARJ)
Mr. Welby and Mrs. Bernard are allied and both are
allied with Jane; this alliance seems to be against Mrs.
Bernard
.
Ms. Tad: Do you think we should
tell her
Mr. Welby: Not today, she is not
feeling well
Mrs. Bernard: No, don't tell her
Mrs. Welby: I would like to tell
her
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Ms. Tad, Mr. Welby. Mrs. Welby .
Ms. Tad comes back to interview with a sandwich.
She asks if anybody minds if she eats; it appears dis-
respectful in context of parents interactions at
interview.
Mrs. Welby; When did you get that? Conflict between
M rT -.u . W. & Mr. W.Mr. V'Jelby; Don t be nosey. Mr. w. alligning
. ^ .
with Ms. Tad.
Ms. Tad; Right across the street.
Mrs. V'Jelby; No, but I didn't
figure there was going to
be an eating place around.
Ms. Tad; Right across the street
there's Bud's market--
Mr. ViJelby; Oh yes,
Ms. Tad; and there's a pizza place
too, but Bud's market is
cheaper.
Mr. Welby; Oh yeah, right, right.
Mrs. Welby; I know, and you just
had toast and coffee for
dinner? Well, I had to go
pick up laundry at 12
o'clock and ready to come
down here.
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MS. Tad, Mrs. Helbv. Mrs. nprn.r-H
„rs. „eiby
gives Mrs. Bernard advice about how to treat Jane's "flu.
Mrs. Welby expresses concern for Jane, does so by
intruding in Mrs, Bernard's house.
She IS ignored—Mrs. Bernard and Ms. Tad go on to
talk about less toxic issues in animated fashion.
Mrs. V-Jelby: No, when you get home
give her (Jane) some
Mrs. Bernard: Yeah, she's got some
others.
Mrs. Welby; And a I don't know.
She's had that quite
some time. Look on the
bottle and see when it
was maybe it's a year
old. Just give me the
number of the bottle and
I'll call the drug store
—
cause usually after a year
It's her ears. We had a
problem with her ears.
Mr. V^elby: Is that the stuff
Mrs. Welby; No
Mrs. Bernard; What's the matter
Ms, Tad; It's so messy.
Mrs. Welby; You don't always know,
but that mayonnaise
spoiled
.
Ha, ha. How do you know
it's the mayonnaise,
Ms. Tad; I ordered extra
mayonnaise. (to Mrs.
Bernard) I think you were
there last Sun. We ordered
a pizza and we got, when my
husband got there I guess
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the man had lost the order
or something.
Mrs. Bernard: I don't know, l
haven't been working.
Ms. Tad: He said he think there
was a woman there. Oh,
okay. So there's another
woman there. you know I
was wondering. The pizza
was lousy. i couldn't
believe— I didn't want to
say anything to you, but I
remember than when you told
me before they were lousy
and you taught them how to
make it--. The sauce
tasted like really bad get
spoiled or something, and
it was like the top part
was burnt and the other
part was not even done. i
couldn't believe it. This
is the last time we are
going there. They lost the
order and then when we got
there he said, well, you
know, so then we had to
wait another 25 min. while
they made it up and it
tasted so terrible I
couldn't believe it. l
wasn't going to say
anything cause I thought
you still made them, you
know. I couldn't believe
it.
Mrs. Bernard: I got sick of Lorraine.
Mrs. Welby: Did you make the sauce?
Mrs. Bernard: Yeah, we were making the
sauce and then she changed
it all over again and I
told her, I says, it
doesn't taste good. But
they liked it. It tastes
like canned stuff now.
Before it tasted so nice
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and fresh. Tasted good.
Now they make it up ahead
of time, they make like a
basic sauce, and then when
they get all done they
just bat it in. They just
cook a couple of cans of
sauce and throw all the
concentrated spice in it
and then they just dip
out what they need and
mix it up with the reg-
ular sauce. And it's
not the same.
Mrs. Welby; You can do that at home.
Real ly
Ms. Tad: So you are not working
anywhere?
Mrs. Bernard: No.
Ms. Tad: Do you miss it?
Mrs. Bernard: Yes.
Ms. Tad: You must miss the money?
Mrs. Bernard: It wasn't the money
I was working for. It was
just getting out of the
house. You know, I'm not
a housekeeper type of
person. I clean my house
and that's it. Kids mess
it up, the kids mess it
up. Kids clean once a
day whether it needs it
or not.
Mrs. VJelby, Mrs. Bernard, Ms. Tad ,
seems to be kept out of decision making by
between Mrs. B. and Ms. Tad, this supported
Mrs. Welby
an alliance
by Mr . Wei by
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who participates more in this sequence, with Jane out of
the room. Mr. Welby appears in tones and style more con-
nected with MS. Tad and Mrs. Bernard than with Mrs. Welty.
Mrs. welby is ignored and cast in role of not
being competent. Jane has been able to change in Mrs.
Bernard's house, her going home is framed as something she
will have to do, not something that is positive. Mrs.
Welby speaks in a slow, serious manner, while the
interchange between Mrs. Bernard and Ms. Tad is light and
1 ively
,
Mrs. Welby seems not to understand why this foster
care situation needs to continue. In a prior sequence she
was the only adult that wanted to tell Jane that she was
coming home.
Ms. Tad and Mrs. Bernard seemed allied against
Mrs. Welby. Mrs. Welby is not consulted about plans con-
cerning Jane. Mrs. Bernard has already made plans for
Christmas Eve with Jane, Mrs. Welby is unaware of these
plans.
The adult subsystem of Mrs. Welby, Mr. Welby, Mrs.
Bernard and Ms. Tad appear to have a difficult time
reaching a decision without Jane in the room. Mrs. Welby,
Mrs. Bernard and Ms. Tad attempt to make plans about
Christmas while Jane is not present; instead Ms. Tad
changes the conversation to a discussion of Jane returning
home. The result of this discussion is that the
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discussion should not take place with Jane today. it
appears as if these adults are intimidated by Jane and
fearful of discussion anything that is potentially
conflictual. It appears that this diversion from the
task, although a very important issue for discussion, ser-
ves another function. It does not allow a discussion bet-
ween the adults of Jane’s Christmas visit home. This
visit may be seen as closer to actually happening than a
return home, yet its discussion is diverted without Jane’s
presence.
The alliance between Ms. Tad and Mrs. Bernard ser-
ves to exclude Mrs. Welby from an equal partnership in
regard to Jane's life. Mrs. Welby is ignored, when she
makes suggestions about Jane's returning home. At one
point in the interview Ms. Tad and Mrs. Bernard are
speaking about Mrs. Bernard's job, Mrs. Welby interjects
two or three times and is ignored by both Mrs. Bernard and
Ms. Tad.
Conflict is not openly expressed in this triad,
however, it is speculated that conflict exists and is kept
covert as an conflict avoidance behavior.
MSTAb = MRS BERNARD
MRS VVELBV
A i) ^ NAR,S &EkNA,RD
MRS WELBY
V
Mrs. Bernard; Wait 'till she's in
a good mood.
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Mr. Welby; When's that?
Mrs. Welby; Yeah, I know.
Laughter.
Ms. Tad; Christmas Day.
Mrs. Welby; When we give her our
presents. Yeah. it's
gonna be nice.
Ms. Tad; Do you think it might not
be a bad idea though, so
that she doesn't get angry
at you folks, if l tell
her, you know. I don't
mind her getting angry at
me. Okay? So why don't
you just avoid the issue.
Mrs. Welby; Oh, once in a while
I'll say, gee, when are you
coming home? I never get
an answer. All I know is
that I don't know. Yeah.
Ms. Tad; So don't even bring it
up. I just want to let you
folks know that that was in
our heads. Sort of down
the road a little way, not
too far, but something we
can work towards.
Mrs. VJelby wants to
continue talking
about Jane coming
home
.
Mrs. Tad ignores
and blocks Mrs.
Vie 1 by
.
Mrs. Bernard; Well, I kind of men-
tioned it to her and told
her, you know, that the
state was getting more
strict, and stuff, and I
said, you know eventually
you are going to have to
come home, cause you won't
be able to stay here until
you are 18, and she says,
"well," she says, "I'll try
it." She says, "I'm not
going to guarantee anything
but I will try."
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Ms. Tad: And the difference bet-
ween last summer, you know,
when it was hard for her to
sit in the same room, as of
now, you know, I think she
has changed a lot.
Mrs. Welby; Yes, I have noticed
it.
Mrs. Bernard: She has changed a
lot.
Ms. Tad: In fact, even since she
has been with Betty it
seems like she has grown
up.
Mrs. Welby: When she'll come home
you know, she'll kiss me
without being asked
—
Ms. Tad: What a nice thing.
Mrs. Welby: And when she leaves
and all she'll kiss me and
Monday I picked her up and
--she came in, somebody
brought her in, was it you
or
—
Mrs. Bernard: Cindy I think.
Mrs. Welby: Brought her in and she
come running the back way
and come running to me and
put her arms around me and
I thought, uh oh, what does
she want? You know, cause
some of my kids will hug me
when they want money , you
know, they'll do that.
Mrs. Mr. Welby: You know you
wonder if she's sick when
she does that.
Mrs. Welby: I ignored it but
that's strange for her and
I said hi, how are you? I
said well who brought you
here? She said, Cindy, you
Change of focus to
Jane's change.
Mrs. Bernard empha-
sizes change.
Mrs. Bernard is
portrayed as good
parent
Mrs. Welby ex-
presses her dis-
comfort with Jane.
Mrs. Bernard aware
of this suffers
visit.
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know. So we'll go
shopping
, so we went
shopping
.
Mrs. Bernard: Well, she was good
when I was working. she
would call me up and say,
Betty
,
do you need any
potatoes peeled for supper,do you want me to start
supper, or
—
Ms. Tad: Uh huh.
Mrs. Bernard; And before she would
only do dishes when she
needed the money. But now
she'll do them.
Ms. Tad; Is she in touch with
Chuck?
Mrs. Bernard; Chuck has been
bothering her lately but
she hasn't talked to him.
She keeps giving me the
message to give to him.
Mrs. Welby; Yeah, and he's been
calling the house and I
told him last time, I say
Chuck but his name is Jose.
Mr. Welby; Carlos.
Mrs. Bernard; Carlos.
Mrs. Welby; He said Gonzales,
that's what he said, cause
I said Gonzales, don't you
call here again, so, he
said something after I said
that but I hung up. I
should have held on and see
what.
Mrs. Bernard; You probably
wouldn't have been able to
understand because the last
time he talked to me it was
in very nice Spanish.
Laughter.
Change topic from
relationship be-
tween Mrs. Welby
and Jane to Mrs.
Bernard and Jane.
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Mrs. Welby: Oh really? Yeah.
Ms. Tad: Maybe we could go ahead
then and plan—okay, this
Sunday it seems like it's
okay. VJhat time will she
go home.
Mrs. Welby; VJhat do you mean?
Ms. Tad: After the visit, like
after supper, maybe?
Mrs. Welby: After supper.
Ms. Tad: How about planning for
Christmas? What day do
these kids get out?
Mrs. Bernard: They get out the
23rd.
Ms. Tad changes
topic again; keep-
ing on task, how-
ever this happens
each time Mrs.
Bernard and Mrs.
Welby interact.
Ms. Tad: So it's Wed. So maybe,
like Thurs.
,
she could go
or does she want to spend
the morning with you?
Mrs. Bernard; VJell, she's going to
have Christmas Eve with us.
Ms. Tad: Christmas Eve. Thurs.
night with your folks.
Mrs. Bernard: Right.
Researcher: Okay. If there is a
question I ask if anybody
doesn't want to answer just
tell me and we'll go on and
if there's something that
Research frames
situation as deci-
sion. Changes
frame to happen-
stance or Jane's
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somebody doesn't want to
answer, fine. How did ori-
ginally when Ann first went
to foster care, how did
that, what led to that
happening? How did that
happen? Was there a par-
ticular incident or, how
was that decision made.
Mrs. Welby; She just ran away,
from home. That's how it
all started, she ran away
from home.
Researcher; So she ran away and
you--
Mrs. Welby: And there was a CHINS
or something.
Mr. Welby: Yeah I signed a CHINS.
Researcher: CHINS?
Ms. Tad: CHINS petition.
Researcher: And that was last
August?
Ms. Tad: No, spring.
Researcher: In the spring.
Ms. Tad: But she was sort of not
really living at home for a
while there. She was
coming home just for
showers and for eating.
Researcher: She was living away
from home for a while? You
were living away from home
for a while? About how
long?
Jane: I don't know how long it
was.
Mrs. Welby: Off and on.
Ms. Tad: She was camping out with
some friends up in, what
decision.
Ms. Tad takes over
in charge of Mr.
Welby and Mrs.
We 1 by
.
Changes frame to
camping out—Mother
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was it?
Mrs. Welby; And then she'd come
home over the weekend.
She'd be gone for a couple
of days and she'd come
home
.
& Father had de-
fined it as running
away. Shows con-
flict with Welles
and alliance with
Jane.
Ms. Tad; Five and ten?
Ms. Tady Mrs. Welby^ Jane
. Ms. Tad reports
becoming detached from this case. She appears over
involved with Mrs. Welby and with Jane. She explains how
they feel and how they are with each other. Jane and Mrs.
Welby are in conflict. Jane's tone to Mrs. V^elby seems
patronizing. School is a concern of Mrs. Welby ' s. Jane
didn't tell her about her report card.
This may also be seen as a loyalty issue. Jane
does well with Mrs. Bernard so she hangs the report card
up and stays loyal to mother, by protecting her and not
letting her see the report card; not feeling badly.
They are trying to teach
job responsibility there
so that's why they are
so strict. So we ended
up going in. Mrs. Welby
and myself, Cindy and Jane
went in to talk to the one
of the people there about
it and Ann did agree that
she would abide by that.
And another time I guess
Mrs. Welby was a little
concerned that Ann was con-
sidering dropping out of
school and that was real
concern for her. Ann had
dropped out of school for
several months and just
since Sept, got back into
the tech school.
After explaining
strictness of tech
school and excusing
Jane for not being
used to it.
Answers for Mrs.
We 1 by
.
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Mrs. Bernard: And Ann had a very
good report card too.
That's good.
Mrs. Welby: How come I didn't see Conflictual
it?
Mrs. Bernard: There
Jane: I've had it at home hanging
on my mirror.
Mrs. Welby: I've asked you many
times.
Jane: Uh huh. I'd forgotten.
I'll show it to you.
Researcher: Did you call Judy
about the lateness? The
in-school suspension?
Mrs. Welby: Someone called me. Over involved.
Ms. Tad: I got a phone call from
the school.
Researcher: Okay, so how has
foster care been since
Sept.
,
roughly. Sept.
,
Oct.
,
Nov.
,
about 4 months?
How has it been for
everybody? How has the
situation, has it improved.
Mrs. Welby: VJell, I find it's
better. I think so.
Ms. Tad: I think it's opened up in Over involvement,
your relationship for Ann
and her mother, just
because they are able to
communicate without any of
this stress or pressure of
living day in and day out
with each other.
This supra system is most striking in its
revolving around Jane. Of the four foster children
involved in this study Jane was experienced by the rater
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team as the most powerful presencee. She appeared sullen
and withdrawn, however effectively used this effect to
control the session. She could be described as
intimidating. The feeling in the room during the inter-
view for the researcher was to proceed with caution, that
If a question did not meet with Jane’s approval there was
no telling what would happen. This mythical power given
to Jane is evidenced by the way all adults in the systai.
discuss Jane's possible return home. Jane had been
leaving the interview regularly, during the task she left.
Ms. Tad took this opportunity to discuss plans she and the
family therapist were making.
H ierarchical relationships
. More than any other systan
seen, this system is characterized by cross generational
alliances supporting malfunctioning hierarchies. Jane is
in a series of shifting alliances which allow her to be in
a superior hierarchical position to any adult. The triads
involving daughter have similar characteristics; Jane is
somehow joined with another adult to maintain a hierarchi-
cal position. This two against one behavior described by
Caplow is exemplified in these triads.
Adults in this supra system are able to be in a
powerful hierarchical situation by aligning with Jane.
Jane is at times intimidating and is able to use the flu
to establish her hierarchical role.
Examples; hierarchical arrangements can be mapped
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as follows;
lANEr^-^—) MS.TAD
-V /
MiiS W C LB>Y
r^R-WPLay
MR.S wpLay
TANE/'V-^ KARS BERKiA^lD
\ /
MRS WELBY
TAHF/^'^MnRS WELBy
>
(VVR WELSy
These triads shift—situational with Jane sup-
ported by one of the adults to maintain her position.
Ms, Tad assumes control of interview; however; she
gives this power to Jane.
Researcher; I'll come back in
about between 10 and 15
min.
Ms, Tad; Okay. When's the next Turns decision over
time you want to go home? to Jane.
Jane; I don't know. I'm coming
over for Christmas.
Ms, Tad; You should be home for a
day visit, to spend the
night.
Mrs, Welby; Yeah, you could.
Ms, Tad; A day visit, like on a
weekend or something?
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Jane; Or I'll come over Sun. and
help you decorate the tree.
Ms. Tad; Okay.
Mrs. V'Jelby; Stay for the day and
you could at night stay for
supper.
Ms. Tad; (to Jane) Okay. So what
time do you want to go
Jane? What time do you
want to go in the morning
Sunday ?
Mrs. Bernard; After 10.
Ms. Tad; Ha, ha, ha. How about 7?
Jane; I don't get up at
What, at 10 o'clock? Oh
no, she can call me at 10.
Probably 11; 30.
Ms. Tad; What's today, the 16th?
Researcher; The 16th.
Jane; Do you have to put the dates
on these?
Researcher; Yeah, I can. It's the
16 th.
Researcher; (to Jane) How old are
you?
Jane; Huh?
Researcher; How old are you?
Jane; Seventeen.
Researcher; Since 17. Someone
needs to co-sign.
Mrs. Welby; Well, she's 16.
Ms. Tad; She'll be 17 in Jan.
Researcher; Someone needs to co- It is unclear who
sign hers so I don't know is to sign. Point
who
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• to a confused
j hierarchy.Ms, Tad: It should be her mother
or Deb.
Mrs. Bernard turns to Mrs. Welby,
Mrs. Welby gives to Mr,
Wei by
.
Mrs. Welby: (gives form to Mr.
Welby) All of them.
Researcher: Yeah, all of them.
Mr. Welby: Silent, signs forms.
Confused hierarchy, it is unclear who is to sign
forms. The case worker takes charge, however is unclear.
Mr. Welby, the most peripheral person in roan, signs
almost by default.
Ms. Tad: I had a meeting last week
with Mark Spitz and we were
just talking about long
term plans for the family
and he was asking about,
like, what is a goal for
us, what is the goal for
the family and stuff. So
we were kind of deciding,
you know, is Ann ever
going to go home or not.
Mrs. Welby: Yeah, I'm wondering
about that too.
Contradictory
message; therapist
and case worker
deciding goal for
the family.
Natural mother is
ignored.
Ms. Tad: So what we kind of
decided, okay, in our
meeting was that if we
could pick a day, you know,
like in April or something
and say, let's work toward
that goal, you know, we can
plan on it. Then we'll
have enough time to get Case worker defines
used to the idea and we can homeostasis of
sort of start the over- situation,
nights on a regular basis
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and Mark can work toward
that goal, of how things
are going to be when you
are together on a full time
basis again. And who
knows, it might just blow
out of proportion but as it
is right now it doesn't
seem like, it seems like
everyone is sort of happy
cause, you know, she's
doing good in the foster
home and she visits you
regularly and stuff. But
as far as working toward
making the problems, you
know, less it seems like,
by just saying she can stay
in foster care, you know,
until she finishes high
school, that's sort of,
sort of, you know, too
much.
Mrs. Welby; No, I don't see it
that way. Yeah, she might
give us a real fight and I
wanted to talk to you folks
about that.
Mr. Welby: You better believe it,
she probably will.
Ms. Tad: So that's why, I don't
know. Do you think I
should mention it right
now?
Mr. Welby: The way she feels, I
don't think so--I don't
know.
Mrs. VJelby: Might as well.
Mr. Welby: The way she feels she
might--
Mrs. Bernard: Not today.
Ms. Tad: Oh, OK.
Mrs. Bernard: Wait 'till she's in
a good mood.
Adults intimidated
by Jane.
Collusion, Jane is
allowed position in
hierarchy, even
when she is not
present.
No clear decision
process.
Mrs. Bernard is
ignored.
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Researcher; How long has Jane been
in foster care in your
house?
Mrs, Bernard; in my house?
Researcher; Yes.
Mrs. Bernard; (to Jane) August?
Jane; No, since September.
Ms. Tad; Yes, September,
Mrs. Bernard; September.
Researcher; September of this
year?
Mrs. Bernard; Yeah.
Researcher; Is this the first time
that Jane was in foster
care?
Jane; No.
Researcher; No?
Mrs. Welby; I didn't hear you.
Researcher; Was September the
first time that Jane was in
foster care?
Mrs. Welby; No. She went to
another--two others.
Researcher; When was that?
Ms. Tad; August,
Researcher; Of just, this past
August?
Ms. Tad; There were two temporary
placements. We were hoping
to get her placed in this
area, and couldn't do it.
It got to a climax and she
needed to be placed so we
drew on a foster home from
Jane give authority
through Jcncwn in-
forma t ion.
Ms. Tad supports
her.
Ms. Tad interrupts
dialogue between
Researcher and Mrs.
Welby, by doing so
takes charge.
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the Athol area. it didn't
work out real well and we
placed her in another home
in the same vicinity with
the knowledge in mind that
she would not be staying
there long term, Jane
really liked that home and
wanted to stay there long
term but it would have
interfered with schooling
and, just traveling back
and forth and everything
being in contact with her
parents. That's why we
wanted her in the
Greenfield area.
Researcher: Uh huh. How did—
Ms. Tad: There was an Emergency
Shelter before that.
Researcher: Where was that?
Ms. Tad: Amherst.
Researcher: The Amherst shelter? Unclear hirearchy.
How long was that?
Ms, Tad: (to Jane) 30 days,
right?
Child makes decisions, sets up and defines choices
for parents.
Mrs. Welby: So she'll have--two
Christmases.
Researcher: Two Christmases.
Jane: Uh huh.
Researcher: You get 2 presents, 2
sets of presents. You
gotta buy 2 sets.
Jane: Ummm.
Researcher: Is anything else about
how the foster care started
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or what led up to it or how
it's going that anybody
wants to say or talk about?
Mrs. Welby; l don't know anything
about it. It's the first
time, you know, that we've
had any problem with
family.
Researcher: What do you mean,
f irst?
Mrs. Welby: Well, I don't know
anything about foster
homes.
Mr. Welby: The first time kids had
to be placed out.
Researcher: How did you make that
decision?
Mrs. Welby: Well, she didn't want
to stay home. She didn't
like to live home. And I
wasn't going to have her
live in the woods,
whatever.
Researcher: Uh huh.
Ms. Tad: It was by default,
actual ly.
Mrs. Welby: So, she said she
wanted to go live in a
foster home and I said OK,
you're not goin' to live on
your own.
Researcher: So, you told them your
parents didn't want her to
live in a foster home? And
then, okay. And then you
filed the CHINS petition.
Jane: Right.
Researcher: And how did you become
the foster parent--
Framed as choice.
Jane decided.
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Mrs. Bernard: I guess I was the
only one left on the list.
H ierarchical summary
. Hierarchy in this supra-
systera is malfunctioning. it is a confused hierarchy, in
which adults are uncertain who is to be in charge of what
decisions. It is also a hierarchy that allows the child
Jane to be in charge, this is supported by a series of
shifting and seemingly counteracting alliances between
Jane and the adults in the system.
A composite hierarchical structure is presented:
Development
Natural family
. Mr. and Mrs. Welby have been married for
over twenty years, they have launched three children, and
besides Jane, one daughter is still at home. Jane is the
youngest child.
The children who are out of the home are reported
by Mrs. Welby as doing well; except Gladys whose husband
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is described by Ms. Tad as “sort of an alcoholic.” There
is little discussion of the other children.
The Welbys would appear to be passing frcni a
middle marriage phase to a retirement with two children
left to be weaned and weaned from, or launched. The
Welbys appear distant and it is speculated that since Hr.
Welby has the same kind of work throughout the marriage,
necessitating him being away from home for most of the
week, that the couple has never had to fully negotiate
earlier stages of development.
Jane's launching has been problemmatic for the
family, she is approaching seventeen years old and will
soon be ready to develop an independent life. The
problems of launching have temporarily been solved by the
foster care situation.
Although Jane is the youngest child some specula-
tion regarding her sister has been advanced. Connie is
home, Jane and Connie are in conflict, when Jane visits is
discussed and the conflict between Jane and Connie is
described. Ms. Tad suggests that a way for Jane to deal
with the conflict is to take Connie aside and play a game
with her. Ms. Tad suggests "why don't you play a game
that is not too complicated, something like UNO. " This
struck the researcher and rater team as an odd suggestion;
the team speculated that Connie may be developmental ly
disabled, in any case it appears that the family, and Ms.
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Tad organize such that Connie is treated as younger than
Jane, and the question of her leaving home is not
broached. it is speculated that Jane is the last child
that will be leaving home. It is also suggested that
Jane's probleramatic behavior and the difficulties she and
Mrs. Welby experience serves a function of keeping the
spouse subsystem involved in child focused problems.
The weaning of the last child and entering a
retirement stage of development is typically a stressful
experience for families. Less stres is encountered if the
spouse subsystem is merely experiencing a launching stage;
it is hypothesized that the system is negotiating two pha-
ses simultaneously and that launching serves a function in
the aging phase.
Foster Family
. Mrs. Bernard is a professional foster
parent. She has good relations with the Department of
Social Services office and can choose the age children she
will take. She has been a foster parent for about twelve
years. Stanley, her first foster child, has been adopted
and is now eighteen years old. Mrs. Bernard has shifted
from teenagers to younger children and currently back to
teenagers. There could be many explanations for this, it
was not pursued in the interview. Mrs. Bernard does not
appear overinvolved with the individual foster children.
They appear as interchangeable commodities. She appears
to have a fairly non-s true tured household, and describes
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cleaning as a hit or miss thing: "the kids can clean or
the mess just stays. " "i do the bathroctn once a month
whether it needs it or not. " Development is not presented
as a major issue in this household, however, the comings
and goings of teenagers is hypothesized to create some
turmoil; one way of dealing with this is to remain
disengaged from the developmental issues of adolescents.
Outsiders, Mindy and Ms. Tad, provide enough support to
divert this issue.
—
HPra system. Jane is almost seventeen and will only be
involved with the Department of Social Services for one
year longer at the most. Ms. Tad suggests to her that her
involvement with probation will also terminate at age
eighteen. The conversation concerning Ms. Tad and the
family therapist's plan for Jane returning home are evi-
dence that potentially this supra system is involved in a
launching of Jane back home. Based upon the homeostatic
discussion and reluctance to speak to this issue, it is
hypothesized that Jane will not return home, she will be
in foster care until she is eighteen and then be on her
own. It is not clear that this launching will be success-
ful because of the function Jane serves in her parents
relationship and because the issue of independence have
never been addressed.
Ms. Tad suggests that at age eighteen spontaneous
change can occur. She suggests this in several ways.
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seeming to suggest that if Jane maintains foster care for
another year everything will work out fine. The
suggestion by Ms. Tad is made in her discussion of Jane's
boyfriend Jose, Ms. Tad suggesting that his Department of
Youth Services and court record will be wiped away when he
IS eighteen and he can start with a clean slate.
The supra system may be viewed as a respite from
developmental issues; as a holding ground or an aberrant
rite of passage through a developmental transition.
The supra system is stabilized and doesn't appear
to move morphogenically without planned change. The
creation of foster care as a holding ground or aberrant
rite of passage through a developmental transition as evi-
denced in this supra system seems like the preferred
course of development for this system. Hypotheses
regarding the natural family when Jane reaches eighteen
were that she will continue to be in trouble and need her
parents' help; in that way she will help her parents;
anoher possibility is that Gladys will leave her symp-
tomatic husband and return home to help her family. Mrs.
Bernard will replace Jane with another foster child, as
will Ms. Tad.
Myths
Ms. Tad describes her involvement in this
situation as minimal. She explains that she is not pre-
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sently involved, that since the placement is doing well
there is no need for her involvement. As Ms. Tad states:
"It has mellowed out", and therefore she need not be acti-
vely involved. The reality is that although Ms. Tad does
not perceive herself as actively involved, she is in
weekly contact with Jane's advocate, and Ms. Tad is in
regular contact with the family therapist seeing the
Welby s. it appears that although Ms. Tad is not physi-
cally in contact with the other members of the system she
is very much present. Ms. Tad appears to have a great
deal of control over the progress of the family therapy;
she, not the therapist reports the plan for Jane's return
home to the family. it appears that she does it in such a
way and at such a time to sabotage the plan. The indica-
tion is that therapy involving families in foster care has
to very actively assess the involvement of the Department
of Social Services case worker. Another example of Ms.
Tad s continued involvement is her acccxnpanyi ng the family
to school when Jane has school difficulties. The myth of
her uninvolvement appears however to be accepted by all
members of the system.
Several other myths in this system combine to
JT^sintain the homeostatic nature of this foster care
situation. They are that Mrs. Bernard is more adept at
being a parent and the reverse that Mrs. Welby is less
adept. This appears as a truth reported by members of the
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system; however one must assess why this is the case. The
system seems to accept that this is the way it is and that
it cannot change. Evidence is available that Jane acted
out in the same way in both Mrs. VJelby's home and Mrs.
Bernard's home. It is hypothesized that a major dif-
ference is the involvement of the case worker and the
expectations of members of the system in regard to what
has been defined by the system as Jane's problem; her
running awya. Jane ran away from her natural home, a
CHINS petition was filed and she was placed in foster
care; the apparent assumption being that Mr. and Mrs.
Welby were unable to handle the situation. Jane also ran
away from Mrs. Bernard's home, instead of being removed
she was offered what Ms. Tad describes as "no choice"
,
Jane was told that she had to return to Mrs. Bernard's
home and behave or be sent home. The very framing of this
as no choice implies the myth that foster care is better
than being home.
It appears that Mrs. Welby and Mrs. Bernard are
treated very differently by Ms. Tad; that the social ser-
vices system is designed to treat them differently. VJhen
the same difficulty arises Jane is removed fran the Welby
home, whereas Mrs. Bernard is supported in her authority
as a parent. The VJelbys are sent to a local mental health
center for family therapy, connotating the problem as
residing within the family while Mrs. Bernard receives
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training regarding dealing with problems of children and
is involved in foster parent support groups. The implica-
tion of the mythology that Ms. Tad does not or cannot work
with Mr. and Mrs. V^elby while she does well in working
with Mrs. Bernard creates a myth based upon a blaming the
parent syndrome. it is hypothesized that if natural
parents were treated similarly to foster parents, the
foster care system would experience tremendous change.
These myths work together to create a situation in
which going home isn't viewed as a priority solution to
the foster care situation. This implication leads to the
myth that a goal of this placement is Jane's return home.
Homeostasis and Morphogenesis
This supra system formed as a morphogenic response
to difficulties described between the VJelbys and Jane, has
established its own homeostasis. The system appears to
have resolved many of the initial difficulties. Jane and
Mrs. Welby are no longer openly conflictual, however, they
do not see each other often. Jane is still having dif-
ficulties in school, she arrives at school late. The
response of the supra system, however, is quite different
than when the same problems existed with Jane at home.
Ms. Tad describes Jane as having difficulties at school
while at home "She was always late, we couldn't figure out
how to get her there on time" however in a description of
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the same events while Jane is in foster care, Ms. Tad
states: "Well, the school called up, but they are so
strict and Jane is not used to it. You know if your only
late twice they put you on school suspension; it's not so
bad, Jane just isn't used to it." in another instance
Jane's assault charges, which prompted the initiation of
foster care are handled quite differently when Jane is at
home and when she is in foster care. Ms. Tad believed
that the difficulties with the law were reasons for ini~
tiation of foster care; however, explains to Jane later,
"You know, I thought that all the charges against him will
be wiped off his record when he turns eighteen". Ms. Tad
is discussion Jane's boyfriend, however the message seous
to be directed to Jane. Ms. Tad's formulation of problems
with different framings while Jane is at home and while
Jane is in foster care appears to support foster care and
thus maintain the homeostasis of the situation.
Jane's return home is discussed as something that
is being imposed from the outside; not necessarily a goal
of the system. Mrs. Bernard reports that she was
discussing this with Jane stating "I told her she can't
stay forever, that the state is tightening up its regula-
tions and that she will have to go home eventually. " Ms.
Tad responds by stating "Yeah. That's true." Jane's
return home is being framed as something that outside the
control of this suprasystem wil have to come about; it
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appears however, that the seprasystem is fa.niliar enough
to subvert these state regulations.
Jane's illness on the day of the interview appears
to express the homeostatic tendencies of this supra
system. The meeting was held on a day when school was
closed due to a snow storm, however all of the adults
agreed to participate, making special arrangements to get
to the interview. it appeared that the interview was
important to the adults. Jane is also aware that Ms. Tad
stays out of this supra system if things are going well,
Ms. Tad allows the family therapist and youth advocat most
of the contact however clearly states. "If there are
problems, or when we start talking about Jane returning
home that is when I pull back in." The interview could
easily be seen, then, as potentially something that would
lead to change. It appeared that the supra system being
somewhat resistant to change needed to reorganize, Jane's
illness serves this function. It did several things.
First her becoming ill almost cancelled the interview;
however the interview did take place. The illness allowed
Jane to leave the room at will, without question. It
appeared that for any major decisions to be reached, Jane
would have to participate; her frequent absences from the
room ensured that decisions could be fully discussed. The
frequent leavings also allowed the adults to show can-
passion and put off anything that would upset the balance.
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Additionally the illness appears to serve a
homeostatic mechanism in the foster home. The night before
the interview a new foster child was placed in the Bernard
home. Jane, by becoming ill, is able to keep Mrs.
Bernard's attention at a time when Mrs. Bernard would be
becoming involved with this newest foster child. The pla-
cement of a new foster child in the Bernard home, without
someone leaving appears to imly that there may be an extra
person living there; at least this represents an increase.
Jane is aware that the Bernard home is a sought after
placement. Ms. Tad explains "We were looking for a place-
ment for Jane, closer to the Welby's home; and when I
heard that a foster child was leaving Mrs. Bernard's home
we just pounced on the opening." One can speculate that
Jane senses this pouncing is imminent and that she may be
removed from the Bernards. Jane's experience with foster
care is that placement and replacement can occur rapidly;
she was removed from one foster placement and immediately
placed with Mrs. Bernard the same day the opening
occurred
.
Ms. Tad is a case
worker who seems
very involved with
cases. Yet con-
tact is desireable
here.
Mrs. Welby; Judy?
Mrs. Bernard: Once in a while.
Researcher: Sounds good. Just let
me ask a couple, ask 4
questions. What did about
contact with you? Is
everybody in contact with
J udy?
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Jane: Yeah.
Ms. Tad: I think Cindy is taking
over, you know, like a lot
relationship with Ann.
That's really sort of
backed off from a real
direct relationship with
her, so it's mostly, I'd
say, they are in weekly
contact with Cindy. Cindy
keeps me regularly
informed, but it seems like
now for her to go in any
new direction I'm gonna
have to pull back in.
Researcher: (to Mrs. Welby) Are
you in contact with her?
Mrs. V7elby: Oh, yeah. She knows.
Researcher: You call each other
regularly?
Mrs. Welby: I'm the one that does
the calling.
Ms. Tad: When the case was first
happening there was a lot
going on. We were in
almost daily contact and it
seems like now that the
situation is sort of, I
don't know, sort of
mellowed and there's not
very much pressure, and
everything, like a couple
of times in the past few
weeks, like in one instance
Ann has been suspended from
school because they have a
very strict rule at tech
school, that if you are
late 2 times, the second
time that you are late you
have to be in school
suspension. And, you know,
for a kid who isn't used to
that rule it can seem real
unfair coming from another
school where she can be
Ms. Tad defines the
homeostasis of
foster care.
Message to rest of
system is if you
see me then watch
out for change.
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last as many times as she
wants. It just keeps
adding up and nothing
Mrs. Bernard: I guess I was the
only one left on the list.
Laughter.
Ms. Tad; The homes in this area,
the ones that we do have,
we utilize them a lot, and
very infrequently do we
have openings that we can
utilize so in Deb's case we
had been waiting for her
since early August, and she
had a child who was very
very undecided about
whether or not they were
gonna do transportation to
school or not, or if they
were going to move her and
put her back home, so we
were kind of waiting for
that girl to leave, hoping
she would leave. And the
deadline had been like late
September, but it got moved
up so the girl did go home.
VJe just pounced on the
opening
.
Researcher; Jane, did you meet
before?
Mrs. Bernard; No, we didn't meet
until they actually brought
her, 'till the night they
brought her.
Ms. Tad; So, actually, it was like
the day before school,
wasn't it? Wasn't that
—
The boundary descriptions between components of
this supra system have been described or implied in a
discussion of triadic interactions. This section serves
as a summary and highlighting discussion of boundaries and
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styles of interaction that appear to describe this supra
system.
The terms disengagement and enmeshment do not ade-
quately describe the preferred style of interaction of
this supra system. For example, Jane leaves the room
frequently; none of the adults seem to comment or react to
this. This interaction would appear to be one of
disengagement, however there is other evidence that adults
are overly involved with Jane. Instead a more appropriate
discription is that this seeming ignoring of Jane's
comings and goings is a form of conflict avoidance. It
appears that the adults anticipate Jane's response to a
challenge of her leaving and therefore do not confront the
issue; avoiding any conflict with Jane, who seems to inti-
midate the adults. This behavior also functions to allow
Jane an inappropriate hierarchical position.
Both the natural family and the foster family have
'rubbed fence' boundaries between themselves and the rest
of the world, Mrs. Bernard has children placed and
removed from her home with little warning nor discussion.
When the researcher asked how Jane got to Mrs. Bernard,
she responded "Ms. Tad just showed up with her". The
Welby's seem to be able to include whatever situation Jane
is in as part of their family system; Jane's camping out
was at first described as running away. When researcher
questioned this, Mrs. Welby explained "it was like she was
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in our back yard.” Mindy, Jane's advocate brings Jane to
the Welby's unannounced, when Jane arrives Mrs. Welby
changes her plans Immediately and takes Jane "downtown
shopping .
"
The boundaries between the Welby 's and Mrs.
Bernard appear diffuse. Mrs. VJelby calls Ms. Bernard to
tell her how to take care of Jane when Jane is ill. Mrs
Bernard calls Mrs. Welby to report on Jane's progress.
Researcher: So, she was
living/camping up on route
5 and 10? That place, or—
Mrs. VJelby: No, she was in back of
our house, it's not far
from our house.
Mr. Welby: Oh, right by the diner.
Researcher: And then she ran away?
Ms. Tad: Yeah. Wasn't it then she
got involved in some
criminal, that fight that
she had when it got brought
to court?
Diffuse boundaries
of natural home.
Mr. Welby: Was she? VJhere was
that?
Mrs. Welby: Ware.
Researcher: What happened then?
Mrs. Welby: (agitated) She was
staying with- -Maybe if you
ask her she will tell you
about it.
Researcher: Okay.
Mothers give
daughter power.
Although the style of interaction appears
disengaged, boundaries appear diffuse. Ms. Tad feels con-
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fortable eating her lunch during the session. Mrs.
Bernard tells researcher she can get a ride to interview
with the Welbys', saying it would be no problem. The
Welbys and the Bernards live close to each other and share
rides often.
Ms. Tad makes suggestions about the VJelfcys' other
daughter at home, approving or disapproving of the way in
which the Welbys handle her. In addition, Ms. Tad
discusses the alcoholism of Gladys, Jane's oldest sister,
husband without difficulty, although this information was
not requested.
In testing this disengaged diffuseness, the
researcher asked no question at one point in the interview
when both Jane and Ms. Tad were out of the room. The
hypothesis was that conversation in this suprasystem was
being initiated either by questions from the researcher,
which provoke answer conversation and some interaction, or
by Ms. Tad directing and initiating conversation. To test
the hypothesis, no questions were asked v/hile Ms. Tad was
out of the room; the researcher busied himself filling out
forms. This lasted approximately five minutes. There was
no conversation between Mrs. Welby, Mr. Welby and Mrs.
Bernard; the silence was accanpanied by some fidgeting,
particularly by Mrs. Bernard. A corollary suggestion was
that these three are involved in a covertly conflictual
relationship and that both Jane and Ms. Tad serve to dif-
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fuse that conflict; which in turn gives
in this system.
Researcher; l see you ran away
from the Amherst shelter,
and what happened after
running away from the
Amherst shelter? Did you
go back to the Amherst
shelter, or
—
Jane: Yeah. l don't feel like
talkin', because I don't
feel good.
Researcher; Okay.
Ms. Tad: She was trying also to
live with her sister,
Gladys. She's their older
daughter and that was
something we were really
considering. We were just
concerned cause her husband
was sort of an alcoholic
and we didn't want Jane to
be influenced by that, so
we weren't real thrilled
placing her there. But
then they ran down to the
Cape, I think, yeah, and
when they came back they
were at the boy's mother's
house and the police
arrested them there, or
something (to Jane),
right?, and she was brought
in on charges of larceny
and things like that. V'Je
just had to go to court for
that about a month and a
half ago. And she could
have gotten sort of a stiff
sentence for that. She got
probation until her 18th
birthday and 50 hrs. of
community service which
Mindy is managing to work
off with the Youth Center,
I guess. And it's in the
each of them power
Boundary violation,
Ms. Tad shows
diffuse boundaries.
Alliance with Jane
strictness of sen-
tence, strictness
of schooll
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Northampton area that shehad to go to court. And
then I guess there was aperiod of about 4 weeks
before she was placed in afoster home, between a lot
of different things
happening. She was living
on and off with her parents
and you know staying some-
times with Gladys,
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EMERALD SYSTEM
Description
This foster care system is made up of a natural
family, the Emeralds; the foster family, the Labels; the
case worker, Ms. Grogan; and the child, Donald.
Natural family . The Emeralds are a working class family,
living in a suburb of a small city in Western
Massachusetts. Mrs. Emerald is divorced and presently
living with a man. Little information was available
regarding him or Mr. Emerald. Mrs. Emerald works part
time and owns her home. She is able to take several vaca-
tions a year, the home is described as pleasant. Her
oldest child, Sam, is presently living in Colorado. Sam
had some difficulties as an adolescent and was conmitted
to the Department of Youth Services as an adjudicated
minor. He was in residential treatment facility, operated
by the Department of Youth Services, and in a small
Department of Youth Services group care foster home. Mrs.
Emerald's middle child, her daughter Abby , 20 years old,
is presently married, out of the home and living in a city
about 35 miles from the Emerald household. Donald, Mrs.
Emerald's youngest child, is 17 years old and is presently
in foster care with the Labels. He had been in several
%
foster placements prior to this one.
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Foster care for Donald began approximately 1 1/2
years prior to this interview; a CHINS (Children in Need
of Services) petition was filed by Mrs. Emerald. She
requested that Donald be removed from the home and placed
in foster care. The reason for the initiation of the
CHINS was Donald's continued truancy and his not obeying
and being disobedient to Mrs. Emerald at home. He had
been involved with the Department of Youth Services prior
to this, because of a minor incident with the law; Donald
was placed on probation. The probation ended, and was
described by Mrs. Emerald as unsatisfactory: "It was
impossible for Donald to meet with his p. o. " "He would
travel the ten miles to the office and the probation
officer wasn't there." The CHINS petition was filed and
the Department of Social Services vy/as assigned legal
custody and Donald was placed in a foster home. It is
reported that Donald did not get along while in these
foster placements; therefore he was removed and placed
back with his mother. Donald's second placement was with
a single male school teacher. This placement ended when
Donald stopped attending school and his foster father
became concerned that he was not involved in anything
during the day. Foster father insisted on a day program
or school for Donald or a termination of foster care.
This placement ended with the Department of Social
Services case worker attempting to find a day program for
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Donald. The search for a day program continued while
Donald was again placed at home. He began to attend
school intermittently, while living at home; therapy began
with a family therapy outreach team. The therapy was ter-
minated by Mrs. Emerald when she felt it was no longer
doing any good; the therapist continued working with
Donald with the goal of improving Donald's grades and
keeping him in school. Donald was then placed in a
shelter. This placement lasted 45 days, while a new
foster placement was being sought. Donald returned home
in July. Although the situation was reported as going
fairly well; however Mrs. Emerald and Donald pressured Ms.
Grogan to find a new foster home. The precipitating fac-
tor was an upcoming vacation for Mrs. Emerald, in which
Donald was not participating; he would have had to be home
alone while Mrs. Emerald was away. The placonent with
Mrs. and Mr. Label was initiated in mid-August 1981. At
the time of the interview Donald was residing with the
Labels. Mrs. Emerald and Donald attended this interview.
Foster family
. Mr. and Mrs. Label have been married for
fourteen years. Each had been married before. The Labels
have ten natural children, eight of whom are presently
living at home. Mrs. Label began foster care for children
about 15 years ago, when Mr. and Mrs. Label were married
she already had two foster children. Since the marriage
Mr. and Mrs. Label have had three hundred and two foster
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children; Donald is "number three hundred and one. Jack is
three hundred and two.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Label report that they prefer long
term placement this is reported by Mrs. Label and sup-
ported by Mr. Label, stating "she can get to know the
kids, and change them." Some of these foster placonents
have been formal placements through the state Departraent
of Social Services, some have been children taken in from
acquaintances who have needed help. These informal place-
ments tend to be of shorter duration than the D.S.S.
placements, although the family did not provide exact
data. Foster children are considered part of the Label's
family. Mr. and Mrs. Label focus much of their lives
around foster care Mrs. Label says: "Our social life is
our kids." Mrs. Label does not work out of the home,
although Mr. Label drives a truck occasionally and sells
wholesale jewelry on a part time basis.
At the time of the interview eight natural
children and six foster children were living in the home.
The Labels own an eighteen room house to accaamodate their
children. In addition they have purchased a large bus to
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provide transportation for activities for the family.
The Labels remain involved with their foster
children after both formal and informal placements. They
are in phone contact with many of the children. They fre-
quently call the children and many of the children call
them. They receive cards from many of the children. The
Labels plan on attending the wedding of their "first state
foster kid" on the Sunday following the interview.
Mr. and Mrs. Label attended the interview. A
genogram is presented. Ages were not available to
complete this genogram.
Department of Social Services
. The Department of Social
Services in this catchment area is subdivived into two sub
area offices. This sub area office services a rural
county in Western Massachusetts which includes one city
and one large college town. The population of the area
covered by this sub area office is about two hundred and
fifty thousand people. The catchment area structure is
represented in this organizational chart;
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The caseworker for this foster situation, Ms.
Grogan, has worked in this Department of Social Services
office for about one and one half years. Case workers in
this sub area office are "generic" workers; they work with
all types of cases. Ms. Grogan has been working with this
case for about eight months. Her direct supervisor pre-
viously handled the case, which was then transferred to
another case worker, Ms. Fist. Ms. Grogan was then
assigned the case. She is the third D.S.S. to be
involved. Ms. Grogan attended the interview.
Supra system. The interview was attended by Mrs. Emerald,
Mrs. Label, Mr. Label, Ms. Grogan, and Donald. The inter-
view took place in the sub area office, on Thursday,
December XX, from 11 a.m. to 1 p. m.
Mrs. Emerald arrived with Donald at about five
minutes before the interview was to begin. Mrs. Emerald
had picked Donald up at the Labels' home earlier that day
to take him to the Registry of Motor Vehicles, so that he
could apply for his driver's license. They were accom-
panied to the Registry by Jack, the most recent foster
child of the Labels. Mr. and Mrs. Label arrived a few
minutes later. Ms. Grogan arrived at about 10:30 a.m.
She came from home, having first decided to take the day
off, then deciding to come in for this interview "Because
this is so hard to set up. " Ms. Grogan reviev/ed her case
notes and found a room for the interview. The sub area
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office is a series of closed offices and open space par-
titioned areas. Supervisors have offices; case workers
and supervisors of supervisors share partitioned space.
The office used was that of Ms. Grogan's immediate
supervisor.
The seating arrangements chosen by the par-
ticipants was:
Prior to the interview the participants shared information
and small talk in a congenial, chatty way.
Interactional Structural Patterns
Triadic relationships
. This supra system is conposed of
three interacting systems: the natural family, the foster
family, and the Department of Social Services. A descrip-
tion of each of these systems has been provided. in
assessing the structure of the supra system formed by the
joining of these three systems, structural descriptions
are provided. These descriptions are presented in terms
of the triadic interactions represented in the supra
system. Structural maps, as well as narrative descrip-
tions of those maps as they represent interactional
patterns, have been provided.
This supra system is composed of five individuals
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interacting to form ten dyadic relationships; these dyads
support and are understood in terms of the triadic reia-
tionships they support. Transcripts of tapes and inclu-
sion of descriptions of analogic behavior is presented as
6vidence for the interaction described.
The following relationships exhaust the triadic
relationships in this supra system:
I - Emerald, Labels, Donald
1. Mrs. Emerald, Mrs. Label, Donald
2. Mrs. Emerald, Mr. Label, Donald
3. Mrs. Emerald, Mrs. Label, Mr. Label
4. Mr. Label, Mrs. Label, Donald
~ R6la tionships including the D.S.S. case worker
1. Mrs. Emerald, Labels, Ms. Grogan
a. Mrs. Emerald, Mrs. Label, Ms. Grogan
b. Mrs, Emerald, Mr, Label, Ms. Grogan
c. Mr. Label, Mrs. Label, Ms. Grogan
2. Mrs. Emerald, Ms. Grogan, Donald
3. The Labels, Ms. Grogan, Donald
a. Mrs. Label, Ms, Grogan, Donald
b. Mr. Label, Ms, Grogan, Donald
Emerald, Labels
. Mrs. Emerald and the Labels seem
to have a close relationship. Each family knows details
about each other's homes that exceeds the formal foster
care relationship. Mrs. Emerald is aware of the family
bus, Mr. Label is familiar enough with Mrs. Emerald's
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house to know about the swimming pool.
Mr. Label: We figured you’d have
reakfast made, we were
breakfast at
Mrs. Emerald: You all come overfor breakfast. Everybody,
all twe n ty ? ^
Mr. Label: We'll all get in my
bus, you know my bus.
Donald: One of you get to the pool
table.
Mrs. Emerald: Yeah, I know you got
a bus.
Mr. Label: Could open up your
swim.
Ove rinvol vemen t
Mrs. Label: Oh yeah, we could putit on the pool table.
Mr. Label: We'll open up the
swimming pool, we'll make
one big bed
. . .
Over involvement
Mr. Label and Mrs. Emerald have some arrangement about
jewelry, which indicates they are close beyond the scope
of foster care.
Mr. Label: Nice ring, is that the
one I got for you.
Mrs. Emerald: Did you get thejewelry yet?
Mr. Label: No not yet, but I know
I'll get it Thursday.
When was that party, last
Thursday.
Mrs. Emerald: Yeah I think so.
Mrs. Emerald and the Labels share tasks in regard to
Donald, as well as Mrs. Emerald doing things for other
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^eMbers of the Label household.
„.s. Emerald had picked
Jack up that morning to take him to get his driver’s
license, she also took Jake (foster child of Labels').
Mr. Label; First time she was on
time today. She's usually
about ten minutes late, but
that's a woman's prerogative.
Mrs. Emerald; Listen, I had to go
to town hall and get his
birth certificate and all
because he hadn't even got
down to get them.
Donald; Jack had to get another
birth
. . .
Mrs. Emerald; You know what I
ended up doing. Jack
finally showed up you know.
So, he had left the birth
certificate in the car.
The Labels and Mrs. Emerald act in pseudomutual manner,
which seems to mask conflict. Mrs. Emerald, Mr. Label
and Mrs. Label agree that Donald should have remained in
school. Each takes turns telling Donald about all he will
lose because of his decision to drop out of school.
However, Mrs. Emerald criticizes Donald for participating
in a G.E.D. program while Mrs. Label supports the decision
and Mr. Label sat in on one of the classes.
implies frequent
contact
he refers to Jack
Mrs. Emerald; I think we are basi- Agreenent.
cally saying the same
thing. That we know he has
a lot of potential and he
hasn't used ever
. . .
Mr. Label; He's an Einstein.
Mrs. Label; Half of it, and we're
all trying for the same goals.
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Mr.
Mrs,
Mrs,
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mr.
Mrs.
Mr.
Label: He's got a brain but
he's sitting on it.
Emerald: He's never going to
use it.
Label: Not for a while now.
Emerald: This is what he used
to get in trouble in
school, so that it would be
different if he didn't have
the capabilities then they
would say, he's working to
his potential.
Label: That's right.
Emerald: But when he doesn't
even use all of it
—
Label: That's what gets me
most angry.
Emerald: He's got it.
Label: Oh, yes, I know.
Label: He's got it, but he
sits on it.
Emerald: But he's taken these
tests, and in some of these
tests he is twelve years,
you know, twelfth grade and
this kind of stuff and I
said, yet he couldn't get
beyond the eighth grade.
It was like a mental block
there. He can't get beyond
that, and it's frustrating.
Label: And if he doesn't go
he's gonna learn the hard
way but it means to try to
get a good job.
The relationship between these
Mrs. L. implies
that things will
change now that he
is with her.
more agreenient
two families
appears to mask any conflict that could emerge. Foster
care is a potentially conflictual situation between foster
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parents and natural parents. Mrs. Emerald does not appear
incompetent, except as her skills involve disciplining
Donald. If conflict is to be avoided but the natural
mother cannot be disqualified because of apparent weakness
or incompetence, then the collusive appearance of these
two families in maintaining foster care seems like another
conflict avoiding mechanism. The relationship between
Mrs. Emerald and the Labels involving Donald are broken
down into tho following triads;
Mrs. Emerald, Mrs. Label, Donald .
MftS Emerald // LAtSkBL
\ /
CiONAKD
Donald is closely involved with each of his
mothers. The apparent enmeshment allows them both to be
functional mothers. Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label are in
^o^fiict which throughout the interview remains hidden or
covert or avoided. This is accomplished by conflict being
diverted by Donald. Donald is in a loyalty bind. It is
necessary for him to remain loyal to both Mrs. Emerald and
Mrs. Label; Mrs. Emerald as his natural mother, with all
the attendant feelings one can be assumed to have about
his mother, and to Mrs. Label who cares for him on a daily
basis. The foster care provides a homeostatic solution to
this problem. Donald can stay loyal to his mother by
being involved with her, but by remaining in foster care
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since she doesn't want him home; he can also stay loyal to
Mrs. Label by staying in foster care, where he has to be
somewhat problematic but not too much of a problem. if he
is too much of a problem he will force the termination of
foster care and he will return home. This would violate
loyalty to both mothers. If he is too good and in fact
becomes self sufficient he again violates the loyalty to
both mothers. This delicate homeostasis is maintained by
oth6r r6lat ionships in thG systGin,
ThG conflict bGtwGGn Mrs. EmGrald and Mrs. Label
is not overt. There is little confrontation in the inter-
view session; however the subtle, covert conflict is seen
in a variety of ways. It is hypothesized that this
conflict must remain hidden to maintain the foster care
system as it exists.
The over involvement of Mrs. Label and Donald is
expressed by assumptions of mind reading, and overpro—
tectiveness.
The conflict between Mrs. Emerald and Donald is
discussed in an historical sense, that being the reason
for foster placement; however Mrs. Emerald opens her home
to Donald when he leaves foster placements. The conflict
in this interview is shown in Mrs. Emerald's disqualifying
Donald's attempts at getting a G.D.E.D. This conflict
shifts to a protective over involvement, when Mrs. Emerald
functions with parental nurturance. The conflict serves
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to maintain the foster care system. if conflict or criti-
cism did not exist, there would be no need for foster
care. Donald would return home. Again a delicate balance
is achieved by conflict and nurturance.
Mrs. Emerald and Donald also seem to have a peer-
like alliance.
Donald is in a powerful position in this triad.
He has more information than either Mrs. Emerald or Mrs.
Label; he knows about life in Mrs. Emerald's home as well
as Mrs. Label's home; he is the only one who seems to
know all the details of his foster placement. The rela-
tionship between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label; indeed this
has diffused around issues not in the realm of foster
care, however rigid in terms of foster care. They don't
appear to communicate about rules for Donald but do know
about each others social lives. Conald can cross those
boundaries if he chooses or in order to divert or initiate
conflict; this allows Donald a superior hierarchical
position. Foster care here has stabilized as a solution
to the problems experienced in the natural home. Donald
is in a delicate position between these two adults who, if
they choose, can terminate the situation. Donald must
balance this so that there is no overt cause for
termination.
Donald has become skillful at this role and with
his place in the conflict between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs.
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Label, as well as the loyalty bind he is in. At times he
remains sullen and silent to avoid overaligning with
either mother. He is described by Mrs. Label as "just
coming out of his shell."
It IS hypothesized that if the conflict between
Donald and Mrs. Emerald escalated it would result in the
system changing. it could become clearer that Donald
would not return home and a permanent plan would have to
be reached, since foster care necessitates the illusion
that the child will return home. in the same way, if
Donald became close to Mrs. Label to the exclusion of Mrs.
Emerald, it would appear that he was becoming permanent in
this temporary foster placement.
Mrs. Emerald, Mr. Label, Donald
.
MRS. EMERAL5 MR LABE.L
DONALD
This subsystem in some ways looks like the two
adults and child are playful peers. Mr. Label and Mrs.
Emerald seem very loose. They sit next to each other,
share pens, cigarettes and ashtrays.
Mrs. Emerald and Donald playfully violate the law
with Mr. Label joining in the joke. Mrs. Label expresses
her concern, placing Mrs. Emerald, Mr. Label and Donald in
something resembling a sibling subsystem.
Mr. Label and Donald participate in activities
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together. Donald is allowed to tease Mr. Label and act as
a peer.
As previously stated, Mrs. Emerald and Mr. Label
have common interests outside the foster care situation:
he IS selling her jewelry, they each know details of each
Others lives.
—
—Enierald, Mrs. Labels Mr. Label
. The rela-
tionship between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label, and between
Mrs. Emerald and Mr. Label has been described in the con-
text of other triads, however, the context of this triad
suggests different interactions.
It has been noted that the Labels and Mrs. Emerald
have a close relationship. in this triad it appears that
particular behaviors are conflict avoiding. The Labels
have developed complementary functions in this triad.
Mrs. Emerald is in conflict with Mrs. Label while Mr.
Label seems to have an alliance with Mrs. Emerald. The
conflict never appears only. Mr. Label's closeness with
Mrs. Emerald seems to serve a function of diffusing
conflict between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label. This dif-
fusion which takes the form of joining at times appears as
if it were a conflict between Mr. and Mrs. Label.
Mrs. Label functions as Donald's mother; she is
close to him; cares for and nurtures him while at the same
time providing appropriate guidance. She is portrayed as
a super competent mother while Mrs. Emerald is portrayed
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as a woman who doesn't have time to care for her son.
This IS suggested by the interactions in planning
Christmas and the difficulty in arriving at a time for
Donald to come over to Mrs. Emerald's home. Throughout
the interchange there is inuendo and suggestion that Mrs.
Emerald will be up late the night before partying and
won't be up early.
Later in the interview Mrs. Label suggests she has
explained to Donald that his mother needs to be involved
with a man and that Donald should understand this and
basically not interfere. The hypotheses is that Mrs.
Label is assuming the "mothering" tasks she doesn't feel
Mrs. Emerald wants to assume. This is supported by Mrs.
Emerald. However if it is hypothesized that if this
situation is commented on openly then Mrs. Emerald will
need to assert for parenting role; and conflict between
Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label would emerge. Mr. Label by
joking and flirting with Mrs. Emerald is able to ally with
her and diffuse the potential for conflict. He is also
able to down play the overfunctioning of Mrs. Label in
relation to Mrs. Emerald by playing down Christmas eve at
the Label's home. Mrs. Emerald describes Christmas Eve as
an exciting, gala party with friends and relatives and all
the children participating, Mrs. Label immediately states:
"It isn't anything much, the teenagers and couple of
friends come over and we talk and have sandwiches.
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Donald confirms Mr. Label's description allowing and sup-
porting the conflict between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label
to be avoided,
Mrs , Label, Mrs, Label, Donald
. Each of the
dyadic relationships making up this triadic subsystem have
been previously discussed. it is interesting that a dif-
ferent arrangement is seen in this context, verifying the
systemic notion that the whole is more, etc, Mrs. Label
and Mr. Label appear conflicted, with Donald diffusing the
conflict. Mrs. Label and Mr. Label each have an alliance
with Donald. It is hypothesized that foster care serves
several functions in the Label subsystem. The taking in
of over three hundred foster children from the start of
their marriage has had some effect on the formation of a
spouse subsystem. As previously stated, the only social
life they have is centered around the kids. Mrs. Label
seems to become overinvolved with each new foster child,
after that initial period, when, as Mr. Label suggests,
"she likes to figure them out," Mr. Label seems to take
over with the child. Donald is being replaced by Jack and
his problems, Mrs. Label apologizes that she is constantly
thinking of Jack and even calls Donald Jack, while Donald
begins to get more involved with Mr. Label. Donald coin-
cidentally is visiting his mother, Mrs. Emerald, more
since Jack became a foster child of the Labels,
Triads involving Ms, Grogan. The rater team
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experienced a greater degree of difficulty in describing
interactions and subsystems that involved Ms. Grogan than
any other relationship. At various times it was hypothe-
sized that Ms. Grogan was appropriately disengaged from
the system. Evidence for this is her facilitating the
task segment of the interview, yet allowing discussion to
proceed without interrupting, in fact encouraging interac-
tional discussion. When people were stuck in accom-
plishing the task Ms. Grogan suggested, "Let's do it the
way it would really happen," suggesting people play out
their parts, not talk about what they would do. Often she
provided clarifying information.
Another, more expanded way to view interactions in
which she is involved is to suggest that in this interview
her relational transactions are covert in nature, serving
the function of maintaining this foster care arrangement.
Ms. Grogan represents state sanctioned authority and legal
custody of Donald. Her context, the Department of Social
Services, suggests that her involvement in a situation is
as a change agent, placing children in and out of foster
care, resolving crisis may be viewed as change. However,
the suggestion is that a homeostasis has been reached in
this suprasystem. One quality of a system is to resist
change and seek a homeostatic balance; change can occur
within a system, usually when this homeostasis is upset;
either spontaneously or plannfully. The greater involve-
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ment of a Ms. Grogan in this system could occur if Donald
started getting into more difficulties, if he became a
good student or got a job and could live on his own; if
any of the conflicts erupted. There appears to be collu-
sion to keep Ms. Grogan out of the system since her
involvement would necessitate change. Ms. Grogan is part
of that collusion; the system is not colluding against
her. This collusion also appears to be supported by a
vague set of standards and guidelines of the Department of
Social Services. Ms. Grogan needs to be "fooled" since
she works for and represents the state department and
needs to remain loyal to it; its state goals are short
term placement or permancy planning; at the same time she
chooses to remain loyal to the system she has helped
establish, Donald's successful foster care. The
appearance of conflict between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label
must be maintained for the benefit of Ms. Grogan, who can
then assume that work still needs to be done. For
example, if Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label are conflictual,
if it is difficult to get them together for this inter-
view then there is an appropriate role for a case worker.
The Department of Social Services, in overloading Ms.
Grogan with too many cases to handle adequately, contribu-
tes to, or at least allows her to remain loyal, having a
quiet, successful case allows Ms. Grogan to do her job,
by staying away from the case.
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An expanded
in a later section
relationships that
below.
view of this homeostasis is described
of this analysis. The specific
include Ms. Grogan will be described
s^. Label, Mr. Label. Ms. Grogan
. Contact be-
tween Ms. Grogan and the Labels is limited. The Labels
are considered a good foster placement. Ms. Grogan
suggests this in discussing Donald's placement there,
once a placement is made in this foster home there appears
to be little contact. The relationship between Ms. Grogan
and the Labels is also characterized by covert conflict.
The Labels are critical of the ways in which some
Department of Social Services workers perform their jobs,
Mrs. Label states (Mr. Label agrees). "They should visit
some foster homes more; they don't return calls." when
discussing Ms. Grogan they suggest she has only placed two
children with them and therefore they don't know her well.
The Labels are somewhat critical of Ms. Grogan when in
discussing the placement of Donald in previous foster
homes Mrs. Label says; "They should have called us first,"
implying that Ms. Grogan made a mistake. Ms. Grogan later
suggests that she is unaware of vacancies in the Label
home. Mrs. Label is explaining who is in the home and
says they have an empty room; however Mr. Label warns Mrs.
Label about disclosing too much. When asked about
Department of Social Services at various points in the
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interview, Mr. Label says "I'm taking the fifth,"
referring to his right not to disclose information that
may be harmful to him.
Mr_s. Emerald, Ms. Grogan, the Labels
. As between
Ms. Grogan and the Labels, the relationship between Mrs.
Emerald and Ms. Grogan appears disengaged. There is
little contact between the two. it is hypothesized that
Mrs. Emerald is remaining loyal to Mr. Fist, the case
worker who had been working with the case previous to Ms.
Grogan. Mr. Fist and Mrs. Emerald maintained a close,
involved relationship, Mr. Fist visiting the home often.
There is a natural alliance between Ms. Grogan and
Mrs. Emerald in that foster care was requested by Mrs.
Emerald and Ms. Grogan agreed, performed and found a
suitable placement. This alliance, based upon defined
roles, is also evident in the relationship between the
Labels and Ms. Grogan. Ms. Grogan maintains a strong
position within this triad. If she chooses she can ter-
minate placement, demand involvement in therapy for
natural family. It seems then if natural parents and
foster parents are satisfied with the placement, each must
remain allied with the case worker to keep it going.
Ms. Grogan function is to remain balanced, framing
her involvement in the best interests of Donald.
The Labels, Ms. Grogan, Donald. Donald is in
shifting alliance with the adult subsystems. Ms. Grogan
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defines her job as working for Donald's best interests,
and has provided services for Donald as requested and
needed. Donald reports satisfaction in in this foster
placement, in order for it to continue he must not only
remain satisfied, he must keep the Labels satisfied.
However, even if conflict exists betwee'n the Label and Ms.
Grogan, Donald must remain allied with her. The necessity
serves Donald in that if he becanes disatisfied he needs
to be able to request of Ms. Grogan a transfer. Similarly
the Grogan's need to keep allied with Ms. Grogan, for
instance, in case they decide they want Donald removed.
Ms. Grogan's role or function in this subsystem is to keep
out and be kept out.
Mrs. Label appears to form a diffuse boundary with
the most recent foster child, characterized by
overinvolvement; she states that she is preoccupied with
Jack, her latest foster child, and shows a lessening in-
volvement with Donald. This suggests a rigid boundary
between the dyad of Mrs. Label and newest foster child and
the rest of the system/world.
The boundary between the Labels and Mrs. Emerald
is diffuse. Each knows about the other's lives, they make
jokes about each other and offer advice. Mrs. Label
suggests that Mrs. Emerald's car "sprouts wings
sometimes," Mr. Label suggests "We'll all come over for
breakfast," which appeared to the researcher to be said in
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a joking
Emerald
again a
parents.
way, by seeming shocked. The Labels and Mrs.
discuss the time Mrs. Emerald wakes up, implying
diffuse boundary by knowing about each others
The boundary between the Labels and D.S.S. appears
to be rigid. Contact is always initiated by the Labels,
when they choose; Ms. Grogan does not visit without
and visits only infrequently.
The boundary between Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Grogan
appears to be clear; particularly in contrast to the dif-
fuse boundary between Mrs. Emerald and Mr. FDT.
The preferred style of interaction between Ms.
Grogan and the rest of the system appears to be
disengaged. This is evidenced in the discussion of boun-
daries, and in subsystem discussion. it is further evi-
denced by her not being the expert on the circumstance of
this foster situation. This is maintained by the turnover
in case workers as well as the interactional data pre-
viously presented.
The Labels and Mrs. Emerald appear more enmeshed.
They share parenting functions of Donald. For example,
the Labels provide day to day care while Mrs. Emerald acts
as chauffeur and appointment maker. This necessitates a
great deal of involvement. They too know each other's
household routines, Mr. Label comments that Mrs. Emerald
is always late and Mrs. Label explains to Donald Mrs.
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Emerald's need to be involve with a man. This kind of
explaining suggests an overinvolvement and is oharac-
teristic of enmeshment.
The style of involvement between the adults and
Donald is enmeshed, people anticipate his needs and his
opinions, at times telling him what he thinks.
Hierarchy relationships. Hierarchy in this suprasystem
and Its component subsystems is malfunctioning. The
adults in this system, neither singularly nor in any
combination, assume an appropriate hierarchical position.
Donald is a quiet young man, who is in charge of the
system. He has the power to choose foster homes—at times
directly, at times more indirectly by acting in ways
which will cause termination of a placement. He possesses
more information than anyone in the system, when the
details of his foster placements are reported each adult
checks them with him; when decisions are to be made the
adults turn to him for final authority.
Donald is given power by adults in the system. In
discussing the task, Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label are about
to express overt conflict, it is diffused by Mrs. Label
stating that "Christmas is a kids' day" and Mrs. Emerald
concurring, turning to Donald asking him what he wants.
The major hierarchical malfunctioning in this
system is unclear hierarchies. There are few explicit
agreements about who should decide about any particular
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task. However the relationship with the subsystem of Mrs.
Label-Donald the hierarchy appears ordered, clear and
appropriate. Mrs. Label is in charge, Donald gets up at
times he is told, he does his chores. The hierarchical
arrangement however breaks down when the other elements of
the suprasystem are involved in the interaction.
Mrs. Emerald: What do I put down,
self, son or what, he's
filling one out himself.
Mrs. Label: (giving pen to Donald)
Oh, we're sharing.
Mr. Label: We're sharing him, so
what do I put down?
Mrs. Emerald: What do I put down,
self or son?
this confuction
about parental
role, implys con-
fused hierarchy
Ms. Grogan:
Mr. Label:
Ms. Grogan:
Self, I guess.
So what do I put down?
Self and son.
Mr. Label: (to Mrs. Emerald) You
put down self or self and
son?
Researcher: Someone has to co-sign
Donald's form, who
Mr. Label: She's a mother, she's a
social worker, we're the
foster parents, take your
pick. Give it to her (Ms.
Grogan). Pass the buck.
Ms. Grogan: Why don't you do it
(to Mrs. Emerald). You've
got the pen.
Mrs. Emerald: Just initial it.
this confusion
regarding who has
responsibility for
Donald, implies
confused hierarchy.
Mrs. Label: Do you need a pen?
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Researcher: How long has Donald
been in foster care?
Mrs. Label: He has been in our
house since October third,
I believe. (to Donald) Was
it October 3?
Donald: October 5.
Turns to Donald for
confirmation,
giving him
information policy
Ms. Grogan: Yes, but he was placed
in another home before
that, which was only for a
couple of weeks. (to
Donald) Is that right?
Disagreement Ms. G.
& Mrs. L. turns to
Donald for confir-
mation.
Donald is called upon as the expert throughout the
interviewj particularly when there is a chance of
disagreement regarding facts.
Mrs. Label: Surely he knows he can
go with his mother anytime
he wants.
Mrs. Emerald: You can stay over
anything you want.
Mrs. Label: No big discussions
about it. That's how it
normally happens.
Ms. Grogan: So then he'll clear it
with you.
Mr. Label: Yeah, usually he calls
us.
Difficult to deter-
mine how decisions
are made, who needs
to give permission.
Ms. Grogan: And then you talk to
each other after he's
already there.
Mrs. Label: Sometimes we have, but
not all the time.
Ms. Grogan: So he just gets your
permission and you know
he's going to do that.
Mr. Label: He calls, usually, to
tell us he's going to stay
overnight.
Donald is able to
resolve this by
doing something,
then informing
adults.
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Mrs. Emerald; One night he ended
up staying, so I told him
I'd better call you.
Mrs. Emerald: Yeah, it was the day
he had the dental work
done.
Ms. Grogan: Oh.
Mrs. Emerald: I said, "Where do
you want to go, and he
said, I said, "Do you want
to come home?" or do you
want to go to Easthampton?
"
He said, "I'd better go to
Easthampton, so we went
over, got the prescription
for him, he got him over
it, he called about a
quarter past four, the
bleeding hadn't stopped, so
then I called the dentist.
He called me back and said
Dennis should get right in.
Four-thirty at home in
Hatfield and the dentist
had to be in the hospital
at five, and I says there's
no way I can get over to
Easthampton and back in
half an hour. So half an
hour to be there before 5
o'clock, you know, 25 minu-
tes, so do the best you
can. Three minutes after
five I had him going into
the office—Oh.
Mr. Label: believe it.
Donald had just
completed oral
surge^. He was
bleeding; Mrs. E.
asks him to decide
where he wants to
go. Implying
inappropr iate
hierarchy.
Mrs. Emerald: I never went so fast
in my life.
Donald: I told you, you were
driving too fast.
Mrs. Emerald: Well, I didn't want
to hold the doctor up.
Apparently he had been
going on at the hospital.
Donald reverses
roles with Mrs. E.
he reprimands her.
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Mrs. Label: Once in a while her
car converts to an
airplane. Laughter,
Mrs. Emerald; it sprouts wings
once in a while.
Development
Donald is seventeen years old and the family in
which he is a member is necessarily in a launching stage
of development.
Natural family
. Sam and Abby have left home; the family
system experienced some difficulty around this time. Sam
became involved with the Department of Youth Services,
implying some legal difficulty. There is no information
regarding Abby
' s leaving. At about the same time of Sam's
leaving Mr. and Mrs. Emerald were divorced, while there is
little evidence as to the details of their relationship,
some hypotheses can be made. It is an expected source of
stress to family systems that at the point of launching of
adolescents difficulties will arise, couples are faced
with the potential of being alone and having to come to
terms with any conflict which has been buried during child
rearing and adolescence when most of the system's energies
are directed to the children. This first launching,
Sam's, created difficulties for the family system which
were eventually resolved by dissolution. The couple
divorced and Sam left the system to live in Colorado.
Donald represents the last launching. Mrs. Emerald is
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involved with a man. Little infomation is available
regarding their relationship. However, one conld hypothe-
size that with the launching of Donald this couple would
be faced with the decision of becaning a more established
spouse (not necessarily married) subsystem. At present
much of Mrs. Emerald's energies can be directed toward her
problem sonj which also serves the function of allowing
her to remain loyal to a previous developmental phase.
Mrs. Emerald seems to expect Donald to be mature
and seems to treat him as mature, like an adult. She
states he "can come back home when he is self sufficient"
and when asked about his progress in foster care she com-
merits that he has not matured much.
Donald's launching into foster care is this
family's solution to a difficult situation. it is a
launching that is not successful in helping him establish
independence. Donald has left his natural family, however
he is in the care of a surrogate family. He seems to have
been launched into an earlier stage of development.
Foste r family
. Donald's launching into the Label family
has made him younger. He is treated as younger, being
called 'POOPSIE BABY' by both Mr. and Mrs. Label. It
would seem that he is being inadvertently developmental ly
reframed (Coppersmith) by his inclusion in this new
system.
The Labels have been involved in over 300
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launchings; evidence is not available regarding the suc-
cess of these launchings, except that the children are
still involved with the Labels, suggesting they never
truly are gone. Although no hypotheses can be made
regarding the specifics of these launchings nor the
effects they have had on the foster childrens' disengage-
ment from their natural families, it is possible to say
that foster children have been launched and others have
taken their place. This subsystem is in a continually
launching phase, one in which it seems that the children
can be viewed as replaceable commodities. Foster care has
become a lifestyle for the Labels.
It is hypothesized that this constant launching
provides the couple a unique way of dealing with the dif-
ficulties of both early marriage and courtship and retire-
ment. The couple does not have to directly deal with
these issues since their energies can be expended on the
difficulties of launching.
Supra system
. This system as it is presently constituted
has been in existence for ive months, when Donald was
placed in foster care with the Labels. It will end as
this system in no longer than one year, when Donald will
be eighteen years old the Department of Social Services
will no longer be involved.
The system appears to be at the developmental
phase of raising adolescent. Primarily a child rearing
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stage, wherein Donald is treated as much younger than he
IS chronologically. He is referred to as "Poopsie Baby"
by Mr. and Mrs. Label; he was asked to wear a diaper, as a
kind of joke punishment in the foster home, he was unable
to find pins for the diaper and when he was talking to
Mrs. Emerald she suggested "Why don't you use tape,"
accepting the frame of his playful youngness.
Donald is not in school and is not working. He
spends his days either at home with Mrs. Label or doing
errands or going to various appointments with Mrs.
Emerald, much the same way a young child would spend his
day; this also employs both Mrs. Emerald and Mrs. Label.
The situation seems like a time out from the nor-
mal course of development. The consequences of growing up
for Donald are interesting. He is told by Mrs. Emerald,
"He can come home when he is self sufficient, when he has
a job
. . . but a real job, not one that he leaves in two
weeks." The message is paradoxical; you can cane home
and be a child when you are grown up and an adult and
don't need to be a child.
It is suggested that foster care functions as a
response to a launching phase of development. It is a
solution to a difficulty which involves the institution of
a mechanism that involves the state, a series of helpers
and a substitute family. It canbe defined as an aberrant
form of leaving home.
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Myths
T ere are three major myths shared by this supra
system. These myths interact in ways to maintain the
system as it is. The myths are: the Labels, in par-
ticular Mrs. Label, are "super” parents. This is evi-
denced by Mr. Label stating that she is really good with
kids and that she spends time getting to know them and
understand them. Mrs. Label suggests her abilities with
these adolescents by wondering "why didn't you send them
here in the first place, " implying that she could handle
Donald. The view of this foster home by the Department of
Social Services evidence by the large number of children
they place there and particularly by Mrs. Label describing
her involvement with a specialized foster care agency.
The second myth is that Mrs. Emerald is not able to
be a competent parent. * ( trans. : Mr. Label "does he do that
there") She appears in the interview as a competent person,
and indeed is able to manage and set limits for Donald when
he visits home. *(trans. : but he's not really home)
The third myth is that this foster situation is
temporary and that reunification with Mrs. Emerald is a
goal of the system. Ms. Grogan describes this after Mrs.
Emerald says that Donald won't really be coming home.
Other examples are the use of the 'guest' in describing
Donald and Mrs. Label suggesting she likes permanent
foster placement and then correcting herself, realizing
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that is counter to the plan in this case.
AS long as the myths that Mrs. Label is super com-
petent and MS. Emerald is less that competent continue,
coupled with Donald staying just problematic enough, they
interact to support the myth that he will return home.
The interaction of these three mutually shared myths is a
strong force for maintaining the homeostasis of this
system.
Homeostasis-Morphogenesis
Foster care was initiated as a morphogenic
response to the difficulties Donald and Mrs. Emerald were
having. On a content level it has produced major change.
Mrs. Emerald and Donald are no longer conflictual. Donald
is doing well in his G.E.ED. program, he is no longer in
any difficulties with the law. He is getting out of bed
early in the morning, he is no longer sullen and
withdrawn, he is an active participant in the Label's
home. Mrs. Emerald sees Donald occasionally, in what are
described as good visits. She appears to be doing well,
no longer spending a great deal of time dealing with dif-
ficulties Donald has encountered and is getting on with
her life.
The Emerald household has stabilized without
Donald. A new homeostasis has been reached in which
Donald is considered a guest and not an active part of the
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household. The Labels have incorporated Donald into the
steady state of their household.
The rule of this foster placement is that Donald
stays in foster care when he is doing well, and returns
home when there is some problem. This is evidenced by the
previous placements. The Labels, however, will not 'bust'
him unless he does really badly, that is, presents
problems with which they choose not to deal. Therefore,
Donald can remain in foster care if he does well in foster
care; but when he does well it should signify that that
foster placement has been successful and he should return
home. The added ingredient is that Ms. Grogan needs to
keep out and be kept out, so this good-bad dilemma can be
accomplished. Mrs. Label tells Donald he has been told
exactly what he needs to do to leave the foster placement
become a self-sufficient adult. Donald understands from
previous experience that what he really needs to do to
terminate foster care is not be good but be symptomatic.
Change in this system revolves around symptoms.
Donald s hierarchical position is maintained by the
homeostatic tendencies of this system, in that he can
determine explicitly where he is to be—he can tell Tina
he wants to go home, or he can get home by creating
difficulty in the foster home.
The Labels have created a homeostatic syston main-
tained by foster care. They may be considered lifestyle
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foster parents. Foster children come in and out of this
home. Which could be viewed as a household in constant
turmoil. instead of turmoil the household seems to have
Stabilized around foster care.
This system fits Ms. Grogan's category of success,
the child is improving but still has some difficulties,
natural parents and foster parents maintain contact,
Donald visits home, Mrs. Emerald takes him around, there
IS little need for Ms. Grogan's involvement.
The supra system appears collusive in its rigid
homeostatic tendencies. The conflicts serve people
working against each other to reach the same goal: main-
tenance of the system.
Change could occur in this system in a variety of
ways. Donald could change--he could becctne self suf-
ficient, in terms Mrs. Emerald describes—Mrs. Label
expresses disbelief that this will happen— "see, that's
all you need to do." He could get worse—he would pro-
bably have to become symptomatic in some way defined as
crazy We'll only bust him out
. . ,
Tina could intervene more. This could result from
a lightening of cases for her, change in D.S.S. policy, or
some problem in the families.
Mrs. Emerald could need Donald home. He could
sense this as a result of her becoming more or less
distant from the man she is with.
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ful
Change in this seems
intervention.
unlikely, without some plain-
The homeostasis is maintained by the mutually
share myth that all is going well. it is maintained by
Donald's inappropriate place in the hierarchy. it is
maintained by the conflicts and alliances that charac-
terize all the relationships, and is maintained by lack of
problems it creates for Ms. Grogan.
This supra system is supported by the congeniality
and friendliness among the participants. it is supported
by the vagueness of accountability of implementation of
the Department of Social Service standards. it is sup-
ported by the community acknowledgment and support of
foster care and resistance to residential facilities.
Supplemental Data
The data presented in this section is included
to provide information on the process of this research and
as such is considered supplemental data forandy. The
researcher spent seven months in one Department of Social
Services office attempting to conduct the interview for
this research. At the end of this period the only inter-
view which resulted in a cojoint systems interview have
been presented as the dual foster care situation described
in the previous section (the supra system including Mrs.
Ayuda as the natural mother). The involvement of the
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was
researcher with this area office extended fraa June 1981
through December 1981, at which point the back up plan
effected, that was to begin work in another area office.
A summary of those experiences as they related to this
research is presented.
In the first area office the researcher worked
closely with the three case work supervisors, who were
cooperative. They encouraged workers to participate to
the point of reviewing all cases with each worker in the
office. The researcher met with each supervisor weekly in
addition to telephone contact with each supervisor weekly.
The researcher also met with nine case workers regularly,
minimally there was weekly contact, either by telephone or
personal contact. The workers generally appeared coopera-
tive and willing to participate, although all expressed
doubt as to whether people involved in foster care would
come in for such an interview. However, several workers
indicated their reluctance to participate by saying "What
do the clients get out of this," one work asked "What do I
get out of this?"
The researchers contact with cases which did not
lead to interview is discussed on a worker to worker
basis.
The researcher worked in three Department of
Social Services Offices.
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This Office is divided into four units. The
researcher had contact with two of those units: the chins
unit and the intake unit.
The primary responsibility of this
staff, made up of four workers and one supervisor is to
do initial intakes, and determine if foster care is the
appropriate mode of treatment. The workers differed as to
their perception of how to make that determination. One
worker said ”I try not to place kids in foster care, I
view it as a last resort, and I try to work with the
family, sometimes it just can’t be helped." Another
worker said "To be honest, if there is a good home we
place the kid, if not we either place them in a shelter or
leave them at home, if they stay at home we hope nothing
goes wrong."
The supervisor of this unit is also the supervisor
of the homefinding unit. The homefinding unit is respon-
sible for the recruitment and screening leading to the
selection of foster homes. Based upon this dual super-
vision it is suggested that potential confusion and
conflict may arise regarding the placement of children.
The suggestion is that there may exist a close rela-
tionship between two units with dissimilar mandates and
responsibilities. A potential problem lies in how the
methods and intervention of intake may be contingent on
the number of and kinds of home the home finding unit finds
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and approves. For example if intakes unit is overloaded
there is potential for the supervisor to give covert
messages to the homefinding unit to lessen subjective
judgement regarding the screening of foster home; or if
the homefinding unit is having difficulty finding
appropriate homes, the supervisor may covert suggest to
the intake unit to steer families away from foster care.
V7orker 1; Mrs. Sacks appeared very interested in the
study. She contacted two families for participation;
however, in each case the foster child refused to par-
ticipate after which Mrs. Sacks decided the researcher
could not contact the other family member. This situation
illustrates one way in which children are maintained in an
inappropriate hierarchical organization.
Worker 2; Ms. Johnson arranged an interview. The
researcher contacted foster mother and natural mother;
foster mother was enthusiastic about participating,
natural mother reluctantly agreed to participate. Natural
mother expressed some concern regarding the Department of
Social Service case worker handling the case, and agreed
to come so she could "Tell her what I think. " The inter-
view was arranged; it was cancelled because the case
worker had to be in court on the day of the interview.
The researcher called foster mother and natural mother.
Natural mother had changed her mind and refused to
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participate. Researcher asked her to reconsider and
called again a week later. At this time the researcher
was informed by natural mother, "1 don’t have any
complaints anymore,
"
The hypotheses is that the interview was perceived
as a challenge to the systems homeostasis and that the
system rapidly reorganized to exclude the researcher.
VVorker 3: After agreeding to participate and review his
cases Mr. Cyprus continually reported, "l just haven't had
the time." His supervisor suggested to the researcher "l
could just tell him he has to do it, but I wouldn't really
be able to say that. " Mr. Cyprus reported to researcher
that he had been indirectly pressured by his supervisor to
find a case, however maintained that he just did not have
the time.
The inappropriate hierarchical relationship be-
tween supervisor and case worker wherein case cannot
directly say to case worker what it is she wants done is
an isomorphic to the relationship case workers have to
children in the systems.
VJorker 4: Ms. Justine refused to participate, stating;
"I don't have any cases that I could get in."
This is indicative of the powerlessness case
worker experienced in working with foster care.
CHINS unit . The primary responsibility of this
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unit is to work with CHINS presently in foster care.
There are nine workers and two supervisors; one of the
supervisors also supervises the Care and Protection Unit.
Four case workers expressed no interest in participating;
they never attended the meetings, exercising their option
of not participating.
Worker 5: Mr. Adams agreed to participate, stating he
thought some of his cases would come in because of his
close relationship with them. He also stated: "i grew up
in foster care, right around here so I get the toughest
cases. " He selected three cases, there was tentative
agreement that they would participate; the worker
suggested that the researcher review case notes with him
before conducting the interview. There was no need for
this since, in all three cases, the child who was in a
foster home, ran away from the home before the interview
could take place. The worker expressed certainty that
they would return; however from August through December
they had not.
Worker 6; Ms. Thomas agreed to participate; she stated:
"I'd like to do it for the training, and I think I can get
a family in; my sister-in-law is the foster mother, I even
had the child in my home for a few weeks. " This interview
was arranged. The natural mother and her older daughter
arrived for the interview; after about fifteen minutes the
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case worker called the foster home and found no one home.
Fifteen minutes later she called again, the foster mother
was out looking for the foster child, who hadn’t come
home. This was reported by the foster mother’s six year
old daughter,
Mrs. Adams and Ms. Thomas appear to represent the
overinvolvement characteristic of many case workers. Each
feels that based upon their personal relationships with
their clients they will be successful in convincing fami-
lies to participate in the interview. Each worker
appeared dejected and disappointed they they could not
participate.
Worker 7: Mr. Lincoln agreed to participate and worked
closely with his supervisor to review case notes and
choose families for participation. None of the families
agreed to participate. He reposted: "These two families
looked good, the natural parents are ok, they agreed to
participate, but I am having trouble with the foster
parents." Each foster parent eventually refused to
participate.
VJorker 8: Ms. Ross agreed to participate. She contacted
the natural mother, Mrs. Rhodes; the foster mother Mrs.
Hill and the child Debbie. Each person she contacted
initially agreed to participate. Later Mrs. Hill changed
her mind and in refusing to participate stated; "I have
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already agreed to participate with Ms. Grogan and besides
I know Milly a lot better than I know Debbie and I don't
think this interview will be as useful to you as the one
with Milly. •'
The speculation here is that this refusal is an
indication that the interview represented a challenge to
the homeostasis of the fostre care situation. Debbie had
been placed with Mrs. Hill one week prior to the scheduled
interview, the suggestion gleaned is that Mrs. Hill sought
to establish a solid homeostasis before exposing the
system to potential change.
Worker 9: Ms. Fleemings agreed to participate in the
study; however did not return telephone messages left by
the researcher. Several appointemtns were made by the
researcher with Ms. Fleemings; Ms. Fleemings missed all
appointments.
Some tentative conclusions regarding these find-
ings are: systems are organized in inappropriate
hierarchical organization, and the systems reorganize
rapidly to maintain a homeostatic state.
Area two
. The work with this area office resulted in two
system interviews. The research then implemented the back
up plan and followed the same procedure in contacting
workers as originally designed in the methodology.
Contact was established from September through
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December in the two sub area offices of fhio nui.i.ice O t s Department
of Social Service Area,
In each office the supervisors reviewed case
records with workers, letters (see Appendix) were sent to
a total of fifteen cases. One family in each sub area
agreed to have the researcher contact them. Each family
agreed to participate. These interviews are included in
the analysis.
Several issues regarding foster care emerged
through these contacts. One sub area office interrupted
D,S,S, memorandums as stating that all natural families
involved in foster care had to be in treatment. Either
family therapy or individual treatment for various members
of the family. The first office had no such interpreta-
tion and neither did the other sub area of the same area.
This demonstrates the confusion within D,S,S, and the
apparent latitude of interpretation.
The research was difficult to implement. In a
discussion with a professor at the University of
Connecticut School of Social Work, the professor expressed
his concern that the proposed methodology would be
difficult; "I have been trying to do something like this
®i9hteen months, we even hired a worker to work with
case work staff, and we have only seen one family, it
seems like the workers are resistant to bringing families
in for this kind of interview" (September 1981),
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A hypothesis generated by this research is that a
primary reason for the difficulty in implementing this
research is that foster care quickly becomes a homeostatic
system, unresponsive to change efforts; the interview was
viewed as a challenge to that homeos tatsis. it is also
noteworthy that the majority of cases which did not come
to fruition were the apparent result of blockage from the
foster home. For example, foster parents not agreeing to
participate, children running from their foster homes, and
children either being unavailable or refusing to
participate. It is neither clear nor is there conclusive
evidence to suggest the range of interactional dynamics
that were at play however some tentative conclusions are
implied
.
The effect of case worker contact, how that con-
tact was made, what messages were given, how they were
perceived are one area of interest; however any definitive
conclusion would be merely speculative. The finding that
case workers are very involved in their cases does however
suggest that their initial contact had some effect on
interview coming about or not.
A second speculation regarding the involvement of
case workers involves natural families. It appears that
natural parents are more apt to follow requests of case
workers. It is speculated that natural parents, more so
than foster parents, may perceive suggestions of case
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workers as demands. Poster parents are in demand; they
are able to set rules for children being placed in their
homes prior to placement. Natural parents who have filed
CHINS petitions requesting foster care for their children
are more dependent on case workers to meet those needs,
one could speculate that natural parents can not be
conflictual with case workers, in fact, can risk antago-
nizing workers; or that they may be intimidated by case
workers who have become the custodians of their children.
It appears that either situation functions to maintain
homeostasis.
While natural parents appear dependent on case
workers, case workers appear to be dependent on foster
parents. Case workers continually suggest "good foster
homes are hard to find, when there is an opening in a good
home we are likely to pounce on it.
"
There are frequently
advertisements in newspaper for foster parents, public
service television slots are often devoted to foster
parent recruitment, foster parents receive a variety of
training experiences, foster parents are paid to care for
children. One can easily assume that most foster parents
are aware that they are in demand. The economy of such a
situation suggests that foster parents are more likely to
be more independent of case workers than are natural
parents.
In many ways then foster parents would seem to be
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in charge, however the children often ensured that the
interview would not happen. A speculation concerning this
is that not participating in the interview represented
change for the child and that she or he will have to
choose sides and thereby avoids placing themselves in any
loyalty binds. A second hypothesis is that the child's
refusal to participate is another example of how children
are in inappropriate hierarchical positions in foster
care. This is supported by evidence from most of the case
workers describing situations in which they escorted
children from foster hometo foster home allowing the child
to choose where he or she would live. One case worker
reported this description of choosing a foster home: "I
spent the last three nights from about 6:30 to 8 o'clock
taking Micki around to meet foster parents, she didn't
want any of them." Several workers reported children
calling them at "all hours of the night" asking to be
taken out of a foster placement.
Another speculation is that although the child
seems to be in charge of choosing the home, a turn around
happens after that choice is made. Most often in order to
stay the child must obey the rules of the foster home.
Case workers reported being very supportive of children
obeying rules in foster homes, power therefore must be
relinquished to the foster parent in order to maintain
homeostasis. Foster care changes, that is, children
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return home or are placed in a new foster home, if things
are not going well; for example if there is too much
conflict. However if things are going too well foster
care can also change, children can be returned home.
Additionally it is necessary for the foster home to appear
adequate to the case worker; this is in order to maintain
homeostasis. One way of accatiplishing this is for there
to be some problem of the child the foster parents can be
working on, while the natural home maintaining a less than
adequate appearance. One of the ways of maintaining the
homeostatic tendencies of foster care are for natural
families to remain dependent on the case worker and for
foster families to appearmore independent.
A speculation concerning this dependency-
independency is that in actuality foster parents receive
more support from the case worker and the Department of
Social Services. They receive training, money, support
groups, supportive interventions from case workers and are
allied with case workers. A corollary of this speculation
is that one cannot help but wonder what would happen if
natural parents were treated similar to foster parents.
Integration of Data
The analysis of the data representing the four
supra systems described was examined to determine if there
were trends or patterns among the supra systems. It was
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found that certain commonalities in regard to the reported
facts presented on the content level of analysis emerged,
in addition it was found that although each supra system
and each system had its own idiosyncratic style there were
transactional patterns and structures common to all, or
most, of the assessments. The following is a summary of
these commonalities and trends, including similarities and
differences. These commonalities and trends form the
basis of implications drawn in the conclusion of this
Study.
This integration of data presents these com-
monalities and trends in the following way. A description
of commonalities across the supra systems will be
discussed, these are the commonalities of foster care;
demographic commonalities are presented. The trends found
in interactional patterns will be presented in the
following categories:
triadic relationships
hierarchical relationships
development
myths
homeostasis and morphogenesis
In addition to these descriptions the section will
include with a summary listing of the trends and com-
monaliteis found among these supra systems in three
categoreis: foster care, demographics; interactional
patterns.
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Foster care commonalities
. In each case the current case
worker's supervisor was previously the case worker
assigned to the case. In each of these cases the super-
visor therefore had knowledge of the case, and ech used
their familiarity with the case to assist the case worker
in selecting that case for participation in the study.
There is high turnover in case worker positions within the
Department of Social Services; each supervisor par-
ticipating in this study was previously a case worker in
that area office. Case workers appear to be able to move
up the hierarchy within the Department of Social Services;
however this also indicates that cases are freguently
handled by more than one worker, this inconsistency in
direct services and inclusion in the foster care system is
hypothesized as a factor which allows specific foster care
cases to remain foster care, without the child's return
home; it is hypothesised that this is a factor in main-
taining the homeostasis of the foster care situation.
A second hypothesis implied by this common charac-
teristic is it appears difficult for a case worker to be
successful with a case her supervisor was unsuccessful
with. This hypothesis is based upon the assumption that
success is defined as the successful return home of the
child. Clearly, using this assumption, if the supervisor
assigned the case to a new case worker, she or he had not
been successful with the case. A question which emerges
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from this implication is it possible for the case worker
to be more successful than the supervisor. The norms of
the organization may emerge such that success, that is
reunification of child with the natural family is not
possible.
However, a common characteristic of each case was
that they were defined as successful by all members of the
supra system. The implication of this assertion by mem-
bers of the supra system when viewed within the context of
the discussion above suggests that success is reframed
from reunification to a case that appears aconfl ictur al.
This redefinition of success becomes an informal criteria,
since the formal criteria remains as reunification or
peremancy planning. In working with such systems it would
appear very important to clearly identify what is con-
sidered success.
All children involved in this study had been in
several foster placements which were terminated. The
reasons given for the termination of these foster place-
ments varied. One termination was based upon geography.
Ms. Tad wanted Jane to be in a school district closer to
her natural home; Donald was in conflict with his foster
father, the range of reasons given is diverse. However
after the unsuccessful placement the child was placed in
an institution, in three cases short term shelters and in
one case a hospital. It is hypothesized that this insti-
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tutlonal stay may have had some effect on the next foster
placement being successful, possibly the institutions
challenged the homeostasis of the situation enough to
require a restructuring of the systems involved.
Demographic commonalities
. Neither foster parents nor
natural parents fit stereotypic categories suggested by
the literature. Literature suggesting common charac-
teristics of natural parents suggests they are often
single parents and frequently involved in marital separa-
tion. Foster parents are often characterized as two
parent couples. in this study the natural parents con-
sisted of one signel parent mother, one couple that was
remarried (natural mother and step father) and one couple
who had married over twenty years. The foster parents
consisted of one single parent mother, one couple that had
been remarried and two couples married for over ten years.
Although this is a small sample it appears to contradict
the literature. This also suggests that there is no pre-
dictive in regard to the issues discussed.
Additionally the foster parents were diverse in
relation to their historic involvement with foster care.
Since this was a small sample it is difficult to reach
conclusions as to varying forms of interaction, however
several categories of description did emerge regarding
foster parents. One foster family were a child specific
foster home; that is they were foster parents for James
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only. They became foster parents to care specifically
for James. Two of the foster families were professional
foster parents, that is they were foster parents for a
large number of children over time, however only had one
or two foster children in their home at any given time.
The suggestion is that care for foster parents as pro-
fessionals would and are able to maintain a small case
load. One of the foster families could be described as
life style foster parents. They have had over three
hundred foster children in their home; the parents suggest
that their lives revolve around foster care. it is also
significant that in discussions between the researcher and
case workers in five Department of Social Services are
that these types of family existed in each area. it
appears that life style foster parents form a baseline for
foster placement for the Department of Social Services,
and it further appears that case workers become dependent
on these families for placement.
Interactional trends
. All families reported one of the
reasons for the iniation of foster care was overt conflict
between the natural mother and the child; additionally,
that this conflict has subsided. Open conflict was not
experienced between natural mother and children during the
interviews. A tentative hypothesis is that this conflict
is being diffused and avoided so as to maintain the foster
care situation; it appears that for a particular foster
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placement to continue, improvement must be evidenced. The
reduction of symptommatic behavior qualifies as such an
improvement within the context of foster care.
Conflict avoidance appeared in all cases. in each
case members of the system suggested that the time
allotted for the completion of the task was too long
;
however, in each case the task was only minimally
accomplished; a time and date was set for the visit,
however problem areas were not fully discussed, neither
was the issue of how decisions would be made. it is
hypothesized that these systems maintain homeostasis by
avoiding conflict. A limit of this method of study is
that the researcher cannot intervene in the task
situation; it would be interesting to observe such systons
completing such a task with the presence of a directive
therapist; it is suggestive that the suprasystem would
have a difficult time completing the task.
Triads
. All possible triads across the four supra systems
were reviewed, the triads which are conmon across the four
suprasystems are:
Natural parents, Foster parents. Child
Natural parents, Foster parents. Case worker
Natural parents. Case worker. Child
Foster parents. Case worker. Child
Natural parents, foster parents, child. The most
striking among these triads is the loyalty difficulties
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the child experiences. How can this child remain loyal to
both mothers or parents.
The natural parents and foster parents appear to
detour conflict through the child. This triad appears to
be very similar to a traid consisting of two parents and a
child; in which the child is allied with both parents
(loyalty) yet the parents are covertly conflictual. One
would expect the child to become symptommatic; however,
the child in foster care is already defined as symptom-
matic by virtue of the CHINS petition filed. Children
instead seem to become great balancers; having to make
final decisions and find ways of choosing without
choos ing
.
aids look like the following:
/ Fovr.R
The child appears to function to balance proximity
and distance between the natural parents and foster
parents. The child is permitted to function within a
narrow range of behaviors having to do well, but not too
well at the same time poorly, but not too poorly in order
to maintain the homeostasis.
The child was often seen to detour conflict within
the natural home.
Natural parents, foster parents, caseworkers.
Structually these
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These traids and quadrads were
.marked by conflict
avoidance behaveior. The apprehension of ^ny of the case
workers who did not participate in the study was that the
natural parents and foster parents would be in too much
conflict to participate in a conjoint interview. it would
appear that cases selected for participation, and
described as successful, by the case workers were ones in
which overt conflict was not apparent. These triads
generally were congenial and avoided dealing with issues
that had the potential for producing conflict, specifi-
cally the task interview were only minimally completed.
While assumed conflict areas were ignored.
It appeared that caseworkers were generally closer
to foster parents than to natural parents. Case workers
also appeared to be more supportive of foster parents than
of natural parents. Natural parents were viewed and
treated as less competent than foster parents.
Case workers and foster parents were either allied
or had clear affiliations with each that served to exclude
natural parents from the adult subsystem, and which placed
natural parents in a lower hierarchical position. A com-
posite structural map of this subsystem is;
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Case workers and foster parents appear as equal
partners in care nurturance and guidance of the child
however this serves to exclude natural parents.
t^atural parents, case worker, child
. These triads
were represented by an alliance between the case worker
and the child. Case workers appeared to act as if the
child was the primary client and the natural parents were
to blame for the situation. This cross generational
is served by v\/atswassseensaswhat was seen as
covert conflict between the case worker and the natural
parents.
A composite structural map is:
t;ASp
woRvcei^ i-
NATORAU
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Natural parents were described as being in
conflict with their children. The relationship appeared
to be over involvement. It is interesting to speculate on
the nature of the relationship between a child's natural
parents and the case worker who has legal custody of the
child because the parent requested foster care. A specu-
lation is that the act of requesting foster care services
from the case worker makes the natural parents dependent
on that case worker in a situation in which they showed
the best solution to providing nuturance for their child.
Case workers are in a confusing role of disempl owe ring
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natural parents, at the same time working under guidelines
which suggest return of the child home. it is difficult
to see how a case worker in this circumstance can think of
the natural parents as an equal parenting partner.
£oster parents, case worker, child
. These triads
are marked by shifting alliances. At any given time it
seems that dyadic alliance produces conflict with the
third member. it appears that alone each of these three
elements is of equal power, potentially the case worker
has a greater amount of power based upon her position,
however this is ameliorated by the case workers dependence
on the foster parents for placements and the case workers
view that her job is to serve what she sees as the best
interest of the child.
FOST6K ^ cAiz
PARSKTS
the strength of each alliance must be approximately equal
to ensure the appropriate closeness and distance. In some
ways the situational joining of two members of this triad
forms a two against one coalition described by Caplow.
Hierarchy
. Children appear to be inappropriately in
charge of the hierarchies. Different forms of cross
generational alliance always supports this inappropriate
hierarchical status.
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Natural parents appeared consistently as on the
lowest level of the hierarchy.
Children all had more information they are keepers
of the history; the aspects of their foster care and about
the idiosyncratic dynamics of both the natural home and
the foster home. This power by information allows
children an inappropriate hierarchical position.
It was interesting that children were not in
charge in their foster home, foster homes allowed for
appropriate hierarchical structureing
,
while the child was
in charge when viewed in the context of the supra system.
Hierarchical dysfunction can be seen in the
sequences in which the researcher asked someone in the
supra system to cosign the consent because the children
were too young. In each case a foster parent answered
first, suggesting the case worker should sign, the case
worker agreed and then turned the forms over to one of the
natural parents, who signed. In the only case in which
both natural parents attend the forms went from case
worker to natural mother to natural father. It appeared
that most peripheral or excluded persons in the room utli-
mately signed the consent forms. In each case this
signing was accompanied by discussion which indicated con-
fusion about who should be in charge of the systen.
In each task segment the researcher left a clip
board with the task written and attached piece of paper.
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In each case, the case worker picked up the clip board.
This was seen as within the context of her profession and
training, case workers are trained to fill out report and
deal with paper work; however it is also speculated that
this was a hierarchical definition, seeming to place the
social worker in charge. However in each case the case
worker turned that power over to the child by directing
the first question to them, these questions were similar
taking the form: "Well, when do you want to visit home."
The most important trend is that children are
inappropriately in charge of the supra system hierarchy.
Each supra system displayed conflict avoiding
behavior, at any point in which conflict could potentially
arise the child was put in charge of the hierarchy; this
allows adults not to engage in any overt conflict.
Development . Foster care in this study appeared to be a
response to a launching stage of development. All the
children are approaching a launching stage of development.
It is hypothesized that foster care is seen by the par-
ticipants as a vacation from the stress of launching, and
that if children remain in foster care until the
eighteenth birthday a spontaneous developmental leap will
occur.
To a greater or lesser degree each child is
treated younger in the foster home than in the natural
home. Mrs. Emrald expects Donald to becone self suf-
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ficient while the Labels call him "poopsie baby,” Hilly is
treated as a parental child in her natural home while Mrs.
Hill teaches her how to shop and how to knit; Jane is
told, indirectly by Ms. Tad in discussing Jose's problem
that whatever one does before they are eighteen doesn't
count.
The myths which appear common across all cases are
that foster parents are seen as more than competent
parents; natural parents are portrayed as less than ade-
quate parents; and that an immediate goal of the foste
rcare is to return the child home. In each case these are
shared myths that do not correspond to the realities of
the situation. Foster parents are good people, however
children have many of the same difficulties in their home;
moreover they receive more material and emotional support
than do natural parents and their responsibility for the
child is seen as temporary, blameless, and shared.
Natural parents seem to view foster care as a nurturing
act, they experience difficulties and request foster pla-
cement as the best opportunity they see for their
children, a caring competent stance. They are people
whose choices seem limited, and become even more limited
by the intiiation of foster care. A stated formal goal of
foster care is that some permanent plan be affected for
each child. This permanent plan may involve the return of
the child home prior to a year, may involve adoption of
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permanent foster care. Although this is stated as formal
in three of the cases no such plan existed as and in all
of the cases not all the members were aware of any expli-
cit plan. Plans for reunification were spoken of vaguely.
Homeostasis
. Each system appeared as a morphogenic
response to difficulties in the natural home; however each
had stabilized and a homeostasis was being maintained.
Sumn^. In summary the following commonalities and
trends were found in the supra systems:
Foster Care Commonalities;
1. Cases were previously assigned to case
worker's supervisors.
2. There is high turn over within the Department
of Social Services
3. Cases had been worked with my more than one
Department of Social Services case worker,
4. All cases were considered successful by case
worker.
5. All children had been in several foster place-
ments.
6. All children had been in some institution
prior to this foster placement.
7. Demographics of natural parents and foster
parents varied.
8. Foster parents can be described as child
specific, professional and life style.
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Interactional Trends;
1. Conflict avoiding behavior characterized all
supra systems,
2. All children involved in loyalty difficulties
between natural parents and foster parents.
3. Similar triads appeared to have similar struc-
tural arrangements.
4. Hierarchy was marked by cross generational
alliances and children being in charge.
5. All supra systems shared similar myths.
6. Developmental stresser present in each supra
system.
All situations began as morphogenic responses
and have consolidated as homeostatic systons.
7 .
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary
The purposes of this study were to investigate,
describe and explore, by means of a structural assessment,
the structure and international patterns of foster care
systems. These systems were defined as including an
adolescent child who had been removed from his home due to
conflictual reasons, his natural family, the foster family,
and the Massachusetts Department of Social Services case
worker. The children were all CHINS (Children In Need of
Services) and in the legal custody of the Massachusetts
Department of Social Services.
Foster care is a widespread phenomenon, and seems
to be growing as a treatment of choice. In 1970 there were
approximately 200,000 children in foster care. In 1980
there were over 300,000. In addition, it is a phenomenon
that is topical and under continual review and scrutiny.
A diverse literature suggests that a variety of approaches
to foster care have been applied with greater or lesser
degrees of success. This study indicates the need to view
foster care from a different perspective in order to under-
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stand It and develop criteria for success. Several studies
and perspectives regarding foster care have indicated the
need for an interactional perspective; some studies and
programs have attempted to graft on to foster care practice
elements of an interactional perspective, however prior to
this study no perspective taking an interactional view as
its basis has been provided.
The introduction of an interactional perspective
to foster care has provided an understanding of the phe-
nomena that allows one a blamefree perspective useful in
planning foster care services and working with foster care
systems. Suggestions for treatment as well as for future
research have been provided by this study.
For this research four foster care systems were
interviewed at a time when the child was in foster place-
ment. In each case a cojoint interview including the
natural family, the foster family, and the case worker was
conducted at a Department of Social Services office. These
interviews provided the data which was analyzed for struc-
tural and interactional patterns. The structural assess-
ment was based on one developed by Salvador Minuchin, who
IS acknowledged as a founder of structural family therapy.
The assessments were completed as the collaborative synthe-
sis of the researcher and two raters. Edited and annotated
transcripts from the interview accompany the analysis.
The findings of the study revealed a number of
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trends in structure and interactional patterns. m each
system children appeared to be in an inappropriate hier-
archical status; conflict was diffused and avoided in each
system; these foster care systems which were initiated as
morphogenic responses to difficulties had consolidated,
creating a rigid homeostasis. Each system shared myths
which maintained this homeostasis. In all cases the
children were seen as having loyalty difficulties.
Children were seen as having to maintain loyalty to both
natural and foster parents.
Conclusions
The conclusions and suggestions drawn from the
analysis of data and integration of data are presented in
this section. These are presented in the following cate-
gories: a view of foster care from a structural, interac-
tive perspective; a discussion of foster care as a deci-
sional subsystem; a discussion of hierarchical principals
as they are useful in describing foster care systems; sug-
gestions for guidelines useful in generating a model of
family therapy; a discussion of research concerns and sug-
gestions for future research.
A structural perspective of foster care . This section
describes foster care from a structural perspective, and
makes suggestions for working with foster care situations.
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The model of therapy generated is one which assumes
clinical refinement. The section also makes recommenda-
tions for future research in the area of foster care and
in the assessment of larger social system from an interac-
tional perspective. It suggests that foster care system
IS a system formed as a temporary response to problems and
that a primary role of the therapist in regard to this
system is intervention with the decisional subsystem thus
formed.
The key notions of a interactive structural per-
spective are wholeness, organization, control and circular-
ity. Structural theory broadly operates on an assumption
of a normative model of functional family. Minuchin ap-
pears to have developed structural therapy from assessing
both functional and dysfunctional family systems. The
description of foster care generated by this study sug-
gests that foster care is by its nature a dysfunctional
system. A definitional assumption that arises from this
study is that foster care is a solution to a problem that
is designed to be temporary in nature. One view of foster
care is that it is part of a developmental life cycle in
the lives of the systems involved, and that it may be
viewed as an intervention. However this study found that
the intervention of foster care maintained a system with
characteristics of its own. A suggestion for working with
such situations is to maintain the definitional frame of
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foster care as an intervention.
As with structural description in general, one is
viewing a snapshot, a static representation of a dynamic
set of elements in interaction. Therefore in any analysis
of the foster care phenomenon one must be aware of the
multi-levels of analysis available to the researcher. To
be useful, however, necessitates being concrete: the fol-
lowing structural view of foster care is an attempt at that
balance
.
The foster care system is an open system in inter-
action with its environment. It is a system composed of a
child, his or her natural parents, foster parents and case
worker. As a system it is made up of subsystems: the adult
subsystem and the child subsystem. Boundaries are main-
tained between the subsystems and at the interface of the
system and its environment. The tendency for homeostasis
is strong within this system.
An alternative view is that the components join to
form a suprasystem, that is a larger system made up of
whole systems. This view suggests that the foster care
suprasystem is an environmental field contexting its com-
ponent systems.
A third view is that the components join to form a
task specific function subsystem. This subsystem is termed
the decisional subsystem by this researcher. In order to
fully appreciate the complexity of work with foster care
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situations it is necessary to bear in mind these three
views
.
iii^plications of this view have been explicated
through a discussion of subsystems and of hierarchy.
Discussing foster care from a structural perspec-
tive necessitates certain assumptions. First, this discus-
sion assumes the foster care is in place, that is, that a
child has been removed from his natural home and is
presently living in a foster home. Other discussions which
will impact this perception are also presented. They con-
cern how to avoid placement by acknov/ledging and supporting
the strengths of the natural family and working within a
context that assumes foster care is a last alternative.
An argument will be made that if presentation of the
natural family is a priority, then institutions can be
creatively designed and used as a resource, similar to
respite care, to give the natural family system a vacation,
while the goal would remain for the child to remain in the
natural home. It is also argued that therapy to natural
families while a foster placement is in effect does much to
continue a blaming the natural family bias. This last
situation is viewed as one of the easiest seductions for
the family therapist and should be avoided. Additionally,
the question of therapy in mental health centers is raised,
the suggestion being that it should be avoided. The frame
of the perspective in the context presented is that foster
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care forms a decisional subsystem and that as such a situa-
tional hierarchy is to be reinforced that does not violate
the generative hierarchy of the natural family nor the
agency nor the foster family.
Additional concerns which are addressed are the
centrality of the OSS worker as part of this system or
situational decisional subsystem, not as an outsider, and
the framing of the subsystem as a symmetrical relationship
of equals able to deal with the difficulties of negotiating
decisions
.
Subsystems . This study suggests the development of a view
of structural systems and subsystems in defining foster
care. In that view the system includes the child, the
natural family, the foster family and the Department of
Social Services. It is viewed as a temporary system formed
for the extent and existence of foster care. However, the
view of this study is that the meaningful unit of interven-
tion is a subsystem. The subsystem seen as most useful and
appropriate to work is the decisional subsystem. This is a
subsystem that is functionally defined as those adults who
make and implement decisions about the foster care systems.
The adults comprising membership in this subsystem at a
minimum are: one natural parent, one foster parent, and the
case worker presently assigned to the case. The child's
interaction with this subsystem is a primary transactional
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pattern to be reckoned with.
In some ways this may be seen as an artificial
exclusive subsystem; however when working with this sub-
system one may see it as representative of the larger sub-
systems it is involved with. One useful framing is seeing
this subsystem as a "task force" with each member repre-
senting his constituency. So the natural parents involved
may be viewed as a representative of the natural family,
the foster parent as the representative of the foster
family and the case worker as representative of the Depart-
ment of Social Services. If these individuals can repre-
sent the other systems they belong to, then no problem
exists in regard to the functioning of this decisional
subsystem. However, if problems emerge in the representa-
tion then some work would be necessary in those constituent
systems
.
In order to be functional this decisional subsystem
would be a symmetrical relationship of three adults. The
interactions with the other subsystems would be clear and
open; the interactions with the child would be similar to a
parental subsystem interacting with a child.
It is hypothesized that this framing of subsystem
allows a strategic or structural therapist to break the
homeostatic patterns seen through this research. It im-
plies a seemingly narrower view of the field which adds
complexity to a situation that is viewed as stuck. It
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allows a framing that does not threaten the survival of
the constituent systems yet allows specific situational
change to occur. It operates in the present and should be
able to impact past patterns of interaction.
The role of the therapist is then to directly and
actively establish this subsystem as a functional deci-
sional subsystem. He or she need not be involved in the
content of the situation and would be able to participate
in a meta or therapeutic manner. A bias of this researcher
in working with such a subsystem would be to mask a great
deal of unbalancing in favor of the natural parents. How-
ever the suggestion is to follow the Minuchin-Haley model
of work with such systems. Suggestions for this work
follow.
The decisional subsystem thus formed would have
task specific functions and would be constituted to re-
solve specific problems: how long shall foster care last;
what are the conditions for termination; and what are the
possible termination alternatives. Within this context
the child is viewed as part of his natural family in which
this combination of adults will make decisions affecting
his life. Inclusion of the child in such decisions would
follow the guidelines of Minuchin and Haley in relation to
inclusion of children in decision-making in families. The
view of foster care from this perspective allows one to be
free to disband the subsystem when it is no longer needed.
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syst©in s th©rapist to br©ak hom©ostatic patt©rns without
int©rf©ring dir©ctly with th© hom©ostasis of th© syst©ins
©ach m©mb©r of this subsyst©m b©longs to. It n©c©ssitat©s
a narrow y©t mor© compl©x vi©w of th© natur© of fost©r
car© in which th© ov©rall functioning of th© ©l©m©nts'
liv©s do©s not app©ar at risk of changing. Chang© will b©
fram©d around issu©s lik© how long will fost©r car© ©xist,
what ar© th© conditions for its termination, how ar©
members of th© subsystem supposed to act in relation to
©ach other and to th© child, and not concern issues
families may b© mor© resistant to. It is also interesting
that this framing th© subsystem is mad© up of th© adults
and that th© child is considered part of his/her natural
family at all times. It has been suggested that a homeo-
stasis in natural families is arrived at while th© child
has been excluded; if instead, the natural family was in-
volved in decisions about the child in the context of that
family, then the change that would be reached in the
natural family is how to accommodate the child's return.
This subsystem view may be seen as comparable to
a divorce situation, where each parent participates in the
child rearing of the child while at the same time they may
be members of new families. From this view, research on
joint custody and divorce research may be seen as providing
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a therapeutic understanding to the issues of foster care.
--
^rarchy
. As a principle of systems organization hier-
archy was used as a category of analysis in this study.
In this section an expanded hierarchical description of
foster care is presented. Suggestions are made for its
utility in the description and assessment of complex social
systems from a systemic perspective. The descriptions
provided in this section are based upon five hierarchical
principles developed by the researcher.
These hierarchical principles are suggested as a
useful way to view and describe hierarchical relationships
within and between systems; however, it is suggested that
empirical data be collected and analyzed using the guide-
lines presented and that the utility of their application
be tested in a clinical setting.
Inclusion . Hierarchies of inclusion are most
useful in determining the scope of environment within
which a given system functions, and in determining which
parts of that environment, or field, are meaningful in an
analysis of a situation. Hierarchies of inclusion are
useful in simplifying the ecological context that is in-
clusive of a system. One can simply and graphically dia-
gram the inclusive hierarchy and be provided a picture of
the context of a system. The principle of inclusive hier-
archies is presented as a point of departure for the
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development of assessment of larger systems; it is offered
as a tool with which the therapist can plot the levels of
involvement of a system.
Hartman (1979) offers eco-maps as an expansion of
Minuchin's structural maps in attempt to describe the
interaction of a system with its environment. Hierarchical
maps of inclusion are presented as a simpler, although
linear representation of the same involvement.
The dilemma of determining the meaningful unit of
treatment is resolved by viewing interaction from an in-
clusive perspective. A point should be noted in that the
unit of treatment and the unit of intervention may be
different. A therapist may treat a family by intervening
in the parental subsystem. For example, the child,
natural family, foster family and case worker are each
involved in many inclusive hierarchies. By plotting these
inclusive hierarchies one is able to pinpoint the over-
lapping levels.
Complexity
. Hierarchies of complexity describe the
joining or combining of systems to form new systems or
supra systems. Viewing systems within hierarchies of com-
plexity allows the therapist a way of seeing the interre-
lationships between several occupants of a level. For
example, in the foster care situation one may view the
joining of natural parents, foster parents and case workers
as forming a hierarchy of complexity, in which the supra-
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system forms the context for understanding the interactions
of the systems. In describing or assessing the situation
of people involved in foster care it is necessary to under-
stand that the interactions are within the context of the
suprasystem formed. This allows a useful framing of the
situation and the interventions that flow. In the same
way this supra system can be viewed in the context of the
next, more complex level of the hierarchy. In the case of
foster care the more complex level can be represented by
the joining of the Department of Social Services, the
Probation Department and a local mental health facility.
In this view the supra system of natural parents
,
foster
parent and case worker may be viewed as a decisional sub-
system, with clearly defined rules of functioning within
the overall context of child welfare.
In order to understand, the decisional subsystem so
defined, the assessor must be able to assess the levels
of complexity and the context within which the subsystem
functions. For example, in one Department of Social
Services office there existed an agreement between the
D.S.S. and mental health agency that all natural parents
involved in foster care would receive therapy at the mental
health facility. It was suggested by the case worker that
this was supported by the probation department. This in-
formation is vital information for determining the context
in which change can be affected in this system.
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The therapist seeking to impact a system needs
information at both the level of inclusion and the level
of complexity. it is not uncommon that written agreements
exist between agencies which have an impact on the work of
a therapist. This study suggests that these written
agreements contribute to an understanding of any assessment
of a system.
Dominance
. Hierarchies of dominance appear to be
most useful when working with natural as opposed to
artificial systems. That is, a system that has an enduring
quality can naturally be structured according to a recip-
rocal dominance hierarchy. The status relationships are
more apparent. For example, parents occupy a higher status
than children. Similarly organizations that are developed
to ensure their own survival may be organized according to
the principal of dominance hierarchy. For example, in an
entrepreneurial organization the founder or boss may ap-
propriately be in charge of those people hired to perform
specific functions. In voluntary organizations structural
dominance is limited in application. For example, in the
foster care situation, it is useful to assiime that adults
should occupy a higher status than children; however, there
need not be a differential status among adults.
It is suggested that dominance as a differentiating
principle in regard to the adults in foster care situations
creates a dysfunctional hierarchy. In the situation
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observed in this research natural parents assumed a lower
status than either case worker or foster parents, allowing
th© child to b© in charg©.
Situational. Fost©r car© may b© vi©w©d as a t©m-
porary r©spons© to a s©t of probl©ms; implicitly, a goal
is that th© syst©m not rigidity, that is, that a hom©o-
stasis not b© maintain©d. How©v©r, as is ©vid©nt from
this r©s©arch, th© r©spons© to chang© in fost©r car© situ-
ations is stabilizing of th© hom©ostasis of th© syst©m.
It is sugg©st©d that fost©r car© b© vi©w©d from
th© p©rsp©ctiv© of a situational hi©rarchy, a hi©rarchy in
which different elements of th© system occupy th© highest
status for different functions. For example, foster
parents should appropriately be in charge of decisions
regarding the everyday functioning of their home and in
charge of the foster child's behavior within the confines
of that home; suggested areas of responsibility are for
example chores, use of the telephone and the like. This
status in order to be effective must be supported by both
case worker and natural parent. However, at the same time
natural parents would appropriately be in charge of major
life decisions affecting the child's future; for example,
what school to attend. These parental responsibilities
must also be supported by the other two adult systems.
Additionally, in times of physical crisis, situations that
are life-threatening, the adult having physical custody at
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the moment must be in charge. The context of these situa-
tional status changes is that of a symmetrical subsystem
of adults, who are joined for the particular situation of
this foster placement and who can negotiate these status
changes
.
Generativity
. In its broadest sense generativity
is an imperative of system to simultaneously move toward
survival and co-creation with its environment (Bloomfield,
Kaplan, Nielson 1981) . However in a more narrow sense
generativity suggests generative hierarchies; that is,
hierarchies in which status is determined by the nature of
one level generating the next level. It is hypothesized
that all systems have a generative capacity and that if
dysfunction is shown by a system then the generative
capacity of that system is not being fulfilled. For
example, a generative function in a family is to pass on
the cultural context of the parents to the offspring; this
is accomplished most functionally through an appropriate
hierarchical arrangement, one in which parents guide, nur-
ture and teach children. Foster care dysfunction may be
defined in terms of generative dysfunction.
The generative dysfunction of the system involved
in foster care creates a supra system whose dysfunction
can be defined as a subversion of the generative capacity
of its component systems. For example, natural parents
should have the generative capacity of raising their
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offspring. Foster care, by maintaining a homeostasis which
allows children to remain in foster care and not return,
subverts this capacity. On this level it is hypothesized
that the state system has subsumed the generative capacity
of the natural parents. However, at another level of
analysis generative hierarchical dysfunction can be seen
in all systems involved in foster care.
Working hierarchically with foster care systems
necessitates the acknowledgment of generative hierarchies.
One view of successful foster care treatment is that the
function of foster care is to reestablish a generative
hierarchy in the natural family. In order to do so it
is suggested that natural parents remain and be encouraged
and supported in their appropriate hierarchical status
while the child is in foster care. For example, some deci-
sions concerning the child while in placement appear to be
best decided by the natural parents although implemented
by the foster parents. Examples of this that are generally
accepted are religious decisions; however the suggestion
is that many decisions which seem at first glance to be in
the domain of foster parents may be more appropriately in
the domain of natural parents. Dating practices, for
example: foster families may assume that for their natural
children that dating is acceptable at a particular age.
This may be in contradiction to the norms of the natural
family. The suggestion is that the foster child follow the
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rules of his natural family while in foster placement.
This raises an interesting point of the dual
generative nature of foster families; on the one hand they
may be natural families and generatively responsible for
their offspring, however it appears that the tendency is
to include the foster child as one of the family. This
was stated by two of the foster parents in this study.
However, that action violates the generative function of
the foster child's natural family and furthers the genera-
tive functioning of the family as a foster family. in
that capacity the role would be to provide short term sub-
stitute care, not create the homeostasis that was seen.
Hierarchical summary . This study suggests five
principles of hierarchy as useful in viewing complex social
systems. This section presented a brief view of their
application, which is suggested as a point of departure.
The nature of hierarchy is a complex, controversial area
in the field of family therapy. The scheme presented here
contributes to an understanding of these issues.
A model of family therapy . This section suggests guide-
lines for strategic and structural work with people in-
volved in a foster care situation. It offers guidelines
for a model of family therapy based upon the findings of
this research and the work of Jay Haley and Salvadore
Minuchin.
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This model suggests that family therapy as it is
traditionally done within a systemic context is inappro-
priate in foster care situations; that instead the tech-
niques and concepts of this work are adaptable to this
unique situation. it suggests that the family therapist
will not be effective working with single elements of the
system, for example, the natural family. it suggests an
emphasis on the generative capacities of the systems in-
volved. The goal of this work is the termination of the
foster care situation; it is based upon the notion that
foster care is a situation or intervention initiated to
solve problems; that either these problems will be resolved
(the child will return home) or that an alternative will
be effected (the child will be permanently placed) . A
bias of this researcher is that the child should be re-
turned to the natural family, however, he acknowledges that
this is not always possible.
Minuchin (1978) suggests that in order to generate
a model for therapy one must address several concerns, in-
cluding the unit of intervention, the locus of pathology,
the therapist's role and scope, and the process of change.
This section follows these guidelines in generating a model
for therapy in foster care situations.
"The systems therapist's unit of intervention is
always a subsystem" (Minuchin, 1978, p. 80). This model
suggests that the unit of intervention is the decisional
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subsystem formed by a natural parent, a foster parent and
the Department of Social Services case worker presently
assigned to the case. The major intervention is the
establishment of this unit as a temporary subsystem whose
function is to make decisions. The goal of the work is
the creation of a functional decisional subsystem, which
will act in a symmatrical relationship regarding the deci-
of foster care, for example, how long foster care will
last, what are the possible termination alternatives, what
the conditions for termination. Within this framework
the therapist also intervenes to establish each member in
symmetrical relationship with one another regarding deci-
sions and their implementation on a day-to-day basis.
In a systems model the locus of pathology is
the individual in context. The dysfunctional
sequences that link the individual and the con-
text, regulating the utilizations of symptoms by
the system are particularly significant (Minuchin
1978, p. 84)
.
This model expands this notion in suggesting that
the locus of pathology lies in the maintenance of rigid
homeostatic tendencies formed by the initiation of foster
care. The pathology lies in the interactions which do not
allow foster care situations to function; they become dys-
functional when they become rigidly homeostatic.
The systems therapist ... is a strategist
oriented in the present, he is active and intru-
sive. It is the therapist's responsibility to
uncover more effective alternative transactional
patterns in the therapeutic system and foster their
use (Minuchin 1978, p. 90).
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This model suggests that the therapist intervene
directly and intrusively from the outset, first by
establishing the goals of the treatment as the termination
of the subsystem he or she is helping to create, and se-
quentially defining the subsystem as a decisional sub-
system. The therapist must work sequentially, first in-
cluding the three systems representatives and then disen-
gaging each of them. A therapist working in this model
would not work with only a natural family nor a foster
family while foster care is in place; to do this creates
two dysfunctional patterns; first, that other issues are
^ore important than the termination of foster care, and
second, that the component of the system being seen in
therapy is blamed for the situation. This model necessi-
tates the therapist's being in control of the case. The
case worker and the therapist must have a relationship
in which the therapist is in charge and the case worker is
seen as a member of the system with specific tasks to per-
form.
For the systems therapist change occurs when
there is systems transformation which develops a
new capacity among members to select alternative
ways of relating. The past or significant parts
of the past are contained in the present and a
change in that pattern, a transformation in the
present, will change meaning and influence of the
past (Minuchin 1978, p. 94).
The locus of change in this model is the effective
termination of foster care. It is suggested that the goal
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of this model is to disengage itself. The nature of the
work, that is, removing blame from any component and
creating a functional subsystem, does a variety of things.
First, It provides an alternative to homeostatic mainten-
ance, and second it provides alternative ways of relating
between members of the subsystem and between those members
and other subsystems. For example if a natural parent
was unable to act in an appropriate hierarchical relation-
ship with the child, the establishment of this subsystem
in which the parent is hierarchically appropriate creates
a new pattern of interaction for that parent and the child.
It is clear that a variety of difficulties and
techniques and interventions are not suggested in these
guidelines. Instead, they are presented as a basis from
which a model of therapy will be generated. However,
based upon the research of this study and the clinical
experience of this researcher, several areas of concern
will be addressed, and suggestions for their resolution
presented in the process of therapy.
The process of therapy in this model is sequential.
Foster care is viewed as a temporary situation in the
lives of the people involved; the goal is the termination
of foster care. It is suggested that once this goal is
reached, a variety of strategies based upon models outlined
by Minuchin (1978) and Haley (1980) be implemented with
component systems assessed as in need of therapy. However,
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to discuss an overall process of therapy, the
point at which to begin is the point of entry of the
therapist into the system. Several possible points of
entry will be discussed.
This study suggests that the most effective work
could be done by a therapist working as part of the Depart-
ment of Social Services office. The therapist could be
called decisional consultant, and have explicit authority
and responsibility from the Department of Social Services
to facilitate decisional change. This allows the system
to avoid the inclusion of yet another outside helper, and
it makes explicit the alliance between professional helper
and the Department of Social Services. Often the case is
that a therapist is contracted by the Department of Social
Services to work with a family in a foster care situation.
The therapist attempts to maintain a neutral stance while
in fact having a covert alliance with the case worker. A
therapist working for the Department of Social Services
could avoid this trap. Additionally, it is suggested that
the therapist have authority over the case worker; that is,
be in a higher hierarchical status. The work of the thera-
pist is to establish this decisional symmetrical subsystem,
reach agreement concerning goals of the situation and a
plan for implementing these goals. It is suggested that
regular meetings take place to monitor and implement these
goals and maintain the symmetrical nature of the relation-
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ship. It is suggested that this subsystem be worked with
similar to the model suggested by Haley (1980) in working
with families with a troubled young person.
A second point of entry into a foster care situa-
tion IS that of a therapist seeing a family in which a
child IS placed in foster care during the process of the
therapy. it is suggested that the therapist terminate
therapy with the family after assessing the nature of the
failure of the therapy.
Therapists often work with natural families while
foster care is in place, or after foster care has been
initiated; it is suggested that family therapists should
not work with any one component of a foster care situation;
that to do so merely maintains the homeostatic tendencies
of the system and adds to that system's dysfunction. It
does this in a variety of ways, including maintaining a
blaming the client orientation.
Family therapists receiving referrals from Depart-
ments of Social Service for people involved in foster care
should attempt to establish the same manner of work de-
scribed for therapists working within a Department of
Social Service office. This study suggests more difficulty
in working from this stance. It also suggests that working
within the context of a mental health center frames the
problem in a dysfunctional way; and that more productive
work can be accomplished within the Department of Social
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Service office.
It is also suggested that foster care be framed
and presented as a treatment of last resort, not, as
presently done, as the least restrictive treatment. Foster
care is a major state intervention into the lives of people
and should be treated as such.
Generating a model of family therapy for foster
care situations is a complex task with many variations.
These suggestions are offered for application and clinical
refinement.
By way of summary, when working with foster care
situations, several suggestions are made based upon
Minuchin's guidelines for a model of therapy. The unit
of intervention is the subsystem formed by the joining of
natural parents, foster parents and case worker, framed as
a decisional subsystem. The locus of pathology is the
interactions around which dysfunctional homeostatic mech-
anisms are rigidified and dysfunction in the generative
function of the systems involved. The therapist's role
and scope is to work sequentially to reunify a child with
his/her natural family. This involves first forming a
subsystem and then sequentially disengaging various members
from that subsystem; first the foster parents, then the
case worker, and finally the therapist. Change is seen as
accomplished through this sequential restructuring of the
suprasystem, the subsystem, the system and the subsystem
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again.
There exists a wide range of specific intervention
useful at various points in this model of therapy. For
example, it is suggested that in working with the supra-
system that whoever shows up be defined as the functional
decisional subsystem; that each member be responsible to
their constituent subsystems. The consultant therapist may
wish to meet with foster parents or refer them for therapy
to facilitate their dealing with the rapid engagements and
disengagements suggested. This model seeks to offer
guidelines for the therapist involved in foster care.
Research concerns . There are a number of difficulties in
doing research on family systems. These difficulties
appear to increase exponentially as one applies methodo-
logical tools to the analysis of more complex social
systems. Systems are complex, with many levels of communi-
cation and interaction occurring simultaneously. In any
view of isolated, specific patterns one forsakes some view
of the whole; by focusing too broadly on the whole one
forsakes the complex set of micro interactions of the part.
Systems are open and in constant dynamic state; systems are
circular and reciprocal; the researcher of a dynamic cir-
cular system is also bound by a linear language, at times
incapable of describing the relationships of parts to the
whole and the whole to its parts, all within the context
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of the research.
The difficulty in implementing this methodology
lends itself to a variety of suggestions. Suggestions
regarding interactional patterns, particularly as regards
the homeostatic nature of foster care situations, have
been made elsewhere; however, several research concerns
have also been raised based upon the difficulties encoun-
tered in the implementation of this methodology.
It is possible that this research represented a
challenge to the homeostatic nature of these systems;
therefore it is suggested that a methodology be designed
which would decrease such a challenge. It is suggested
that similar research be conducted preceding the conjoint
interview with interviews with each system; that is, an
interview with the natural family, foster family and the
case worker separately. it is speculated that the re-
searcher could then join each component of the system in a
way which would reduce reluctance to participate. A
second suggestion in this area is that this research be
replicated by a researcher working within the Department
of Social Services office, or by one having had previous
contact. A difficulty in each suggestion is that of the
researcher maintaining a neutral stance. It is suggested
that this issue be addressed in the research.
Since the size of the sample was limited, it is
suggested that this study be replicated with a larger
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number of foster care systems
.
Since this study analyzed the data primarily from
a structural perspective, it is suggested that the data
be analyzed using a different systemic base.
It is also suggested that the study be replicated
using a different interaction perspective as the method of
data collection and data analysis ; for example
,
interview-
ing similar foster care systems using circular questioning
as the procedure of the interview.
Future research . A great deal of data and analysis was
generated by this research, leading to suggestions for
future research of several kinds.
It is suggested that research be designed and
conducted to investigate the relationship of foster care
to its social context, that is, the community. It can be
hypothesized that foster care may serve a homeostatic func-
tion in the community or society. For example, it allows
for employment of case workers, foster parents, and allows
the community an underclass : the natural parents
.
It is suggested that research be conducted that
would investigate and describe the processes of organiza-
tional decision and policy making within a Department of
Social Services, and a comparative study of how those
policies are implemented. Of particular interest is the
apparent divergent implementation of policies within
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different area offices of the same state agency, of inter-
est also is the perception and implementation at the case
worker level of the definitions of success developed at a
State level.
It is suggested that research be conducted with
foster care situations that are defined as problematic;
for example, a study of foster care children who do not
bounce back into foster care but who remain institutional-
ized. A longitudinal study of foster care cases begun at
the point of entry or discharge from an institution should
be conducted.
This was a small sample; it is therefore suggested
that the study be replicated and the hypotheses generated
by investigation with a larger sample.
A study investigating the three types of foster
parents would provide additional data, as would a replica-
tion of this study using a comparative sample of profes-
sional, life style and child specific foster parents. It
is suggested that several of each type of foster families
be involved in this comparative sample. This should be
preceded with a statistical analysis of Department of
Social Services records to ascertain the makeup of foster
families, in order to operationalize a definition of each
type of foster family.
A study of children who have been successfully de-
fined foster placements after they were no longer involved
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with the Department of Social Services would be able to
comment on the relative success of these placements. A
finding of this study was that foster care in its homeo-
static response had some interesting effects on the de-
velopmental phases of the children and their families.
This was particularly true as it related to leaving home;
a follow-up longitudinal study investigating the "after-
placement" of these children would be useful in determining
the developmental difficulties, their resolution or con-
tinued "stuckness." It is speculated that a significant
number of children of successful foster placements maintain
continued involvement with helping agencies; either thera-
pists, the Department of Mental Health, or the corrections
system. This speculation is based upon the hypothesis that
the developmental phase of launching was not successfully
negotiated.
A study exploring developmental issues and descrip-
tions of development in these complex social systems would
contribute much to an understanding of such systems. It
was difficult in this study to adequately describe the
development phase of the supra system as well as the De-
partment of Social Services. Neilson (1981) suggests a
developmental framework which appears useful in such cases.
The fact that three foster children were placed
in shelters, and one in a hospital leads to some interest-
ing speculation. Several hypotheses were raised concerning
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this, with the suggestion that research be undertaken to
more fully explain this occurrence. The suggestions are
formulated on the notion that something happens in the
institution, that the institution serves some function in
the "life cycle" of these foster placements. One hypothe-
sis IS that It demarks, as a ritual would, the end of the
child's stay at home and is seen as the beginning of the
child's launching; albeit an aberrant launching. A second
hypothesis already spoken to is that the institution may
challenge the homeostasis of the system enough so that it
stabilizes in successful foster care. It would be diffi-
cult to ascertain the true nature of how this functions,
however it would be useful to know if it is a common trend.
It would be also useful to know around what issues
,
and
how successful foster care follows institutional placement
in some cases while in others the child begins a life of
institutional care.
Several interesting conclusions may be drawn from
the notion that different constellations participated in
the interview. The conclusions are centered around notions
of boundary maintenance and subsystem membership. If the
inclusion/exclusion issue in attendance at these interviews
is viewed metaphorically—that is, that it represents
inclusion/exclusion issues in the systems represented by
the attendees, then one may assume that when chronic unre-
solved issues of subsystem development are at issue it can
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be seen as inclusion and exclusion in the foster care deci-
sional subsystem; and that more broadly, foster care serves
the function of defining membership in the family system.
The Ayuda case is the most blatant example—seeing the
child excluded to form a new family. in all cases the en-
tire systems did not show up and Minuchin (1978) says
families that have difficulty forming appropriate sub-
systems have difficulties in relationships with the world
outside the family system. A further speculation is that
these families join the larger system as a way of getting
back an excluded member— in some ways they attempt the
impossible task of encompassing the larger system.
Additionally, this boundary issue suggests that
families seeking help become easily classified as multi-
problem families. If one assumes the definition of multi-
problem family as a family that has contact with more than
three helping agencies or keepers in a time limited dura-
tion or other definitions (see Kaplan 1980)
,
then each of
these families by the very nature of seeking foster care
for their children have become multiproblem through in-
volvement with the probation department, the Department of
Social Services and a therapy agency. A goal, then, of any
foster care situation would be to disengage the family from
that system of helpers. A requisite of any program design
would be to centralize the helper and empower that person
to the exclusion of other agencies.
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Family therapy has moved from the notion that the
dyad is the most meaningful unit of assessment to that of
seeing triads as most meaningful. This research suggests
that when assessing larger systems that the development
of a quadratic approach may be necessary. For example, in
foster care it may be useful to view the triad of natural
parent, foster parent and case worker in interaction with
the child. Viewed from a triadic perspective the child is
seen in a shifting alliance in various triads; in order to
effectively restructure foster care situations it is sug-
gested that a quadratic theory be researched and developed.
This research generated a wealth of data and
ideas. It has made a contribution to understanding a
complex area. It is hoped that future research will be
undertaken to substantially add to that knowledge.
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appendix a
SAMPLE LETTER
Dear (Mr. and Mrs. Natural Family or Foster Family),*
I am doing a project regarding foster care. This study isbeing done with the cooperation of the Department of SocialServices. (D.S.S. case worker) suggested that you might be
willing to participate in this study.
The goal of this study is to get a better idea about whathappens in foster care, and to get a better idea about
what kind of services would be helpful to people involvedin foster care.
o^^sr to do this I would like to spend about two hours
talking with the people involved in (Child's Name) foster
care. The meeting would include (D.S.S. case worker),
(Foster or Natural Parents)
,
and both of you.
(D.S.S. case worker) will be calling within the next week
or so to arrange a time for the meeting. The meeting will
remain confidential. The meeting will be taped so that
my research assistant and I can have more time for viewing
the meeting.
Thank you for the help you are giving me in the completion
of this project.
Sincerely yours.
Stephen I. Bloomfield
SIB/gs
*All items in parentheses were filled in with actual names.
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CONSENT FORM
In agreeing to participate in this study, conducted
by Stephen Bloomfield, I understand that meetings will be
video and audio taped, that these tapes will be used for
the purpose of gathering information for this study.
I also understand that I am free to terminate my
participation at any point in the process of the study.
(Signed)
(Date)
(Researcher)
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CONFIDENTIALITY STATEMENT
In addition to the letter (Appendix A) and the
consent form (Appendix B) several other provisions of
follow up and participant protection are included in this
study.
The study will be explained to all participants at
the beginning conjoint interview. An abstract of the study
be available to participants upon request.
A case consultation conference is included in this
study. The researcher will facilitate this conference with
all the Department of Social Service case workers partici-
pating. The researcher will provide suggestions for
referral and/or consultation/supervision for case workers
responsible for each case, as is requested.
The researcher will suggest and make referrals for
therapy for any participants in need of such services.
This will be determined by request from participants; re-
quests from case workers or clinical observation of re-
searcher .
Confidentiality of all participants will be main-
tained throughout the study. Names and other identifying
information will be changed in this study.
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Date
I (We) authorize Stephen Bloomfield to use any
audio-visual recordings made by him of (myself) (us) (my
son, daughter, etc.). Said use by Stephen Bloomfield
shall be limited to purposes of teaching and research but
may be presented only before professionals.
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I hereby agree to allow Stephen Bloomfield to
confer and exchange information with
regarding my (self) (son)
(daughter)
(Signature)
(Date)
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